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For Mom and Dad.
None of this is possible without you.
Sorry about the curse words.
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Introduction

I Was About to Become Unemployed, and I Had
Never Felt Better.

IN LATE 2017, I decided to leave my first stable job out of college as a social
media marketer for another position. I had ignored all the red flags during
the interview process and took the job anyway. Big mistake.

After only a week, my boss called me into her office. I’d barely had a
chance to memorize the code to the bathroom, let alone work out how the
company operated—but as I sat in her office taking notes, she told me to
my face how she was worried that she would regret hiring me.

I spent the next ten weeks crying almost every day, panicked at the
thought of looming termination. On Christmas Day, I had to excuse myself
from my family dinner to stare at my computer screen with complete dread,
finishing up a project that I was told would determine my fate at the
company. I felt completely powerless—she had made me feel scared and
small.

If you picked up this book already knowing a bit of my story, the last
words you’d use to describe me are “scared and small.” As the founder and
CEO of the financial education company Her First $100K, I’ve spoken in
front of thousands of people; currently host a chart-topping business
podcast; and am regularly featured, in bright lipstick and a leather jacket, on
platforms like the New York Times and the Today show. I don’t do scared or
small. But during that time in a toxic job, I felt deeply ashamed and
paralyzed, with my anxiety at an all-time high.

Then I checked my bank account.



For the past two years, I had diligently saved a portion of my paycheck
for an emergency fund. I was slowly growing my first $100K, the personal
origin story of the company I started on the side. This money’s job was to
sit patiently and wait: for a flat tire, an unexpected medical bill—or a toxic
job. I realized I didn’t have to spend another day at that job because I had
options.

So, on a chilly day in January, I got to (politely) say “fuck off” to a bad
situation. I walked out the door standing a little straighter, smiling for the
first time in months. I was in control, as opposed to being controlled. It felt
good.

This is the feeling I want for every woman.

I was lucky enough to have parents who gave me a financial education. I
saw my dad routinely call our cable company to negotiate our bill. I saw my
mom balance the checkbook on the thirteenth and twenty-first of every
month (using software from the 1800s). They taught me how to be a smart
saver, how to use a credit card responsibly, and how to use money as a tool
to build a life you love. We worked together—my parents carefully saved
and I had three jobs while in school—so that I could graduate debt-free
from college. They didn’t grow up with much, so they were committed to
providing both an emotionally and financially stable life for me.

And because I didn’t know any different, I thought this was the case for
everyone. I thought everyone had this kind of stability and guidance. But as
I grew older—graduated high school and went to college—I realized that
financial education was a luxury only those with access to financial
resources could pass on to their families. Having a financial education was
a privilege. Being a cisgender, straight, able-bodied white woman with a
middle-class upbringing was a privilege.

And with that privilege came responsibility.
I graduated from college in 2016, five months before Donald Trump was

elected. As I came into womanhood—learning how to navigate my life and
career in a society rooted in systemic oppression—I was deciding on the
person I wanted to be and what I stood for. I began to unpack my own



privilege and wanted to use that privilege to help others. It was the push
twenty-two-year-old me needed to build something larger than herself. And
so I founded Her First $100K to fight financial inequality by giving women
actionable resources to better their money.

Nothing inspires me more than to see a woman standing in her own
power. It’s my favorite fucking thing. But when I entered the workforce as
an adult, I saw sexism everywhere, to the point where women were so
beaten down that they doubted their own power. I watched friends get paid
less than they were worth. I saw women of color continually get passed
over for opportunities. I learned that women hold the majority of debt in
America and that they invest less of their money for retirement than men,
though we live seven years longer.

A financial foundation provides choices. Small yet impactful choices,
like the ability to take a revitalizing vacation, purchase little luxuries
without guilt, or donate to causes you believe in. And Big Life Stuff
choices, like starting a business, having children, or retiring early. And most
important, the choice to exit toxic situations, like leaving an emotionally
abusive relationship or an anxiety-inducing job.

Back in 2017, when I felt powerless and scared in a toxic situation, my
bank account was the answer. My financial foundation meant I had options.

We live in a patriarchal world—a system that aids and abets inequality. In
this system that has gatekept financial information and tools from
marginalized groups, it is an act of protest to be financially independent. It
is an act of protest to overcome negative beliefs about money in order to
save, pay off debt, invest, and find fulfilling work. It is an act of protest to
prioritize rest instead of hustle, abundance rather than scarcity, and
generosity in place of stockpiling. In a world that actively works to keep us
playing small, it is an act of protest to be stable, content, and powerful.

It’s deeply important to acknowledge that there’s only so much of our
financial experience we can control. Personal finance is about 20 percent
personal choice and 80 percent circumstantial. Yet historically, money
experts’ advice has suggested that if you’re broke, in debt, or financially
struggling, it’s entirely your fault.



We cannot discuss personal finance, money, or economics without
discussing systemic oppression. Outside forces—including but not limited
to racism; ableism; homophobia; recession; natural disaster; and lack of
access to health care, paid leave, or child support—are much to blame for
why you might be struggling financially.

Financial feminism doesn’t hand-wave away these structural problems in
pursuit of individual women’s success. This book does not solve inequality.
It does not solve (or support) capitalism. It’s not “I did it, so you can do it
too!” inspiration porn or a pedestal for hustle culture. Rather, it’s a survival
guide. While we work to change the system that currently exists, we must
navigate it to the best of our ability. We still have to pay our rent, buy
groceries, and take care of ourselves.

A financial feminist is someone who embraces the power they already
possess in order to help themselves—and those around them—to reach
financial equality. Once you are taken care of—are stable, content, and
thriving—you will not only have a full cup but also be able to fill others’
cups too.

I’ve seen how financial feminism changes women’s lives through my
work with Her First $100K. Danielle, a woman who approached me outside
of an art museum in Florence, rescued herself and her daughter from her
abusive husband, started her own business, and was on her Eat Pray Love
trip to Italy. Moji, who had always felt scared to negotiate her pay, now asks
for her worth and asserts herself as a Black woman in the largely white
industry that she works in. Lizz went from having to take a second
antidepressant because of her demanding nine-to-five to owning her own
tech company; she now makes $60,000 more than she made in her former
job and feels more confident than ever.

This book is yours. I give you full permission to highlight, scribble in the
margins, and dog-ear the hell out of it. Note passages that make you feel a
certain way, homework that you want to come back to, and quotes that
stand out to you. Throughout the pages, I will encourage reflection and to-
dos, so make sure you have a Google Doc open or a notebook close by. We
also have accompanying resources, tips, and guides at



herfirst100k.com/book-resources—these are included with the purchase of
your book, so please use them!

This book is intended to be read slowly over multiple sit-downs and will
work best for you if you actually implement change. Do not try to read this
all the way through in one sitting; you will get overwhelmed and never pick
it up again. Give yourself grace and take breaks. In the same vein, please do
not be a passive reader. Use the material to actually make changes in your
life. It may be tempting to skip sections, especially if you’re financially
struggling right now and you’re just trying to find a quick fix. But I
intentionally wrote this book in the order it is written to help you to see a
shift in your relationship with money in the long term, so please read it
sequentially.

Woven throughout the book are interviews with experts and stories from
the Her First $100K community. I did this for a few reasons: First, I wanted
to showcase and amplify different perspectives, especially from
marginalized groups. During moments of vulnerability (like learning about
money!), it adds a layer of comfort and inspiration when someone shares an
experience that might be similar to yours. And second, I’m not the be-all
and end-all authority on everything, so I brought in some other experts to
help.

Financial feminism is best summed up in one of my favorite quotes:
“When you have all you need, build a longer table, not a higher fence.” The
mission of financial feminism is to do everything in your power to create a
sturdy, beautiful table for yourself, and then invite others to it, rather than
gatekeeping that abundance. And when everyone at the table is nourished,
we start to tear down the fences others have built. When we are taken care
of, only then can we work to change the system that disenfranchises so
many. This book is here to give you the tools to help you navigate your
financial life, so that when you are financially stable and financially well,
we can fight against the system together.

Welcome to my table, Financial Feminists. Let’s dig in.



Chapter 1

The Emotions of Money



I Couldn’t Get Her to Just Quit Her Fucking Job.

Kristine is my best friend and my absolute favorite person in the entire
world. We’ve traveled to a half dozen countries together, we’ve been in a
car with each other for at least five hundred hours (we once tried to
calculate it), and we feel each other’s wins and losses like they’re our own.
We met at my first job out of school—a job that I fled after a year and a half
because of its insane toxicity and hellish culture.

This particular evening, she was calling to complain about yet another
horror story, because while I had gotten out, she hadn’t. After seven years at
the same company, she was still dealing with the same bullshit.

While I tried to stay present and listen, one thought kept going through
my mind: “I just need to convince her to leave. That will make her so much
happier.”

You probably know this scenario well. A friend calls, complaining about
a problem, and you know that you could fix it. You could give them a
detailed, step-by-step PowerPoint of what they should do now, because you
want them to be okay and to feel less pain. But guess what? That’s not what
your friend is coming to you for—at least not yet. They’re not coming for
an action plan. They just need someone to rant to, someone who will listen,
someone who can empathize and tell them, “Man, that sucks, I’m sorry.
Let’s work through it.”

Right now Kristine is not calling me for a solution; she’s calling to
emotionally process her shitty situation at work, because that’s the first,
most necessary step.

The same thing happened when I started coaching women about money.
When I first began my work as a money educator, I immediately dove

into my favorite thing: actionable advice. With good intentions, I thought
that offering guidance around goal setting, budgeting, and investment
strategies would be enough for success—and we’ll get to all those things



later, I promise. But after our sessions, my clients quickly reverted to old
habits: mindless spending, negative self-talk, and analysis paralysis. We
hadn’t processed the root of their problems with money, because I just
wanted to help them as quickly as possible. All the strategies I gave them to
fix their financial issues ended up being temporary solutions to a much
larger problem. It was then I realized: if we want to create lasting financial
change, we have to do some emotional unpacking first. (Kristine and I have
now learned to ask each other, “Do you want advice right now, or do you
just need to process some shit?”)

It’s going to be tempting to skip this chapter. I completely understand that
the last thing you want to delve into is “yOuR EMOtiONs aROuND
mOnEY,” but it’s the most necessary part of the process of feeling
financially confident. You can’t start to change your money narratives until
you get honest about where they originated. I can’t teach you how to set
financial goals if you haven’t understood how your money hang-ups will
affect you. It’s like trying to compete on The Great British Bake Off without
having a recipe in mind: you’re just going to burn some stuff and also have
a soggy bottom, and then judge Paul Hollywood will turn his crystal-blue
eyes on you with disdain. (No handshake for you!) As shame researcher,
professor, and all-around queen of my life Dr. Brené Brown says (she’s
going to be quoted so much in this chapter!), “If you don’t name your
emotions and feel them, they will eat you alive.”

Money is psychological. I’ll repeat it: money is psychological. Our
financial decisions are directly impacted by our mind-sets and how we’re
feeling in a certain moment, and in turn these financial decisions directly
impact our longer-term outcomes. We feel positive and negative emotions
about every single aspect of money, whether it’s debt, investing, or our
income. I’ve done a lot of work to understand how my emotions and
financial decisions interact—and I still spent countless pandemic nights
looking at T-shirts I wanted to buy but didn’t need (Madewell, there’s
something in your water, I swear to fucking God), replacing five unburned
candles with new ones for no rational reason, and browsing Zillow for
houses I can’t afford in places I’ll never move to. And then I promptly felt



like shit because that jasmine candle was obviously the reason I couldn’t
afford my dream $4.3 million New Orleans shotgun-style house with the
massive garden and wraparound porch. This shit never fully goes away—
even I, a money expert, sometimes allow my emotional state to dictate my
financial choices. I know I’m not alone. Think back on the last month and
the kinds of money decisions you made—both the ones you’re proud of and
the ones you’re not. How many were influenced, even subtly, by your
mental or emotional state? I’m willing to bet almost all of them. Your
thoughts, feelings, and mind-set dictate your daily relationship with money.

It goes beyond spending and day-to-day finances; our emotions are in
play for larger financial decisions too, even in the way we view money or
the people with it. No one is immune. When I was twenty-two, I felt like I
needed to buy a house that I wasn’t emotionally or financially ready to own,
because I felt the shame of being a renter and “throwing away money.” My
clients have so many stories like this: feeling guilt for hiring a housekeeper
(despite having a disability), not checking their student loan balance
because they’re scared of what they’ll find, and the all-too-common one:
losing out on millions of dollars because they fear the idea of investing or
of negotiating for a higher salary. And for most of my clients—and most
likely for you, if you’re reading this—avoiding money issues altogether
might be a response to the emotions that come up. The prospect of studying,
understanding, and executing financial tasks is intimidating and
overwhelming, so we avoid them.

Women who have worked to learn more about investing, negotiating,
paying off debt, saving money, and so on must often handle a double-edged
sword, because the patriarchy punishes us for trying to improve our
situations. Some examples include calling us “ungrateful” when we ask for
the salary we deserve, actively gatekeeping information about the stock
market, or shaming us for spending money on things that make our lives
better.

Our feelings about money are intentionally weaponized. There are
predatory companies taking advantage of our lack of education—store
credit cards pretending to be reward cards, “Get rich tomorrow off this hot



stock!” scams, multilevel marketing companies, and private student loans
come to mind. These companies use our fears and insecurities to make
money, in the same way that magazines, beauty companies, and the diet
industry have historically done. Women consume their offerings in an
attempt to feel less shame for not looking like we “should.”

A word from
Alexis Rockley
POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY COACH AND AUTHOR OF Find Your F*ckyeah

Shame is a social, fear-based, universal emotion—something that all of us experience, and
regularly.

We hate talking about our shame; it’s up there on the list of Topics That Make Strangers
Uncomfortable at Boring Parties. I wish we would, though, because shame’s control over us
gets stronger the less we talk about it.

According to experts such as the famous shame researcher Dr. Brené Brown and author and
clinical psychologist Mary Lamia, shame is rooted in our fear of disconnection. It’s a very
painful, predictive kind of negative emotion: If I do not meet society’s expectations, then I will
become isolated from and rejected by others.

You’ll recognize it as that familiar “I’m not enough” or “I’m too much” feeling—an
excruciating sense of unworthiness, the painful twinge of feeling unwanted or being
unacceptable. Shame is that out-of-control feeling we experience whenever we’re worried that
something undesirable about us has been—or is about to be—exposed.

And who wants to be exposed?! We humans are a famously social species who crave
connection and support; of course, we want to avoid isolation at all costs! It’s what makes
shame such a powerful source of motivation in our lives.

Shame, like all emotions, exists to motivate us.

As far as we can tell, shame, like its fellow negative emotions, serves a crucial evolutionary
purpose: to keep us alive and in relationship with others. Shame is so uncomfortable that it
interrupts our positive emotions and redirects our attention to the source of our shame. In
other words, shame is just a signal; it’s our brain’s version of ringing an alarm, like, “Hey! Pay
attention! Make sure you don’t do anything that will get us shunned!”

But if shame is just a message from our brain, why do so many studies find that shame is
highly correlated with violence, aggression, bullying, depression, addiction, and eating
disorders?

Because we haven’t been taught to experience our feelings like they’re messages from our
brain.



We’re taught almost nothing about our negative emotions, except to be afraid of them, to shut
them down, and we confuse them with who we are.

The result? Shame affects us in ways entirely opposite to what it evolved for. Instead of
helping us stay connected to others, shame makes us shrink, self-isolate, and shut down.
Rather than motivating us to reevaluate the “social norms” that people project onto us (and
decide whether we even want to align with those expectations), shame makes us obsessed with
those so-called norms, manifesting in all kinds of self-censorship.

In this way, shame’s first demand is conformity. Ashamed, we believe we must look, think,
have, choose, and act identically to everyone else in power. Familiar with the pain of rejection,
and desperate to avoid its sting again, we align ourselves with the status quo: no risk-taking,
no standing out. It’s too dangerous. And if we can’t conform? Then we see no other option
than to shrink, minimize, and downplay all the ways that we deviate from that norm.

Shame traps us with comparison bait, leading to that familiar “I’m not _______________
enough” spiral. It’s why an innocently mindless, twenty-minute social media scroll leads to
rethinking every single one of our career choices, like: What, they’re in Tulum now? How is it
possible they look this good on-camera at all times? Honestly, how the hell do they afford this
many vacations a year? What do they have figured out that I don’t?

Shame’s comparison bait seems innocent enough—I’m just gathering inspiration! I just want
to find out what so-and-so is up to!—but leaves us feeling like failures every time.

Shame’s second demand is perfection, rendering success totally unattainable. Acknowledging
that we’re capable of outgrowing ignorance and learning from our mistakes shouldn’t
ordinarily trigger a full-on identity crisis. But when we take shame’s humility bait (“Who do I
think I am to _______________?”), we drag ourselves into a pit of self-loathing that’s hard to
escape.

Humility bait is why people (and especially women) avoid saying anything that would imply
we might want to be rich: Who am I to admit that money is a priority for me, instead of
something more . . . noble? It’s the reason we’d rather share an embarrassing sex story with
coworkers than discuss differences in our salaries: What if I make them uncomfortable? It’s
impolite to talk about money . . .

Shame’s humility bait seems innocent enough—I’m just being realistic! I don’t want to impose
by asking too many questions!—but it leaves us feeling (inaccurately) alone in our struggles
and trapped in ignorance, afraid to admit what we don’t know.

Shame convinces us to judge ourselves through a lens of perfection and conformity because it
talks to us in the first person—I, me, my, mine, myself—and speaks in our voice. But when
you confuse shame’s emotional alarm (I feel disconnected from money, what do I want to do
about that?) with who you are (I’ll never get my shit together, I’m just bad with money),
you’ve been tricked into believing the discomfort you feel is evidence that you’re failing.

Let me be clear: The pain of rejection is real. The physical and emotional toll that widespread
social rejection (marginalization) has on us is real. Shame is a powerful motivator, an
evolutionary form of protection, and nothing to be embarrassed about feeling. (Ask me about
the shame we feel about being ashamed; it’s a meta mess.)



But! And! You don’t have to subject yourself to shame’s private torture. You are not alone.
Perfection does not exist, and conformity is not an admirable goal. You deserve to be seen,
supported, and connected while you outgrow your lack of knowledge and learn from your
mistakes. Each of us is trying to figure out how to be a person in this body, with this brain,
with these resources, in this society, at this time in history, on this planet. We’re a mess, but
we’re doing our best.

To reframe shame from a crushing emotional burden to a simple message from your brain,
start here: Reach out and connect with someone else. Partner up with others who want to learn
what you want to learn, who are willing to admit what they don’t know, who will celebrate one
another’s differences and acknowledge our intersectional needs. The community that Tori and
her team have built seems like a good place to start, eh? *winks aggressively*

Shame can be one of the most destructive of our negative emotions,
especially if we don’t know what it’s trying to tell us. A recent study stated
that we women are also more likely to experience shame, “in part due to
societal and cultural standards placed upon women that create negative self-
evaluations in women when those standards are not met.” It doesn’t help us
correct behavior in a useful manner, but rather causes us to spiral out.

It’s these cycles of shame that keep us from bettering our financial
foundation. We don’t log in to our financial accounts because we’re too
scared of what we’ll find. We feel ashamed for not understanding what a
401(k) is, so we don’t ask. We feel guilty asking for a raise, since maybe we
“haven’t earned it.”

From Brené Brown’s work, we know that there is an antidote to shame:
vulnerability. Facing the unknown, doing something that feels
uncomfortable and new, allowing ourselves to admit that we don’t have all
the answers—it’s one of the bravest things we can do. So, throughout this
chapter—and throughout this entire book—I ask for your vulnerability. I
ask for your trust in my guidance, even when it might be scary or
overwhelming, and I ask that you put trust in yourself. This is a judgment-
free, shame-free zone where you can feel safe to be a little bit financially
and emotionally naked. (This book is financial strip poker, y’all. And I’m
*pushes her chips into the center* all in.)

So, in the spirit of vulnerability, we’re going to focus now on the
emotional side of money—good, bad, and ugly—and how we can use more



of our money to bring us joy, comfort, and stability. And we’re going to
frame the most common of those financial emotions—shame and judgment
—in what I call the Five Patriarchal Narratives. These are common stories
or mind-sets that keep you from becoming financially educated, stable, and
confident; the hoops you have to jump through in order to assemble your
financial foundation.

As you’re going through these narratives, think about times you found
yourself succumbing to them, and if they’ve affected your relationship with
money. Because here’s the thing: when we talk about the emotional side of
money, we’re also talking about its political and social sides. Your emotions
didn’t come from nowhere, but from a long history of patriarchy drilling
these messages into you.

Without further ado . . .

narrative #1
You Should Know “How to Money”

VARIATIONS INCLUDE: “Why didn’t I know this sooner? I’m such an idiot,”
“This should be easier for me to understand—am I stupid?” and “Everyone
else seems to know what they’re doing, why don’t I?”

Oh, if I had a nickel for every time a woman in my community said,
“Sorry for the stupid question . . .”

We are expected to be financially capable, but no one has taught us.
Unless you had family to teach you (a privilege I had) or maybe a high
school class called How to Use Quicken from 1992, you’re in the dark.
When I interviewed my friend Tiffany “The Budgetnista” Aliche on my
podcast, Financial Feminist, she said, “No one breaks their leg and then
thinks to themselves, ‘Why can’t I set my own bone?’ So why do we feel
that way with money?” Instead of offering ourselves grace and space to
learn something new, we beat ourselves up, as if our not knowing (yet) is a
failure in and of itself. Weirdly, when it comes to our financial education,
we set different expectations for ourselves that are impossible to live up to.
We didn’t come out of the womb expecting to know how to speak Italian or



play the tuba, so why do we expect to know how to avoid debt and how to
pick stocks?

Now, regardless of your gender identity, this narrative exists. Society
expects everyone to magically be good with money. But for men, this
expectation comes with education.

On the other hand, the system was not built for women or anyone who
isn’t a straight, cisgender white man. (This is the thesis of my entire book,
really.) On average, women are less likely than men to know about different
financial practices. Men are taught about money in a way that women
aren’t, starting in childhood. This continues into adulthood. Golf courses,
whiskey bars, and online message boards are chock-full of men trading
stock tips, discussing their annual bonuses, and sharing real estate theories.
It’s socially acceptable—nay, encouraged—for men to discuss money and
pursue wealth. Women could not have a credit card in their own name
without a male cosigner until 1974. Women couldn’t get a business loan
without a male cosigner until fourteen years later. And even now, in the
twenty-first century, men make the majority of the wealth-building financial
decisions in heteronormative relationships. There are thousands of other
examples. The system does not consider us and then shames us when we
fail to understand.

When we as women are told to just be magically good with money—
even though no one taught us—we are then scared to ask questions for fear
of seeming dumb or naive. That fear doesn’t come from nowhere. Many of
the prominent financial experts we’ve turned to have reinforced and
reminded and redrilled those emotions into us. The people we’ve trusted to
give us good information that should set us up for success have instead
made us feel stupid and small. An example: On her show, financial advisor
Suze Orman once yelled at a divorced mother of three who was caring for
an aging parent and had almost $250,000 in student loans from medical
school to “tell [your children] the situation you have gotten yourself into.
Let them see the reality of when you are irresponsible with facing the truth
—what it can cause.”



So, when we tally up systemic oppression, lack of education, and shame,
of course we haven’t been successful with our money. Of course we have
all of these negative emotions tied to it.

Learning anything takes practice, time, and vulnerability. It’s scary to do
something for the first time, knowing you’re going to be bad at it. It’s
Bambi learning to walk, all sprawling limbs and face-planting on the ice.
Learning something new takes so much patience and, overall, kindness to
ourselves. As Brené Brown says, “Feeling unsure and uncertain is the
foundation of courage.”

With financial education and knowledge about why shame is happening,
that shame turns to anger at the unjust systems that cause it in the first
place. Once we turn shame into anger, we can turn anger in action. And
turning shame into action can be a powerful fucking thing.

narrative #2
Talking About Money Is Impolite

NO DOUBT YOU’VE HEARD THIS ONE. This narrative starts when we are
children and continues into adulthood. Asking people how much they make,
what their net worth is, how much they paid for something—it’s “tacky”
and must be avoided at all costs.

We are more likely to talk about any other uncomfortable topic—sex,
death, politics, religion—before we’ll bring up the subject of money. We
will literally get naked with someone before we will ask them what they
earned last year. At the societal level, we’re led to feel that having a
conversation about money is not only incredibly intimate but insanely
invasive.

My not-so-conspiracy conspiracy theory: the system has perpetuated this
narrative as a way to continue to control us.

The patriarchy profits off our silence. If it can convince us that “talking
about money is gauche,” then we stay underpaid and overworked. Not
talking about money means we don’t know that our coworker with the same
experience is making 20 percent more. Not talking about money means that



we feel deeply ashamed about our debt, thinking we’re the only ones who
are struggling. Not talking about money means not being financially
transparent with our partner before marriage. There are countless examples
of how this narrative hurts us: our earning potential, our net worth, our
goals, our relationships.

The avoidance of money conversations can be a symptom of yet another
narrative: we believe our net worth is our self-worth. Caitlin Zaloom, an
anthropologist at New York University, hit the nail on the head when she
said, “Your value as a human being is somehow made material in your pay
and in your accounts.” If you believe your inherent value is material, it will
be deeply uncomfortable to be vulnerable and discuss money.

If this book gets you to do anything, let it encourage you to talk about
money. Incorporating financial transparency into your life is one of the
biggest ways we can not only change our personal situations but also create
systemic change. We’ll talk more about how and why to talk about money
throughout the book.

narrative #3
You’ll Be Rich If You Just Work Hard!

WE’VE ALL HEARD THIS ONE, and it is the ultimate shame tactic. The
expectation is: work hard, save money, don’t go into debt, and then you will
be a millionaire. Not only is this narrative incredibly hurtful—especially
when you’re hustling your ass off—but it fails to acknowledge systemic
oppression, generational poverty, discrimination, and other forces beyond
our individual control. The single mom who works two jobs but can’t seem
to make ends meet doesn’t need to work harder—she needs
financial/societal support and systemic change.

Of course, the American Dream, “pull yourself up by your bootstraps”
narrative isn’t new. The Puritans, who set sail to the English colonies in the
early seventeenth century, believed that those who worked hard deserved
more than those who were lazy, and that only those who worked hard
prospered, revealing God’s favor. The narrative is also rooted in racism:



white landowners believed it was their mastery over the “lazier races” that
was being rewarded with wealth and land. Ironically, the iconic image of
the American Dream as we know it—a young couple standing proudly in
front of their new home surrounded by a white picket fence—is largely the
result of (white) soldiers’ newfound ability to buy houses, financed through
the GI Bill enacted by Congress near the end of the Second World War. In
other words, government assistance, but only for white people. Yet the myth
oozed into our culture, was woven into the ultimate American tapestry:
“Just work hard, good things will come!”

Even worse, the primary pushers of this narrative are the very people
we’ve turned to for advice around money. (See traditional personal financial
experts like D*ve R*msey or Suze Orman.) “If you’re working on paying
off debt, the only time you should see the inside of a restaurant is if you’re
working there” is a real thing D*ve R*msey tweeted.

On the surface, we know this narrative is bullshit. We feel its bullshittery
in our very bones. Yet this narrative still makes us question ourselves and
our self-worth (much like those moments before I go to sleep, when I think,
Yeah, but what if I meet Timothée Chalamet, and he doesn’t think I’m hot?).

We are being gaslit. We are being lied to and then accused of being lazy
and/or crazy. “Am I working hard enough?” “Should I take on more
hours?” You can see how this is a slippery slope psychologically. You may
(and should) scoff at this narrative, but it doesn’t mean it won’t affect you.
It seeps in, whether we like it or not.

“Hard work = wealth built” isn’t an accurate equation. There are so many
more complicated factors that go into building wealth—some within our
control but most outside of it. We must improve the things we can control
and then work to change the systemic issues at a societal level.

narrative #4
Unless You’re a Man, Wanting Money Is “Selfish”

THE CRAZY PART of shame and judgment around money is that women feel
it not only when they’re learning the ropes but also after they’re successful.



Even when we’ve built wealth, even when we’ve paid off our debts and are
counting our investment returns, we still feel shame. But now it’s feeling
shame for doing too well. We feel guilty about how we’re perceived when
we’re doing well largely as a result of social conditioning when we were
children: “don’t stand out,” “put others first,” and so on.

I’m a fucking internationally recognized financial expert, and I feel this
shame. When I started building my own wealth, when my business grew to
six figures and then seven figures, when I paid off my debt  .  .  . I felt
ashamed. Sometimes that shame was internally induced: I would feel
ashamed that I wasn’t struggling when so many others were, ashamed that
being financially comfortable must mean I wasn’t donating enough. That
internal shame was the result of our culture’s messaging about women with
money, but the trolls that swarmed my social media mentions, making
assumptions about my story, just reinforced that I was supposed to feel
ashamed for having money.

We tend to think of women as caring, maternal, and self-sacrificing, and
over and over again, studies do find that correlation. For example, a study
published in the journal Nature Human Behaviour in 2017 found that
women’s brains exhibited a greater response when sharing money, while in
men, the same part of the brain showed more activity when they kept the
cash for themselves. It’s a conclusion I’m proud of: I’m glad that women
default to being caring. But like so much of being a woman, this is
something conditioned into us. This default nature of giving and
selflessness is an expectation of our gender.

Now, let me preface that by saying that donating your money and your
time is hugely important, especially if you have the means to. Feminism
that isn’t intersectional, that doesn’t help others and work to change
systemic inequality, is not feminism. But we need to call out the different
expectations for men when it comes to altruism. As women, we are
presumed to neglect our own wants and interests to give back, and, let me
tell you, men aren’t. It’s not conditioned into them like it is into us.

Beginning in childhood, boys are typically given toys that teach
innovation, creativity, and self-reliance—things like Legos and trucks,



things to build and create. And what are girls given? Dolls. Easy-Bake
Ovens. Bridal veils. Before we can even speak, we’re told that our value to
society is not our own ingenuity but rather how we can serve and belong to
others. A literal child is given another “child” to caretake. In a study about
children’s toys, psychology professor Judith Elaine Blakemore found that
“girls’ toys were associated with physical attractiveness, nurturing, and
domestic skill, whereas boys’ toys were rated as violent, competitive,
exciting, and somewhat dangerous. The toys rated as most likely to be
educational were typically categorized as neutral or moderately masculine.”

As we age, this socialization continues. According to Dr. Mariko Chang,
an expert on wealth inequality, “Girls, as they are growing up, are not
socialized to feel that it’s okay for them to have ambition about creating
wealth, not the way it is for little boys. They’re encouraged to take on roles
that let them take care of other people.” The result is that women are
overrepresented in jobs such as nursing and teaching, or they perform
unpaid domestic labor—important jobs that our economy devalues
precisely because they are performed predominately by women. Beyond
“traditional gender roles” that used to keep women in the home, we actually
assign those gender roles to specific kinds of work and then pay people who
do those jobs less than people who do other work. In our capitalist society,
this conditioned tendency toward caregiving, sadly, punishes us financially.

For me, the message, over and over again, was that declaring I wanted to
be rich wasn’t socially acceptable. It was okay for men to spend their hard-
earned money on vacations or a nice watch—but the question to me and
other women was always: “But how are you prioritizing others?” It’s like
blowing out the candles on your own birthday cake and being told you’re an
asshole for not wishing for a cure for cancer. Even though it’s your day,
your cake, and your wish—you’re expected to wish for world peace and
then are shamed if you don’t. Society doesn’t expect that of men.

What happens, then, when a woman becomes financially independent?
When she uses her wealth to better not only others’ lives but also her own?
The patriarchy realizes that when a woman gains the knowledge to build
wealth, soon it will have no control over her life or decisions. Her financial



independence is a threat to the status quo. So, the patriarchy demands we
tax ourselves. It weaponizes our altruism. Recent research suggests that
women are expected to behave altruistically and, given that they
disproportionately occupy societal roles involving caregiving and
subservience, are punished for deviating from that norm to a much greater
extent than men are. Thus, women may internalize altruism as their
instinctive response, even at their own expense.

As a result, we can’t or won’t say we want money for our own benefit—
it has to be in service to others, whether that’s through philanthropy or for
our families, coworkers, or staff. My friend and fellow money expert Paula
Pant explained it like this:

Women are taught that our labor should be free (or labor should be poorly compensated) and
that there’s somehow nobility in that. If we do have to justify charging people, we often have to
explain how it will not just help ourselves but help others. I can’t make a statement such as “I
charge X” without also saying, “I charge X in order to give my employees a better wage.”
Women’s earnings have to come with an explanation. I think this messaging, in terms of how we
earn, also gets translated into how we spend. Whatever money we make, we’re supposed to
spend it on other people. Even if you bought the fanciest stroller, no one is going to call that
frivolous because you’re at least buying it for someone else. However, if you buy a pair of jeans,
that’s somehow different.

I know that sometimes resentment of wealth comes from a well-
intentioned place—in a time of rampant inequality, celebrations of wealth
can feel gross—but I reject the notion that women should be the ones to
face most of that backlash. If one of the causes of inequality is men getting
to be rich individualists who force everyone else to do the caring, support,
and redistribution of resources, women finally “gaining” that right doesn’t
change anything. We need to challenge men’s gender roles in the process, or
we’ll be left with a society of individualistic assholes where no one cares
about anyone. Financial feminism isn’t just about a woman’s right to decide
what she does with her money, without the current socialized pressure to
exist in service of others. It’s also about each of us demanding that the
people who have access to the most money (i.e., men) actually start
thinking about their existence in service of others.



As we work toward bridging the inequality gap, what if becoming
financially stable was an answer? What if a step toward making the world a
better place is to ensure that marginalized people have options and time to
rest and the ability to buy beautiful things—and, yes, have money to give to
others?

There is nothing wrong with a woman wanting money for any reason that
doesn’t harm other people. Any criticism of what a woman does with her
money reads as especially ridiculous when it’s directed not just at
discretionary spending but also at expenditures involving safety, healthy
housing, and the ability to leave toxic situations, whether at home or at
work. Which leads me to . . .

narrative #5
“Money Can’t Buy You Happiness” (aka “Wanting Money is
Evil”)

THE OLD ADAGE “Money can’t buy you happiness” is bullshit. The general
sentiment may be true: buying things is not where you should turn for
contentment. But at its core, the statement is false. It’s meant to keep you
powerless, unpaid, overworked, and financially unstable.

Anxiety regarding money-related issues has been at or near the top of the
American Psychological Association’s Stress in America survey every year
since it began in 2007. Overall in 2022, two-thirds of all Americans
reported feeling stressed about money. But among men and women between
the ages of eighteen and forty-three, financial worries affected four in five
poll respondents. (That’s 82 percent of those age eighteen through twenty-
five, and 81 percent of those age twenty-six through forty-three.) When
you’re poor or financially stressed, the words “money can’t buy you
happiness” is the most gaslight-y thing someone can say. Just as our
finances are affected by our emotions, so are our emotions affected by our
finances. And these emotions can stem from the kind of poverty where you
don’t know where your next meal is coming from, from being in a



financially abusive relationship, from carrying crippling student debt. Being
broke and financially unstable fucking sucks.

Studies about our brains “on poverty” show that lack of resources
negatively affect our cognition, stress levels, and decision-making.
Recently, a landmark study even suggested that giving poor mothers a cash
stipend during the first year of their babies’ lives literally improves their
children’s cognitive development. And we know from research that higher
incomes are correlated with higher well-being (there’s debate around the
threshold this stops, but the point still stands). So, when someone says,
“Well, money can’t buy you happiness,” you think, Umm, wanna bet,
motherfucker?! Because not only does money provide you with your basic
human needs such as safety and healthy food, but also it gives you the
ability to rest, to nourish your body and mind, and to leave bad situations.
Money can buy stability and choice, and that is happiness.

Inherently, money is not valuable. I don’t want a photo of Ben Franklin
on a stack of some government-issued paper. I want choices. I want what
money can buy me. For millions of American women, the dream of wealth
is a dream of freedom, because it’s money that provides us with options
when our government and society fail to. Freedom from a toxic relationship
or client or situation. (I can’t tell you how many of my clients have told me
that this is their primary goal.) Freedom to move into a bigger apartment so
that each child in the family can have their own room. Freedom to spend
more time with your aging parents. Freedom to start the business you’ve
always dreamed of. Freedom to travel the country in a souped-up school
bus. Or, like one of my first coaching clients, the freedom to waltz into a
Whole Foods and buy the fanciest cheese she could find for her weekly
charcuterie nights—without thinking twice.

“Money can’t buy you happiness” is what the patriarchy says when you
show interest in becoming financially educated, when you start gaining
power. It’s meant to keep you playing financially small: accepting the first
offer without negotiating your pay, allowing your male partner to invest for
you, not getting a better-paying job for fear of being labeled a “job hopper.”



But, really, the patriarchy is happy when you conform, when it can control
you—so it keeps you in homeostasis, playing small.

The patriarchy’s worst nightmare is you being uncontrollable. Its worst
nightmare is that these narratives no longer affect you. Its worst nightmare
is you standing in your power, advocating for yourself and others. (I’ve
always loved being the patriarchy’s worst nightmare.)

You might be asking, “But, Tori, why do I need to know these narratives to
figure out my money?”

The majority of money habits are actually formed by age seven. Yes,
seven years old. By second grade, you have largely established how you
will view and manage money as you move through life. Researchers found
that even children as young as five could reliably report their feelings about
money.

A word from
Dr. Brad Klontz
FINANCIAL PSYCHOLOGIST AND AUTHOR

After I finished my doctorate in clinical psychology, I owed $100,000 in student loan debt. I
saw a friend of mine make $100,000 trading stocks in one year, and I thought that was a
brilliant strategy. He knew nothing about the stock market. I knew nothing about the stock
market either, so I thought I could do that too. I sold what I had of value and started day
trading with it. I did great for a few months, and then the tech bubble burst (just to give you a
sense of how old I am), and I just watched it all melt away. I thought, Oh my God, why would I
do something so dumb? That’s when I got interested in financial psychology and decided to
dive into the science.

In trying to develop a treatment program for people with money issues, I developed a money
belief scale, because nothing existed. I say sort of tongue in cheek that it took me something
like a couple of months to become the world’s leading expert in financial psychology, mainly
because psychologists didn’t want to talk about money. These are the four categories of beliefs
(or what I call “money scripts”) that came out of that:

The first script is money avoidance. Money avoiders think rich people are greedy, money
corrupts, and there’s virtue in living with less money. This is a really common belief in lower
socioeconomic groups. Ironically, you do want to be wealthy, but you repel wealth because if
you do start to make money, then you feel like you’re drifting away from your friends and
family. Or you might sense (or imagine) resentment on the part of people you’d been close to.



In effect, your newly acquired financial stability becomes a wedge between you and them.
This stirs up a lot of anxiety, and you feel bad, so you subconsciously (or maybe even quite
consciously) make a series of poor decisions until you wind up right where you started. That’s
a common pattern with those trying to climb the ladder. So, money avoidance is associated
with lower income, lower net worth, and a whole host of self-destructive financial behaviors.

The second one is money worship. This is where you think that having more stuff, more
money, is going to solve all your problems and make you happy. It’s not necessarily negative
or positive—but people who believe those things strongly have less income, less net worth,
and more credit card debt.

Number three is money status. I would basically call it the “keeping up with the Joneses”
effect. Your self-worth equals your net worth. Money status seekers might say something like,
“I won’t buy something unless it’s new,” or “I’ll never buy anything unless it’s considered the
best,” or “If people asked me how much money I made, I’d probably tell them I make more
than I actually do.” Whatever the outward display of wealth is, it’s associated with terrible
financial outcomes. It is the one money script that’s associated with socioeconomic status in
childhood. People who grew up poor are more vulnerable to this.

The fourth category is money vigilance. It’s good that there’s a good one, right? These beliefs
are “I’d be a nervous wreck if I didn’t have money saved for an emergency,” or “If someone
asked me how much money I made, I’d probably tell them I make less than I actually do.”

In the studies we conduct at Creighton University, we identify something we call “financial
flashpoint experiences”: these are experiences that lead directly to your money scripts, which
predict your financial behaviors and your financial outcomes. Then your financial behaviors
lead to more financial flashpoint experiences, which reinforce your beliefs. It’s a cognitive
triangle, basically. Flashpoint experiences can be identified by asking questions such as: What
three things did your parents teach you about money? What three things did your dad teach
you? What is your most painful money memory? Your most joyful? It is so important to do a
deep dive and emerge with the answers.

I interviewed my parents about these too. I asked, “Mom, what was it like for you growing up
around money? How did you feel about it?” It’s good to do a deeper dive than just your own
upbringing. What was your parents’ upbringing? They are leaking those emotions into you
even if you never hear the stories or understand the trauma that’s getting passed down to you.
Many people are traumatized around money, and growing up in poverty is just chronic trauma
around money. It explains your beliefs, and your beliefs predict your behaviors.

Your beliefs are your childlike mind trying to make sense of money and what has happened to
you. As a child, you can’t see the whole picture. Maybe you see your parents fighting about
money, and you happen to be rich. Then you go to your friend’s house for dinner, and his
parents are poor, but they communicate well. You might be left with the impression that
having money damages a marriage. That’s how the childlike mind works. Then you spend the
rest of your life repelling money because that’s the conclusion you arrived at. It’s really
powerful stuff, and much of it is subconscious.

Historical and generational trauma around money have far-reaching consequences. It’s a huge
leg up if your parents went to college, for example, because they can teach you how to get into



college and how to thrive in college. Sometimes there’s a lack of trust in established
institutions: I see a lot of times with people of color that they are much more anxious about
investing because they have an entire experience of society hurting them. There’s a reaction to
that because they’re worried that they’re going to get taken advantage of again.

I recommend that people learn to become more open to conversations about money. You can
google what to do to improve your financial life, but how do I get you to actually follow
through? How do I get you to integrate what you learn? How does this become part of you
where you feel good about it, and so you don’t sabotage yourself later on? If you don’t handle
this stuff, you might attain some temporary success but then sabotage it.

Weirdly enough, this should offer some relief, right? It should release
some self-blame, realizing that so much of our behavior, our mistakes, our
perceptions, are ingrained without us even remembering how—just like
those patriarchal myths you know but can’t remember where you first
heard. Yet, naturally, we blame ourselves for the bullshit we feel around
money. We think, The reason I’m not good with money is I just can’t save,
or I don’t want money, because people who have it are awful.

Psychologists like Dr. Klontz believe that how you saw your parents
handle money creates a sort of “money imprint” that guides your behavior
unless you actively work to change it. So, your money mind-set is linked to
the behaviors you saw your parents exhibit when managing their own
money. How did your parents or your family discuss money? Were you like
me, with parents who were committed to smart financial habits, to being
frugal, and to educating their kids about money? Or, more commonly, was
money a source of familial stress or concern? Was money not even
discussed, leaving you in the dark about concepts like debt or saving?

We have to find the root of these emotions in order to process them. In
order to do this, we have to go back to our childhoods. (Yep, it’s gonna feel
a li’l like therapy.) As Dame/World’s Best Grandma Julie Andrews sings,
we have to start at the very beginning. (I’ve heard it’s a very good place to
start.)

One of my favorite exercises in financial coaching sessions is journaling
through a first money memory. It will change the way you view your
money, allowing you to explore your financial hang-ups and showcasing



how you can start to fortify your financial foundation. Grab a notebook or
open a Google doc, light that candle you don’t remember buying, and let’s
dive in. (If you want to have your notes all in one place, there is also room
at the end of the chapter to write the homework in the book itself.)

#1
What Is Your First Money Memory?

WHAT IS THE FIRST TIME that you consciously remember thinking about
money? About saving money? About spending money?

Here’s mine. I’m a complete theater nerd. I grew up performing in plays
and musicals, and was a theater major in college. When I was about four
years old, I really wanted to see a local production of Annie, but my parents
told me I’d need to save for the ticket. I found an empty Altoids tin, and for
a solid two months, I would religiously put pennies and quarters I found on
the street or got from running a lemonade stand that summer in it. When the
day finally came to see the show, I had maybe $5—when tickets actually
cost around $25.

I was so excited to see Annie that I lost sleep over it the night before and
was giddy the whole way to the theater, until we were pulling up to park. I
realized I had forgotten my tin with all my money at home. The drama
wasn’t on the stage that day, it was in the car. How could I have been so
stupid to leave my money tin—the only money to my four-year-old name—
at home? I started bawling in the back seat, thinking I couldn’t get into the
show anymore (somehow utterly convinced that my few dollars in coins
was enough to buy me a ticket). Realizing what was happening, my mom
reassured me kindly that she would cover the cost of my ticket (which was
the plan the whole time). The practice wasn’t about the actual money saved
—especially as a four-year-old with no real income source—but rather the
exercise of saving for something you wanted.

When I reflect on that money memory, I see it as a positive: I learned the
value of saving for something I wanted. When I conduct this exercise with
clients, however, their money memories tend to be more negative. One



client’s first memory was watching her parents fight about a credit card
statement, while another’s first memory of money was realizing that her
family didn’t have enough of it.

As you’re writing down your first money memory, don’t just focus on the
facts of the story. How did it make you feel, in the moment and afterward?
Are there positive or negative emotions associated with your memory?

Once you’ve written down your first money memory and done some
reflection, consider this prompt:

#2
How Does Your First Money Memory Dictate Your
Relationship with Money Now?

I CAN LOOK BACK on my first money memory and think, That makes total
sense now. I learned how to save money at a very young age. I knew that if
I couldn’t afford something, I couldn’t buy it. This money mantra was
ingrained in me as I got older, through more serious conversations in high
school about utilizing credit cards, for example. And I learned that you
avoided going into unnecessary, costly debt by having savings first. That
education directly dictates the relationship I currently have with money.

That doesn’t mean it’s all roses. Reading further into this and other
money memories from childhood, I’ve come to realize that my parents
valued stability over risk and instilled that in me. I’m thankful that my dad’s
nine-to-five job—complete with a 401(k) and health benefits—plus my
mom’s hard work as a homemaker gave me a stable upbringing. But when it
came time for me to seriously consider becoming a full-time entrepreneur,
that stability > risk way of life kept me playing it safe in a corporate job for
longer than made sense for me. So, when I was deciding if I should quit, it
was one of the most terrifying decisions of my life. My parents told me
point-blank, “You should do everything you can to keep your job,” even
though I had money in the bank and momentum in my business. Even
positive memories surrounding money leave their mark and can impact
future choices about money.



What if you have a traumatic first money memory? What if you saw your
parents struggle financially, and so you’ve gone in the completely opposite
direction, into hoarding money? Or maybe your parents were so frugal that
you can’t help but spend money willy-nilly now that you’re in charge?

Once you’ve made that connection between your first money memory
and your current relationship with money, you’re ready to move on to the
third prompt.

#3
How Do You Want to Change Your Relationship with
Money?

WHEN I FIRST STARTED money coaching, I worked with a client who was
saving 90 to 95 percent of her income every month. That’s impressive—but
also a red flag. Almost no one can, or should, save 90 percent of his or her
income. When I asked her why she was saving so much, I discovered that it
was her financial trauma. Growing up poor caused her to be so financially
strict with herself. Instead of feeling financially stable, confident in her
choices, and like she could ease off the gas, she was asking me to coach her
because she thought she wasn’t saving enough. She felt guilty for spending
anything—even the absolutely necessary expenses that made up the bulk of
the 5 to 10 percent.

Her saving that much money was incredible, but it was also neither
sustainable nor, frankly, joyful. I want you to have a balance. I want you to
be able to enjoy the money you have now and build your savings for the
future. So together, she and I worked to devise a plan where she could feel
financially stable and continue saving, while also enjoying her money guilt
free.

So, I ask you: How do you want this relationship to grow and evolve? Do
you want to start saving more of your money? Do you want to see money as
abundant rather than scarce? Have you largely viewed money or people
who have money as evil or bad, just by virtue of having it? Is that
something that you want to adjust?



#4
How Are You Going to Make That Change Happen?

WHAT ARE THE ACTIONABLE THINGS that you’re going to do to change your
relationship with money? How are you going to make the change happen?

A goal without a plan is just a wish. It sounds so obvious, but nothing
about your relationship with money changes unless you make changes.
There is no “I’m a financial genius” button to push. You have to take action.

A great place to start is bettering your relationship with money by
investing your time and energy into educational resources, such as reading
this book (hi!), taking notes, and doing the homework. Listen to podcasts.
Have conversations about money with your friends. Open a savings account
or an IRA. Write down all of your debts. Rework your budget with a critical
eye. Actually look at your credit card statement. We’ll talk more about all
of this in later chapters, as well as learn how to maintain a financial self-
care practice.

For our final money journal prompt, I’m going to ask you to close your
eyes. Well, read the question first, then close your eyes.

#5
What Will Your Life Look Like If You Change Your
Relationship with Money?

IF YOU CHANGE your relationship with money, what will a typical day in
your future look like? How will your life have been altered? How will your
mind-set have changed?

This was one of the biggest reasons I was able to hit my $100K goal in
2019 at age twenty-five. Three years before, I saw very clearly how that
$100K would change my life. It wasn’t just a random number I picked out
of thin air; I calculated that having $100K would free me to quit my job and
pursue running my business full-time.

It meant my entire day would change. I wouldn’t have to wake up at six
thirty in the morning, commute to work, then sit at a desk for eight-plus



hours and make somebody else rich. It meant I didn’t have to submit PTO
(paid time off) requests when I wanted to take a vacation. It meant that I
could do what I wanted to do every day. It meant that I was not only my
own boss but also the head of a company where I got to make all the
decisions and change women’s lives along the way.

To answer this question for yourself, I need you to get really specific.
We’re gonna do some visualization, baby. Wax poetic with me here.

Imagine: What does it feel like, every day, to not be in debt anymore?
What does it feel like to wake up every day knowing that your investments
made money for you while you slept? What does it feel like to finally have
enough money that you’re covered for emergencies and able to take a
much-needed vacation? How is your life different? How is your mind-set
different? How is your mental health different? What options open up to
you now that you have that financial foundation?

How does your life change because you’ve changed your relationship
with money?

Changing our mind-set means overcoming those negative beliefs about
money that were learned at a young age. If we want our relationship with
money to change, we have to get to the root of it—right down to where that
shit starts.

Once we can start to unpack our money memories, our inherent biases,
and the narratives we’ve been believing, we can begin to release that shame
and judgment. We can start focusing on what we can do right now to
change our relationship with money.

We can contemplate, dream, and fantasize about what our life looks like
when we are in control, when we’ve moved through, processed, and come
to terms with the negative bullshit that we’ve been carrying about money
for our entire lives.

This is the other side of our emotions around money. Instead of shame,
judgment, stress, and fear, we can feel pride, awe, hope, and joy.

My money has opened up the most joyful opportunities for me: I’m
currently writing this chapter at an Airbnb in the middle of France, where
I’ve taken myself on a two-month writer’s retreat. Eating kilos of cheese



and drinking Burgundy (“write drunk, edit sober,” right HarperCollins?!),
walking midday through the garden, taking a well-deserved nap when I
need a break from writing—while my multi-seven-figure business makes
me and my team money in the background. THIS is what money can buy.
Stability, options, and a life you fucking love. It opens up every possibility
for you, every comfort, every small luxury. It makes unexpected expenses
—like a flat tire or the cost of attending a wedding or the one-too-many-
drinks Uber at the end of the night—nothing more than momentary
inconveniences. It’s the definition of the word ease.

Money, and the choices it’s provided, has brought me so much joy. And
even more powerfully, it’s given me confidence. I see the same thing in
every story from Her First $100K community members. Like Deanna, who
negotiated a 6 percent salary increase and a wellness budget for her first job
out of college. Or Anna, who, as an eighteen-year-old new mother, used to
dig behind her couch cushions for change and who now just bought a car, in
cash, for her daughter’s sweet sixteen. Or Terry, a first-generation Latinx
American who just hit $100K in her 401(k) and is now focused on building
generational wealth for her five-year-old child.

This is the feeling I want every woman on this planet to have.

A word from
Cinneah El-Amin
FOUNDER OF FLYNANCED, A DEBT-FREE TRAVEL AND WEALTH-BUILDING

PLATFORM

One of the biggest money lessons I was taught was that money is taboo, that we shouldn’t be
talking about how much we make or how much we have. That narrative is something that I
still fight against.

Another money narrative I inherited is the scarcity mind-set. I’m fighting against this idea I
learned growing up and having my nervous system getting used to scarcity around money.
When I think about my journey, from when I was literally living paycheck to paycheck, even
though I was making good money, to now—it’s a lifetime of habits and mind-sets that I’m
working against.



Money is such a part of our psyche. It takes time to really develop new mind-sets, new ideas
around our money. So, I extend myself grace when I have those moments when I feel like I’m
slipping into old patterns, like I’m back in that space that I once was. I’m giving myself the
grace.

As a Black woman, money has been a key to help me unlock some of the parts of myself that I
feel like I was afraid to really let shine: traveling more often, living in an expensive city that I
absolutely love, choosing not to live with my parents—being able to have independence in that
way and being able to have a choice when it comes to building my career.

I see wealth as the ability to have options now and to be able to pass on those options to other
people. All my foremothers would have already had children by now. Womanhood was so
defined by being a mother for them, and it wasn’t always because they chose to but because
that was the expectation. Being a financially stable woman is being able to say what
womanhood looks like to me. It’s allowing me to navigate the world and society differently. I
don’t feel scarcity anymore when it comes to my money. I don’t feel scarcity when it comes to
dating and finding a partner.

I feel freedom of choice most when it comes to being able to experience travel in a way that’s
spiritually transformative. This is something that has been totally unlocked since I’ve become
financially stable. This idea that I could literally pack up my life and just decide I’m going to
go to Mexico. I want to go to Mexico because I can and I want to, so I’m going to do it!

I attribute all those things to just having more financial stability. That has been the key that has
brought me so much joy in my twenties. When I think about the choices that I make, when I
think about my horizon and where my life is going, I have a lot of happiness. I don’t think that
would be possible if I was still struggling to make ends meet, if I was living paycheck to
paycheck.

Financial stability opened up my ability to access things that just make my life easier. I can do
my own laundry at home. I can hire a personal trainer. I can work with a nutritionist—things
that literally are improving my health and well-being. Before I was financially stable, I had so
much money that was going toward just paying off debt and staying afloat. Having more
surplus in my budget allows me to make those choices by asking What will make me feel best
at this moment? I don’t have to rely on a partner. I don’t have to rely on a parent. I don’t have
to rely on anyone to get the joy that I want out of life. Especially now.



Homework

1.   Acknowledge Which Money Beliefs Are Currently in Your Head
Write down the shame statement that is loudest in your head and then practice self-compassion
by switching it up:

“I’m not __________________________________________ enough.”

“I am __________________________________________ enough.”

Try coming up with one or two more affirmations to pair with the one above. Write them on a
notecard and tape it to your mirror, leave it in your car, or use it as a bookmark.

2.   The Narratives
Have you been internalizing the Five Patriarchal Narratives? In what ways have they been
impacting your money behaviors? Journal about the following:

NARRATIVE #1: You should know “how to money.”

NARRATIVE #2: Talking about money is impolite.

NARRATIVE #3: You’ll be rich if you just work hard!

NARRATIVE #4: Unless you’re a man, wanting money is “selfish.”

NARRATIVE #5: “Money can’t buy you happiness.”

3.   First Money Memory
Let’s journal about your first money memory, if you haven’t already.

What is your first money memory?

How does your first money memory dictate your relationship with money now?

How do you want your relationship with money to change?

How are you going to make that change happen?



What will your life look like if you change your relationship with money?



Chapter 2

Spending



Allow Me to Let You in on a Little Experiment
I’ve Been Conducting Over The Past Few Years.

When I first got started on my own money journey, trying to find personal
finance guidance that wasn’t written during the fucking Salem witch trials, I
would google something harmless, like “financial advice for women.” And
over and over again, I saw the most interesting thing.

Financial advice addressed to men would tell them to invest in the stock
market, negotiate their salaries, and buy real estate. It would give not only
specific financial tasks but also ones that were focused on building wealth
and making more money. All great advice!

But here’s the whammy: the paragraphs of “advice” geared toward
women were littered with thinly veiled misogyny. (You’re gonna see that as
an unfortunate recurring theme of this book.) If women were taught
anything about money, it was day-to-day finances: managing the household
budget, grocery shopping, coupon clipping, spending less. The gender-
specific advice I found around money and wealth was always tied to
spending: we went to the mall too frequently, and our purses and lattes and
manicures were the reason we weren’t building wealth. If I sent Timothée
Chalamet a DM every time I read the phrase “designer handbag” used in a
condescending way, he’d have blocked me a long time ago.

It wasn’t about making more but about spending less. It was always
framed like this: “Women, you’re not rich because you spend frivolously.”
Recent research looked at three hundred financial “how-to” articles and
found that 90 percent of the pieces aimed at women were centered around
saving money. Two-thirds of the articles reviewed labeled women as
excessive spenders. Advice for men: “Here are five hot stocks right now.”
Advice for women: “Here are five dinners you can make for under $5.”



The solution is always to clip coupons, spend less (or not at all), and
budget meticulously. Track every fucking penny. Deprivation is the answer.
Even in the twenty-first century, this is the narrative: Men, build wealth by
making strategic, long-term financial decisions that actually make a
difference. Women, that Dior purse ain’t it, you cow.

The real kicker here is that the spending power of women drives the
majority of the economy. We’ve been marketed to since we were young
girls, a constant narrative to get us to spend money. The world is built for
boys and men to play in with little consequence, but stores and malls are
designed entirely to tempt the impulse dollars of young women. Women are
the most marketed to but then are shamed for spending!

We’ve established how the patriarchy wants us to play small, take up less
space, and fall in line. Nowhere is this clearer than in regard to our
spending, where there’s rampant misogyny under the guise of “advice” that
ignores the escalating burdens of “necessary” expenses (needs) in order to
shame us for purchases that bring us joy.

To be sure, we all—women and otherwise—have necessary expenses. We
all have to spend money on housing, food, and transportation, so it’s not a
bad idea to think about cutting those costs when we can. Yet for most
women and marginalized people, that’s easier said than done. Early in my
personal finance journey, I remember reading a bunch of articles about how
to be more frugal. One of the most common advice tropes I saw: to bike to
and from work to save money. (“It’s healthier too!”) While that sounds
idyllic (just put the baguette in my front basket, oui, merci!), the reality is
much harsher. It gets dark at five in the afternoon for four-plus months of
the year. As a woman, it’s riskier to my safety to bike or walk in the dark
alone. In addition, the people who’d benefit most from cutting
transportation costs probably aren’t making enough money to live in the
expensive city centers where jobs are concentrated, making that daily
biking distance completely unreasonable.

Other examples include the cost of living in LGBTQ+-friendly locations
(typically major cities, where everything is more expensive); for disabled
people, the additional cost of homes modified to comply with the



Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990; and the higher-interest
mortgages that many Black families have to pay because of bias from
lenders. Most marginalized people have to spend money to get around
problems that cisgender white men created but never have to think about.
We’re spending our hard-earned money to solve problems created by a
society that treats us as an afterthought.

Necessary expenses aside, it’s additionally frustrating to encounter
financial advice that treats discretionary spending as frivolous when those
expenses aren’t always free choices. A common example of something that
forces women to spend more money is the pressure to look perfect. There is
the expectation that a woman’s natural state requires adornment to reach a
minimal standard, whereas men need only tuck in their shirts. While hosting
the Golden Globe Awards alongside Amy Poehler, Tina Fey delivered
what’s both one of my favorite jokes and harshest truths: “Steve Carell’s
Foxcatcher look took two hours to put on, including his hairstyling and
makeup. Just for comparison, it took me three hours today to prepare for my
role as ‘human woman.’”

Let’s talk about every single thing, every additional cost, that went into
making me presentable for this book’s cover shoot. The basic necessities—
clothes, accessories, and shoes—alone cost hundreds. But I also needed a
supportive bra (which, as my big-titted ladies know, is going to set you back
at least $50). I needed hair and makeup on the day of the shoot, but also a
trip to the salon for a cut-and-color, a facial, and an eyebrow threading in
the days beforehand. Not to mention the time this kind of prep took: getting
my hair cut and colored ALONE ate up four hours.

You can argue that all of this was a choice, but it sure didn’t feel like it.
Most women know there are financial and career repercussions for failing
to look “acceptable.” My book might not sell well. I might lose media or
speaking opportunities. The patriarchy says we’re wasting money on
makeup and nice clothes, then tells us we look “tired” or “unprofessional”
when we don’t. We’re spending our hard-earned money and time on the
bare minimum it takes to show up “professional”—and then being shamed
for it and called “frivolous”—but if we listen to that advice and don’t put on



makeup, we’re then less likely to win respect. A fucking massive double
standard. And we know this double standard is even worse for women of
color, especially Black women. According to a recent survey, white people
(especially white women) show explicit bias toward Black women’s
textured hair, rating it as “less beautiful, less attractive, and less
professional” than smooth hair.

Criticism of women’s grooming-related spending is even more
infuriating, because we’re charged more than men for essentially the same
products and services. This discriminatory practice has earned the nickname
“pink tax.” According to a study commissioned by the New York City
Department of Consumer Affairs, products marketed toward women and
girls cost an average of 7 percent more than those geared toward men and
boys. On average, that adds up to women having to spend $1,300 more a
year than men spend on the same products. For some products, like razors,
women may pay 20 percent more than men do, and—get ready to laugh (or
scream)—tampons are taxed as “luxury items” instead of necessities that go
untaxed.

This is why the emphasis on cutting down spending is so unfair.
Maintaining your appearance, a necessity for advancement; hailing a taxi to
make sure you get home safe at night; living in a more expensive but low-
crime area—those expenses are a bigger financial burden than the damn
lattes. The reason you’re not rich has nothing to do with the lattes. As we
know from the last chapter, it has to do with systemic oppression, lack of
education, our economy’s devaluation of certain kinds of labor, and societal
narratives about what we can or cannot do.

With all that said, I’m not suggesting that spending—and controlling it—
has nothing to do with personal finance. I mean, this book has a whole
chapter about it. What I have a problem with is the entire culture of cutting
women down to size.

I remember getting a call from my friend Victoria ahead of her bridal
shower. She had bought a designer dress she felt beautiful in for the
occasion, but she was calling me almost in tears, anxious that people—
especially on social media—would judge her for having purchased such an



expensive garment. Should I return it? she thought. Should I buy something
cheaper? Was it stupid to spend that much money on a dress?

This anxiety around being judged for a purchase—especially one deemed
“frivolous”—is deeply valid because, as women, we’re supposed to justify
our purchases. Victoria felt like she had to either explain that she was going
to repurpose the dress for multiple occasions or say that she got it on sale.

That’s when I asked her what she thought the reaction would be if Max,
her fiancé, had purchased himself a Rolex watch for the wedding. You can
almost picture what the comment section on his Instagram would look like
(“Cool watch, bro! You must be doing well for yourself”) in contrast with
hers (“You spent what on a dress?!? So shallow!”).

“I really considered returning the dress and getting something else,”
Victoria admitted. “But I thought, No. I worked hard to buy it for myself. I
want to wear it. I feel beautiful in it.” And she did—she looked beautiful,
owned her choice, and didn’t look back.

Spending money, whether on wants or needs, is not a bad thing. I want to
repeat that: spending money is not a bad thing! The classic question “Are
you a saver or a spender?” is meant to make savers feel good and spenders
feel ashamed—when, in fact, that question is bullshit. Lemme let you in on
a li’l secret: we are all spenders (yes, even me, who could easily win a gold
medal in Olympic Saving). All the money I save will eventually get spent,
just maybe not this second. An emergency fund to cover my flat tire, a
down payment fund for (you guessed it) a down payment, and retirement
savings for a Croatian vacation with my hot, much-younger Pilates
instructor Luca (yes, that is my real-life retirement plan, more about Hot
Luca later)—all of this will be spent. It just might not be for a decade or
two.

A word from
Paula Pant
FINANCIAL EXPERT AND FOUNDER OF AFFORD ANYTHING



In traditional personal finance advice, when experts discuss discretionary spending, the
examples that they cite are disproportionately woman focused. I am guilty of this myself.
They’ll advise, “Don’t spend money on handbags, clothes, manicures, and martinis.” But wait
a second! Why don’t they ever seem to talk about golf clubs? Or box seats at a football game?
It’s this very gendered advice. We don’t write articles about men spending money on power
tools or Xbox games, but we write about how we view women’s spending choices as this
frivolous thing.

I read an article years ago detailing an exchange between the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge. William and Kate were at some symposium learning about emerging technologies,
and someone had this technology where if you’re watching TV, you can buy whatever’s on the
screen, like a movie character’s outfit or furniture. The prince looked over at his wife and was
like, “Oh, you know what? That’s trouble. You’re just going to want to buy clothing.” She
snapped back, “Well, you just keep wanting to buy helicopters.” That’s the thing: in these
conversations about spending, no one ever points to things that are stereotypically male or
masculine as being irresponsible purchases. [Tori note: Women spending money is an easy
punch line and I hate it.]

When people say that something is frivolous, they’re casting judgment on it. They’re stating
that they don’t place the same value on that item. That statement is often made without regard
to the person who made the “frivolous decision,” without regard to whether that decision was
made intentionally or thoughtlessly. That’s the differentiating factor that I try to teach people
about. If you reflected thoughtfully on your finances and the things your money makes
available to you and said, “I value X more than any other alternative,” then awesome! You’ve
done that inner work and soul-searching, and you’ve decided that this thing is what matters
most to you! Great! It doesn’t matter what that thing is—it could be a handbag, it could be
weed, I don’t care! Whatever you believe matters to you is allowed to matter to you. If you’ve
really put that thought into it, if it’s intentional, deliberate, conscious, then it’s not frivolous.

Using money as a powerful tool to build a life we love means spending
money. The chocolate croissant I would buy at Pike Place Market in Seattle
when I was working at my first job. Taking the most nourishing solo trip to
Hawaii during the hardest period of my life. Stocking up on Christmas
candles at T.J. Maxx. My first designer item, a pair of Dolce & Gabbana
sunglasses that look fucking amazing, purchased on a recent trip to Paris.
No. Better. Feeling.

For most financial experts, a chapter about spending would be to
convince you to do less of it, full stop. Suze Orman has the lovely quote
that “you are peeing $1 million down the drain as you are drinking that
coffee.” Australian real estate mogul Tim Gurner says that the reason you
can’t afford to buy a house is because you’re spending too much money on



avocado toast. What’s the theme here? They are both profiting off your
shame and trying to get you to use this negative emotion as fuel for your
financial success.

But it doesn’t work. It’s like a diet. And research shows that 98 percent of
diets fail in the long run, and that banning entire food groups only causes
people to relapse. The more you tell me I can’t have fried chicken, the more
I will want fried chicken. The more you tell me I can’t spend money, the
more I will want to spend money. It’s not about “willpower”; it’s literal
psychology.

I am never ever ever going to tell you to not buy something you really
want. That’s just not how I roll—both because it’s not helpful and because I
like buying things that I love! It’s neither sustainable nor joyful, to deprive
ourselves. We can find a way to get you that thing; it’s just going to involve
learning healthy spending.

And the key to healthy spending? Mindfulness. You work so fucking
hard for your money, and I want it to give you the best return on investment
(ROI) possible. I want you to be so in love with your purchases and your
spending decisions. I want you to use money as the tool it was intended to
be, to give you a life you love.

You don’t have to stop spending money. You just need to stop spending
money on shit you don’t care about.

Spending money on shit you don’t care about takes many forms. Buying
a coffee just to have an excuse to get out of the office. Impulsively clicking
Add to Cart via an Instagram ad from a skin-care company for $35 wrinkle-
preventing stickers (yes, a real thing I did). Going to an expensive museum
on your vacation to Rome even though you’re not a museum person,
because that’s what you’re “supposed to do.” These are wastes of money—
not because you’re spending but because they don’t align with your
interests and values.

One of my goals is to help you make intentional purchases that make you
feel like you’re building the life that you want with your money, as opposed
to feeling like your money is controlling you. If you find yourself spending



money on things that you don’t truly love, it’s time to make different
choices.

Let’s use our money as a tool and as a resource and glean as much joy
out of it as we can.

A word from
Ramit Sethi
AUTHOR AND FOUNDER OF I WILL TEACH YOU TO BE RICH

When I ask people, “What is your ‘Rich Life’?” the most common answer I hear is “I want to
do what I want when I want.” I’ll usually respond with “Okay, that sounds great. So, what do
you want?” Silence.

What’s really going on here is that most of us have never spent even twenty minutes truly
articulating what our Rich Life is. If anything, we have articulated what we don’t want to do.
“I don’t want to drive a big truck,” or “I don’t want to have to be working past seven o’clock
at night.”

When I ask that question, I’m looking for vivid, rich details. When they say things like “I want
to travel!” I ask, “Where do you want to go? What seat on the airplane are you choosing?
What do you want to eat for your first dinner in Italy? Who do you want to take with you?”
Tell me about that. It’s no surprise that most people are not living their Rich Life or even
pursuing it if they haven’t articulated those details. Those vivid details are what make up a
Rich Life.

Most of our relationship with money is based on restriction, guilt, and anxiety. You see this
everywhere, particularly in common money-saving advice such as cutting back on lattes. The
concept this advice is driving at is that you should take on all the individual burdens of
personal finance. In a way, I agree—we should take personal responsibility—but it ignores
systemic issues.

I think there’s a different way to look at money. Instead of restriction, guilt, and anxiety, it can
be joy, adventure, and generosity. When you internalize this, you can start to be comfortable
with guilt-free spending. “I’m going to get one massage per month guilt free,” or “I’m going to
tip 30 percent guilt free.” On the other hand, “I’m going to downsize my car because it’s not
important to me to have a new car,” also guilt free. That is a beautiful place to arrive at with
your money: consciously spending on the things you love and not on the things you don’t.
What keeps people from embracing their Rich Life is asking $3 questions rather than asking
$30,000 questions that will actually make a more substantial impact. Questions such as “How
can I make more money?” and “How can I automate my savings and investing so I don’t have
to think about it?” These are $30,000 questions.

There are a few big wins in your financial life where, if you get them right, you never have to
worry about lattes or appetizers ever again. Those big wins include finding a great job and



being compensated fairly, learning the basics of personal finance, and investing and saving
automatically.

A Rich Life is your ideal life. It’s one where you look around at your finances, your
relationships, your ordinary Tuesday, and you say, “Wow, this is the kind of life that I want to
be living.” A Rich Life can be wearing a $1,000 cashmere sweater. It can be picking up your
daughter from school at three in the afternoon. It can be having a rule that says you tip at least
30 percent or donate at least 15 percent. It can be as small as buying whatever you want at the
grocery store without looking at the price.

Your Rich Life is yours—it’s not mine, it’s not anybody else’s. Not your parents’, not your
friends’. To me, the most beautiful part is that you can design your Rich Life to fit you like a
handmade glove.

So, you’re probably wondering: How do you determine the things you
truly care about? How do you strike a balance between spending all your
money and meeting your financial goals? How do you start spending
mindfully, as opposed to the never-ending Add to Cart dance? As Ramit
puts it, how can you start living your Rich Life?

Introducing . . .
The Money Diary

PERHAPS YOU’VE READ those online money diaries on Refinery29, in which
contributors from all sorts of backgrounds log every single expenditure they
made for one week. Well, we’re taking it up a notch.

For one month, you’re going to write down everything you spend money
on and how much it costs. We’re talking about both necessities and
discretionary expenses. We’re even talking about things that are automated
or electronic, such as the electric bill or a Netflix subscription.

But just writing down what we’ve purchased and how much it costs
doesn’t get to the root of why we’re spending and how our emotions fueled
each spending decision. So, I’ve added two transformational steps: you’re
also going to write down why you made the purchase and how it made you
feel.

For example:



WHAT/HOW MUCH: Starbucks, $4.50 mocha

WHY: Went to meet a friend

FEELINGS: ☺

I sound like a broken record at this point, but we know that our emotions
and mental space have a massive impact on our spending. Being mindful of
our thoughts, how our body feels, and what emotions we’re currently
feeling are all important in analyzing spending habits, both when we’re
making a purchase and after. Even the accountability of knowing you will
have to write down something you bought will force you to check in with
yourself.

When you’re filling out the “Why” and “Feelings” parts of the money
diary, consider all the circumstances surrounding the purchase. Did that
$4.50 mocha make you happy because it was delicious? Or was it merely
okay, but it allowed you to catch up with a friend you haven’t seen in a
while?

Notice that the “Feelings” section doesn’t have to be anything more than
an emoji. We want to make this practice sustainable, and writing a full
Ph.D. dissertation every time you buy something is very hard to continue
for an entire month. Keep it simple, keep it honest.

Considering the circumstances around each purchase is even more
important for essential expenses, where it’s easy to stop at “I need to eat” or
“I need somewhere to live” as your Why. Think about why you shop at this
particular grocery store or why you paying this rent for this apartment or
house. As we’ve talked about, your necessary and discretionary expenses
can be blurred, but since they affect each other, we’re going to analyze them
both.

The most important part? Fill out your money diary without judgment.
You’re simply an anthropologist digging into your own life. Huh! I bought
that pair of shoes I didn’t need or want because my boss made me feel like
shit today! Interestiiiiiiing!



We’re not beating ourselves up. We’re not shaming ourselves for our
purchases. We’re simply observing ourselves in our natural habitat. This
practice is a great way to figure out exactly where your money goes and
what your emotional triggers are: Are you spending your hard-earned cash
on things that matter to you? Or spending out of frustration? Boredom?
Convenience?

We want your money to have the greatest return on investment—in both
saving and spending. We’re Marie Kondo–ing our money: if it doesn’t
spark joy, we’re not buying it, leaving us room to either save that money
OR buy something that will spark joy.

You worked fucking hard for your money. I don’t want your hard-earned
cash going to shit that you barely remember buying or experiences that
leave you feeling ambivalent. I want it to bring you the most joy possible.

Keeping a money diary can seem time consuming on your first go, but
once you’ve got the system set up, it’s a breeze to quickly jot down your
purchases.

So, your homework is to start money diary–ing today.
Flip to the back pages of your handwritten day planner, or open a fresh

Google doc or sheet, or click the Notes app on your phone. There’s no
“right” method. Do what works for you. Remember, we want this to
become a sustainable habit, so if you hate spreadsheets, don’t use them!

Again, this shouldn’t be long; we want to keep it short and sweet.
Then we’re going to commit to continuing this practice for at least a few

weeks—preferably a full month. I know that might feel like a long time, but
in order to see the patterns in your purchases and spending habits, a few
days simply aren’t enough of a sample.

After a month, once the money diary is complete, we need to review it.
We start by looking at our necessary expenses. These include:

rent/housing, groceries, transportation, health care, car insurance, and so
forth—basically, any payment you have to make either to stay alive or so
that no one comes after you.

What we want to do here is look at the “want” side of our needs. As
we’ve discussed, the line between wants and needs is blurred. Is going to



the fancy health food store and buying its more expensive produce a
“need”—because, well, a girl’s gotta eat—or a “want,” because you could
shop at Kroger instead? Or are monthly massages a luxurious “want” or
something that you “need” for your health?

This is where I tell you that I can’t tell you. I don’t know your life, don’t
know your circumstances. Every person’s life and values are different.

A word from
Kieryn Wang
FOUNDER OF ALMOSTCONSULTING

I was at rock fucking bottom in 2018. I had lost my main client, and I didn’t know how I was
going to get income. I had one or maybe one and a half months’ worth of emergency funds. I
didn’t know how much I needed to live. That was a huge, huge deal for me. I was living month
to month, hoping I was making enough money and hoping I was spending less than I was
making.

One money misconception I had was that if I didn’t look at my bank account, then it would all
work out. I would tell myself, “Keep spending the way you’re spending and keep earning the
way you’re earning”—which was not enough. “Be okay with it and hope that the universe will
give you money if you need it.”

I signed up for money coaching with Tori with desperate energy. I didn’t know what to do.

Completing a money diary was a mind-set changer for me. I’ll admit that I hated it a little at
first because it was a lot of accountability at once. But money diary–ing forced me to sit down
and see how I was spending money. The exercise is based around emotions, which is what I
love most about the structure. It focuses on how you feel about the money you’re spending. I
was able to recognize that when I’m stressed, I tend to spend money on this, or when I’m sad,
I buy food or weed. I understood how much money I needed in a month to survive, which is
important to know.

I am a huge advocate of pattern recognition and finding beams of behavior out of patterns, but
being woefully neglectful about the information surrounding money hindered my desire to
learn about my money patterns and habits. There was shame in my avoidance. I think finally
having my spending patterns laid out in front of me opened my eyes. I couldn’t avoid that
level of accountability of seeing what I spend on a daily basis.

I think the biggest thing is removing yourself and looking at your spending as a third party.
Take a step back and evaluate as if it were someone else’s. I found more insight that way
rather than judging myself for how I was spending my money.

When you do your diary, take it seriously. When you take the time to understand who you are
financially, you’re set up for success in the future. You don’t have to worry. It’s the front-end



work that you do to make the rest of your life easier.

Here’s the tip I can give you: if you’re feeling like you need to justify
something to yourself, not to others (because fuck anyone else’s opinions
about your money), it might be time to reevaluate that thing. Are you saying
that these fancy groceries are absolutely necessary to your life, yet you’re
throwing away all the produce because you eat out a lot? Are you signed up
for a gym membership “for your health” but haven’t set foot in there in
weeks? Are you justifying paying an insane amount in rent by rationalizing
that your area is expensive, when, in fact, you know you would derive as
much joy and safety living somewhere else? Be honest with yourself and
reflect on your purchases in an unbiased way. And please remember: we’ve
often been conditioned to feel the need to justify, because our spending has
been labeled as frivolous. This wants-versus-needs conversation isn’t that.

In reviewing your necessary purchases, there might be some money you can save by
negotiating. Things such as your rent (especially if the landlord is about to increase it!) are
actually negotiable.

At the beginning of 2020, my landlord mentioned that she planned to raise my rent. But, of
course, the COVID-19 pandemic happened. It was the perfect time to send an email to
advocate for my rent to stay the same. Here’s the actual email I sent in December 2020:

Hey landlord,

Hope you’re doing well and hanging in there!

I have loved my last two years in the apartment and would love to continue with
at least a 6-month lease. You had mentioned you planned to increase the rent,
and I would like to discuss keeping my rent the same for our lease renewal.

1) Rents across Seattle have been steadily decreasing [I then linked to an article
about this decrease]. Seattle rent prices have decreased 14 percent from March
to October and have only continued to decrease in the past 2 months.

2) I have been a dependable tenant, paying my rent in full and on time every
month (even during the pandemic), and will continue to be dependable even as
the pandemic continues to affect the economy.

I love living here and would love to continue to; a rent increase, however, would
keep me from doing so, as rents in other condos/apartments have significantly
decreased and are offering new tenant bonuses.



Let me know your thoughts, I would love to work together with you to find a
solution!

Thanks,

Tori

I not only bring in data that showcases why my rent shouldn’t increase, but I remind her that
I’m reliable, clean, and easy to work with. (Landlords hate having to find new tenants!) And it
worked: my rent stayed the same, and I got the exact lease terms I wanted. You can use this
script and adapt it for other expenses, such as your internet or phone service. Call up customer
service and say the following:

Hello, [name], how are you? I’m doing great, thank you for asking. I’m having an
issue, and I would love for you to help me. I saw that [name of a competing
company] is offering a lower rate for my same plan; I’d love to discuss any
discounts or promotions you could offer. As a [student, five-year customer,
reliable customer who pays on time, and so on], I’d really love to continue being a
loyal, valued customer. What can you do for me?

Here is an alternative script: “I’m currently going through a tough financial period due to [give
the reason, be it a job loss, COVID related, or another medical issue].”

And then, if they say it’s not possible, ask again: “I want to have a great customer experience
today with [company name]. What can you do for me?”

Always be polite, state your problem clearly, and use data to back up your ask. (More about
negotiating in chapter 6!)

When I work with clients, we look at their discretionary spending
through the lenses of the Three Value Categories.

These are not the things that you need in your life. These are the things
that you want in your life. These are the three areas in your life that bring
you the most joy and would provide you with the best return on happiness
investment (ROHI).

My three:

1. travel;

2. food out; and

3. nesting (items such as plants, décor, and a Roomba).



Those are my three priorities, which means that almost all my
discretionary spending goes to #friendmoons (the honeymoon-style trips I
take with Kristine every year), eating out, and buying all my plant babies.

The things I’m not buying as much are the things that I don’t like as
much, such as coffee, clothes, and makeup. I do purchase those things, but
they’re not what I’m spending the majority of my discretionary money on.
Again, we don’t want to stop spending money, we just have to stop
spending money on things that we only kind of like or that we don’t care
about at all. Spend money according to what you value and what you care
about deeply. This strategy allowed me to save my first $100K, and with no
deprivation, no shame, and no negotiating with myself. I didn’t stop
spending my money; instead, I focused on value-based spending.

Personal finance is personal. My Value Categories might look different
from yours, and that’s what we want! Too many financial experts try to tell
you there’s one way to do things, and that’s just not true. We’re creating a
plan that works for you: your wants, your needs, and your goals.

If you haven’t started to do so already, reflect on your Three Value
Categories and write them down. If you’re not sure where to start, take a
look at your money diary to determine not only where the majority of your
money went but also what gave you the most joy.

When reviewing your money diary as a whole, the question is “What am
I willing to spend less on so I can spend more somewhere else?” I would
rather you use the majority of your money in the areas that you actually
love and give a shit about. You’re picking the things that you really love
and then allowing yourself to spend more freely in those categories. Here’s
my favorite example: a client of mine once said that one of her Value
Categories was vintage clothes—not only buying them but spending money
to have the pieces refurbished and custom fit to her body. And I was like,
“Great!” That could be a whole Value Category if you want it to be.

But be careful. In my work with the Her First $100K community, I’ve
seen some very fluid lines. It’s very easy to say that everything you spend
money on brings you joy or to make your Value Categories so broad that
everything can fit. For example, “entertainment” is not specific enough,



because suddenly concert tickets and drinks out and skydiving and
restaurants and an Italian road trip and seeing a movie and Cirque du Soleil
tickets in Vegas are all “entertainment.” Another one I see often is
“shopping”—again, so broad that you can justify almost anything under the
shopping umbrella.

We make these Value Categories to promote healthy, thoughtful, guilt-
free spending that we can balance with thoughtful saving. Therefore, we
can’t make every single thing that we spend our discretionary money on a
value category. So, you’re picking the things that you really love and then
allowing yourself to spend more freely in those categories.

A word from
Paula Pant
FOUNDER OF AFFORD ANYTHING

I came up with the concept of Afford Anything when I was traveling. A lot of my friends who
I knew made significantly more money than me would often say, “I would love to travel, but I
can’t afford it,” which confused me. I saw them spending money all the time: they lived in
really nice apartments, they drove really nice cars, they went out and ran up huge bar tabs
every weekend. So, I tapped into my judgment-free zone and started asking questions. They
obviously could afford to travel, but instead they were spending that money in other ways.

These friends were obviously in pain from thinking they didn’t have the money to travel, so
that’s where the concept of Afford Anything came to me. It was the idea that every dollar that
you spend is a trade-off: it comes at the cost of not spending that dollar on something else.
Over time, I realized that concept extended not just to money but also to time, to energy, to
attention—to any limited resource that we need to allocate. It’s tied closely to the theory of
opportunity cost. Choosing one thing means not choosing another. Sometimes we’re not aware
of the fact that we are making that choice.

A lot of this is in our language choices. So many people use the “I can’t” statement, and it’s so
disempowering. An “I can’t” statement is the last thing that anyone needs, but particularly any
marginalized community. The rest of the world is already systematically disempowering you
enough; you don’t need to further undercut yourself with the words that you use. Words
matter. So, reframe “I can’t” as “I don’t want to” or “I choose not to”—or, if it is something
that you want, we can ask curiously, “How can I?”

In values-based spending, money is a physical representation of your values. How you allocate
any limited resource reflects what matters most to you. That’s true across all income groups, to
varying degrees. If you have an extremely low income, what matters most are the basics: food,



shelter, medicine. It’s still an extension of what you believe matters most. Then, as your
income and your discretionary spending increase, you get to make more of those choices. In
that sense, you get to express more of those values.

Your money diary is a great way to figure out what your Value Categories
are. You’re either already aligning your purchases with your values or
something needs to shift.

For example, if you’ve settled on clothes, makeup, and coffee as your
Value Categories, yet you’re spending hardly any money on those three,
something’s off. Either you haven’t identified what is truly valuable to you,
or you’re spending money on things you don’t really like. And when I say
“you don’t really like,” again, I’m talking about an emotional expenditure—
something impulsive that provides a fleeting moment of happiness rather
than something you know you will enjoy for a long time.

This is where curbing emotional spending comes in. Just like getting to
the root of your emotional hang-ups regarding money, determining your
Value Categories doesn’t mean you’re never going to find yourself making
impulsive, emotional spending decisions. It’s a common problem:
according to an online Harris poll of two thousand Americans, almost half
reported that their emotions had caused them to overspend in the last
month.

To combat those emotional spending tendencies that we all have, I make
it a practice to ask myself a few questions before making any spending
decision.

question #1
What Is My Current Headspace or Emotional State?

WE’VE TALKED ABOUT how substantial an impact our emotions and
headspace have on our finances, and this becomes even more apparent
when asking ourselves what kind of emotional state we are in before
making a purchase.



Now, granted, I’m currently writing this during a global pandemic (that
hopefully is over by the time this book comes out, goddamn it), so I am not
immune to buying things to cope. At the beginning of the pandemic, I
decided I needed to buy myself a Snoogle, this humongous fucking
pregnancy pillow, when I was neither pregnant nor wishing to become so.
At $70, it was a completely ridiculous purchase, yet so worth it. (A note: As
I’m making final edits to my manuscript in June 2022, I am curled up in
bed with the same pillow. What an investment.)

It’s not just desperation that can cause me to overspend. I’m also
susceptible when, say, I’ve been out on a Friday night, loving my life and
my beautiful friends, and had one too many drinks. In this heightened
emotional state—where, by the way, I’m feeling very, very good—I’ve
moved on to the $20 cocktails, ordered some chicken tenders that I’m not
even hungry for, and bought the whole group multiple rounds without
thinking. Whoops.

In this way, spending can be a vice. It’s really, really easy to try altering
our mood with our purchases. We all know that certain things can bring us a
lot of joy, but there are also a lot of purchases that feel good only in that
moment.

Ask yourself this: Am I buying this thing to fill some sort of void in my
life? Will this purchase give me more than a brief reprieve? Am I
emotionally heightened and therefore more tempted to be careless?

It’s good to ask yourself these questions to at least be aware—not to
judge yourself. It happens to everyone! But I need you to not delude
yourself into thinking that it’s not happening to you. It’s okay if this is a
purchase you’re making to deal emotionally with life, because sometimes
life is fucking hard. But if you’re constantly making purchases to cope
emotionally? Yeah, that’s an issue, and not just for your bank account. If
every time your boss is mean you buy something, you’re not fixing the
fundamental issue of responding to your unhealthy work environment. The
emotional spend is a temporary solution that doesn’t ultimately improve
your life. I don’t want you relying on a Band-Aid solution that would



distract you from the longer-term fix of getting real with yourself and
asking, “Will this actually help me cope? And with what issue?”

question #2
How Many Taco Dollars Does It Cost?

OKAY, YOU PROBABLY READ this one and were utterly confused. Let me
explain.

As few years ago, I read a blog post that changed the game for me.
Lindsay Van Someren, from the money blog Science Finance, loved tacos
—more than anything. And when she would go to buy something that
wasn’t tacos, she would think, Okay, how many tacos is this worth? How
much is this thing in Taco Dollars?

For example: this jacket is $50, a taco costs $5, so this is ten Taco
Dollars. I could either buy this jacket or get ten tacos.

Let’s look at my personal Taco Dollars. I love to travel, so I like to think
of my purchases in terms of “Where could this get me in the world?” If it’s
a $100 jacket, I calculate, “Okay, this could get me from Seattle to LA,” or
“This could get me one night in an Italian Airbnb.”

You’ll discover that sometimes the purchase will be worth it, and
sometimes it won’t. Whether it’s Taco Dollars, or Airplane Dollars, or Skin-
Care Dollars, or Plant Dollars, you’re viewing your purchases through the
lens of what’s really important to YOU. Simply by reframing your favorite
thing and juxtaposing it with the item that you’re about to buy, you will
discover just how much worth that thing has and whether buying it is worth
giving up something that you truly value. (We will go over how to figure
out exactly what you value later on.)

question #3
Am I Accurately Evaluating The Worth of This Purchase?

WHEN I SAY SOMETHING’S “WORTH,” I mean it on a couple of levels: Is this
thing actually worth the price tag? Is the quality of this item worth what



they’re asking me to pay? Will I glean a lot of value from this thing? Is this
something that is worth the money, or am I just buying this thing because
it’s on sale?

If something’s on sale, I am more likely to buy it because I feel like it’s a
steal. But if the original price of something was $100, and now it’s 70
percent off—you’d still be spending $30. If it’s something you were
planning on buying before, you just got a deal! But if you’re buying
something that’s on sale just because it’s on sale, you still lost money.

I also like considering the cost of use of an item before I purchase it, to
effectively evaluate its worth to me. By dividing the cost of an item by the
number of times you anticipate using it, you can get a pretty good idea of
whether the purchase is a good buy. For instance, if you’ve recently fallen
in love with smoothies and want to make them at home during weekdays to
save money, you can divide a $60 NutriBullet by 261 (the number of
weekdays in the year) and realize that your cost per use is $0.23. That
sounds like a good purchase to me!

I often do this with clothes, especially ones that are significant
investments. If I’m buying a nice coat that costs $500—but I know I will
wear it constantly, and it’s good quality—that coat will last me years of
wear. The cost per use is low, and I feel more comfortable making that
purchase.

question #4
Is This a Habit or a Routine?

I’VE HAD SO MANY CLIENTS who like coffee but use it as an excuse to take a
break from work. They were having a coffee at three o’clock every single
day, just to get out of the office. They didn’t feel comfortable taking a break
without an excuse (thanks, capitalism), so that $5 coffee was their
justification. They weren’t even tasting that coffee anymore. It wasn’t
something that they were looking forward to or something that brought
them joy. It was a habit that wasn’t serving their wallet (or their
overcaffeinated bodies).



This also might look like being subscribed to a streaming service you
never use anymore, staying in an expensive apartment you’re not attached
to even though you can afford to move, or buying yet another notebook at
the start of the year when you damn well know that you have twelve empty
notebooks at home (me).

Ask yourself this: Do I actually like and enjoy this thing? Is it something
I really look forward to, or is this something that I’m just doing because this
is the way I’ve always done it? Is this something that I am purchasing just
because I always have purchased it, or do I feel like it’s necessary to
purchase?

question #5
Is This Worth X Amount of Hours Worked?

WE ALL HAVE an hourly rate, even if you’re a salaried employee or if you’re
an entrepreneur. (If you don’t know your hourly rate off the top of your
head, take your monthly income and divide it by how many hours you
work.) This hourly rate can be a good way to reflect on your output of work
versus your spending.

I’ll give you an example. If you make $25 per hour and you’re about to
buy something that costs $100, think, Is this worth an entire Monday
afternoon of work? When I was working corporate, I’d ask myself, Is this
purchase worth the four hours I just spent being mansplained to in a
meeting?

For me, that question really put things in perspective. It was a direct line
between the time I spent working and what I then spent the money on. Even
if you don’t absolutely hate your job, when you spend money on things you
don’t need or even want, it means you’re not able to save that money—or
spend it on something more valuable to you. For me, it kept me yet another
step away from quitting and being able to work for myself.

question #6



Am I Voting with My Dollars?

IF WE’RE GOING TO USE our financial education to fight the patriarchy, that
includes making thoughtful spending decisions. Where and how you spend
money is one of your most powerful tools to change the world; after all,
women control more than 70 percent of consumer spending. Now,
sometimes I need shit off of Amazon, and that’s okay. But before I make a
purchase, I look to see if I could order the same product from, say, a mom-
and-pop store, or a business owned by a woman or a person of color. We’ll
talk more about voting with our dollars and using money to exert positive
change in our final chapter.

The TL;DR

I’LL REMIND YOU AGAIN: You don’t have to stop spending money. You just
have to stop spending money on shit you don’t care about.

I am not here to tell you to stop spending money, but if you do so out of
habit, those things are your emotional vices. If they are not things that you
truly love, it’s time to let them go.

At herfirst100k.com/book-resources, we have an image you can
download with these questions. Use it as a phone background to do a check-
in with yourself before you make a purchase.



Homework

1.   Unpack Spending Narratives
At the beginning of the chapter, we talk a lot about how men and women are taught different
things when it comes to money. Women are fed the message to stop spending and save, while
men are educated on how to invest and build wealth.

What is the narrative around money that you hear in your own circle? Do you feel pressured
to save and to stop spending “frivolously”?

Before reading this chapter, did you consider yourself a “saver” or a “spender”? How did the
idea that we are all spenders shift your perspective on this? Does it help you think of money
as a tool instead of something evil or taboo?

Now that you’ve read the interview with Ramit Sethi, what does your Rich Life look like?
Visualize it below, shame and guilt excluded! How can viewing money as a tool help you
build the life you want?

2.   Money Diary
Now let’s get into the good stuff—aka the key to spending mind-fully and making purchases that
bring you joy—your money diary.

Before completing your money diary, take a stab at what you think your Three Value
Categories are:

1. _________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________

For the next four weeks, you’re going to log all your purchases, why you made them, and how
they made you feel. You can do this in the Notes app on your phone, in a spreadsheet, or in a
notebook—your choice!

WHAT/HOW MUCH: Madewell, $70 jeans

WHY: Current jeans don’t fit, so new pair!

FEELINGS: ☺



A reminder: Do this practice without judgment.

After two weeks, review your purchases and answer the following questions:

What went well during the last two weeks?

What could be improved regarding your spending habits?

Name three worthwhile purchases.

Name three things you bought that no longer feel necessary.

Which purchases from the last two weeks brought you joy?

When you’ve tracked your spending for the entire month, answer the following questions:

What surprised you most about this exercise?

What was your favorite purchase from this month, and why? Your least favorite?

Under what circumstances did you spend emotionally, either positively or negatively? What
triggered the purchase(s)?

How can you further refine your spending to align with your money goals and what brings
you joy?

Compliment yourself on three things that went “right” this month.

How can you use your findings from this practice to positively impact your money?



Chapter 3

The Financial Game Plan



Without Further Ado, Some Random Facts About
Ostriches.

Did you know that ostriches have three stomachs? (I also have three
stomachs, all filled with fried chicken.) Did you know that ostriches can run
faster than any other two-legged animal? And unlike all other birds—wait
for it—ostriches have separate holes for peeing and pooping.

Why are we talking about ostriches and their pee holes? Great question.
There’s a cognitive bias that causes people to avoid situations where they

might encounter information that they perceive as negative. Personal
finance experts call this the Ostrich Effect.

The Ostrich Effect is burying your head in the sand and pretending that
your problems don’t exist. It is a huge reason so many of us aren’t able to
get our financial shit together.

Remember that scene from New Girl where Jess discovers that her
roommate-turned-boyfriend Nick tosses his unopened bills into a box in his
closet? Or the scene in Parks and Recreation where Ben discovers all of
April and Andy’s bills stashed in the freezer? Or on The Office, when Oscar
helps Michael finally acknowledge that he’s spending too much money on
magic kits and workout gear he doesn’t use and professional bass fishing
equipment? (This is a common sitcom trope, apparently.)

The Ostrich Effect can infiltrate every aspect of our financial lives. Not
checking our bank account balances. Not reviewing credit card statements.
Not educating ourselves about what a 401(k) is because it’s easier to just
live in blissful ignorance and say, “I’m so broke, lolz.” You can imagine just
how much this practice is hurting us, right? Not only because we’re
ignoring the bad parts, allowing our financial problems to spiral out of
control, but also because when we don’t check in, we have no idea how
much progress we’re making! We can’t see just how badass we are—



slaying debt, building savings, and growing investments—if we don’t look
at our money.

By not looking at our shit, there’s literally no way we can even develop a
plan, let alone achieve it. And you know what is causing this Ostrich Effect,
right? Shame. Assessing our personal finances makes us uncomfortable.
Logging in to our 401(k) dashboards and realizing we know none of the
jargon makes us feel stupid. So, our brains convince us that in order to
protect ourselves from this fear and discomfort, it’s better to just not pay
attention. We just shouldn’t look because that’s better, right?!?!?! Better to
live our lives in financial upheaval than be faced with the reality that no one
fucking taught us this.

Of course, what happens when we “temporarily” avoid discomfort
repeatedly? Things compound to the point where the thought of even
looking at your bank account can cause severe anxiety.

That feeling is valid and incredibly common. And while it makes sense to
feel that way, it’s only going to persist if we don’t take steps to address it.
We want to control our money rather than let it control us.

We can’t make a budget or build our savings if we don’t actually know
what’s going on with our money; we can’t refine and tweak and optimize
and do better if we don’t know the lay of the land. It’d be like saying you’re
going to bake a cake, but you’re blindfolded and missing the recipe, and all
the ingredients have labels written in hieroglyphics.

The other thing that keeps us from getting honest about our money? We
don’t know what our financial goals even are. When I work with clients for
the first time, I often hear, “I know I should be saving, but I’m so scared to
look at my credit card statements. And even if I were to start saving, I don’t
even know what I should be saving for.”

We’re told that progressing in our financial lives is important, but we’re
not given a reason. We have goals imposed on us that aren’t personal,
relevant, or specific. (How many times have you resolved, “Okay, but THIS
year is the year I finally get my shit together!”) We’re just told to save
money because it’s “important,” and that’s it.



Or maybe you’re encouraged to save for something that isn’t compatible
with your lifestyle. When I graduated college, I was advised that I should
buy a house as soon as possible. Because Seattle wasn’t affordable, my
well-intentioned parents convinced me to check out open houses an hour
outside the city, in the town where I grew up. But the truth was I didn’t
want to own a home. I didn’t want the maintenance, the responsibility, the
thirty-year mortgage commitment. And as someone in my early twenties, I
definitely didn’t want to live where my friends weren’t and instead hang out
with my parents every weekend. (Love you, Mom and Dad, but this was a
recipe for disaster.) So, instead of focusing on buying a house in my early
twenties, I concentrated on saving my money to travel when and where I
wanted. And what happened? I became so much more motivated to put
away my money because this was a goal I actually wanted to achieve.

It’s impossible to bake a cake without a recipe or ingredients, and it’s
impossible to want to make the cake unless you know why you’re baking it
in the first place. Friend’s birthday? Graduation? “Happy divorce! (We
never liked him anyway!)”? No wonder you’re avoiding money—you have
no good reason to not avoid it. You have no motivation to get your financial
shit together because you haven’t linked it to something you care about.
That’s not your fault, that’s literal psychology. You need to get your brain
on board with why this is important for your life.

Why has this been so hard to figure out in the past? Well (shocker),
because historically women weren’t encouraged to take ownership of our
financial decisions. We are told we’re bad at math; we’re assigned roles as
dependents, not providers; we’re reminded that money isn’t “for women.”
We’re not even allowed to want the coffee that gives us life in the morning.
The financial ownership positions occupied by women predominantly
involve managing household spending and day-to-day finances, especially
in heteronormative relationships: women handle the grocery shopping, the
budgeting, the general household expenses, while long-term financial
decisions—the ones that actually build wealth, such as investing—are left
up to the men. No wonder this concept of having a financial plan, especially
a long-term strategy for building wealth, feels so foreign to us.



The key to figuring out our finances is to truly feel ownership over them
—and to understand that the other side of that responsibility is freedom.

A word from
Ramit Sethi
AUTHOR AND FOUNDER OF I WILL TEACH YOU TO BE RICH

Often, as a result of our upbringings, we have what I like to call “invisible scripts”: beliefs so
deeply held that we don’t even realize they are the scripts that guide our lives. One of the most
common scripts in America is “I should buy a house.” Your house is the American Dream! It’s
a bullshit dream propagated by the National Association of Realtors, which is an organization
that you’ll find in hell. The idea that “if you don’t own a home, you’re not a true American”
has led many people, including many young people, to feel that they aren’t enough. Let me be
the first to tell people: I’m a millionaire, and I rent by choice. [Tori note: Me too!] When you
tell people, “I could go buy tomorrow, and yet I choose to rent,” they look at you like you’re
crazy. That is an excellent example of an invisible script.

An invisible script is something that when someone takes a different perspective, most people
go, “What? How can you think that?” My belief about owning versus renting, just so we’re
clear, is to run the numbers. For some people, it makes sense, but for some people, it doesn’t.
There are also nonfinancial reasons to buy or to rent.

“You must go to college” is another invisible script. Conversely, people on Twitter have now
gone the other direction to say that college is a complete waste of money. The idea that college
is either absolutely required or a total waste of money is a very interesting invisible script
depending on who you are and your demographic.

Another invisible script with regard to money is “I can’t earn more.” This is the classic
puritanical, frugal-oriented American ethic, which says, “I have what I have, there’s no way to
get more, and therefore I’m going to fight anyone who tries to take it away.” You’ll typically
find people in this camp who are extremely angry and resistant to any sort of taxation. Why?
That is one of the most scarcity-minded beliefs you can possibly have! “Oh, every dollar you
take away in taxes is one less dollar I will have.” A more abundant approach would be “I’m
part of a community, I’m happy to pay my taxes, and I could just earn more money,” which is
exactly what I do.

Remember chapter 1? In the journal prompts, I asked you to picture what
your life would look like if you were to change your relationship with
money. This is your Why. Maybe you want to save money to afford to travel
internationally every year. Maybe you want to pay off your credit card debt



to improve your mental health. Maybe you want to find room in your
budget to donate every month because you care deeply about a particular
issue.

We’re a lot more likely to achieve our goals if we put a Why behind them
—not just “I want to save money” but “I want to save two thousand dollars
to go to Paris”—so let’s put some intention behind our goals.

Goal setting is one of the best things you can do for yourself. Big or
small, your goals help you become the person you want to be and live the
life you want. It isn’t guaranteed that every one of your goals will happen
exactly as you planned, and it’s also likely that your goals will change as
you start working toward them—but you’re so much better off for having
set them and then changed them when life demanded it, rather than having
never set them at all.

So, do yourself a favor and grab a paper and pen, open the Notes app on
your phone, or start a Google doc on your computer.

First up, I want you to write at the top of the page a mantra I follow and
remind myself of often: “A goal without a plan is just a wish.”

Sure, you can set goals and have all the intention in the world of making
them come to fruition—but if you don’t have a plan for your goals, it won’t
matter one bit how much you want them. It’s not enough just to write down
a goal; we need to create a step-by-step plan in order to make it happen.

Got it? Great! Next up, directly underneath that, write: “It won’t get
better unless I do something about it.”

When it comes to money, we’ve been told our whole lives that we should
just know how to handle it. We should know what to do with it when we get
it, and if we don’t, we’re somehow less than or unworthy of it.
Unfortunately, there is no money fairy who can come handle our finances
for us (if only). There’s no magic button to fix our financial problems. And
many financial issues are not because of personal choices—each of us faces
different struggles systematically when it comes to finance—so we can
control only what we can actually control.

Regardless of where you’re starting or what you’re up against, the
statement above is true. It can’t get better unless you do something about it.



This can be a scary realization, that you are ultimately responsible for your
money. The fear of doing something wrong, the hesitancy to trust yourself
and your decisions, comparing yourself with others . . . The recognition that
you’re on your own financially—responsible for paying your own bills,
saving money, negotiating your salary, investing—can be absolutely
debilitating. It can also be liberating.

I remember realizing that, of the stuff I could control, my financial life
was entirely up to me. I got to choose how I wanted to spend my money,
what big-life things I wanted to save for, which charities I donated to, where
I wanted to invest in myself. It’s the financial version of one of my favorite
quotes, by the late poet Charles Bukowski: “When nobody wakes you up in
the morning, and when nobody waits for you at night, and when you can do
whatever you want, what do you call it, freedom or loneliness?” When it’s
only you responsible for your financial situation, what do you call it,
freedom or paralysis? Learning to see it as freedom was one of the most
powerful, exciting transformations of my entire life. It was an opportunity,
rather than a set of handcuffs (and, no, not the fun fluffy kind).

So, with that sense of freedom and personalization in mind, let’s set some
actual goals. Right off the bat, while I want y’all to have a bunch of money
and be stable as fuck, if you know that you’re not going to be able to save
$1 million, don’t set that as your goal. Be realistic with yourself. On the flip
side, like many women, I used to have the tendency to underestimate
myself and play too safe, and so I would end up hitting my target too easily
and with little effort. By definition, a goal is not a given but something we
aspire toward and push ourselves to achieve. So, to truly challenge myself, I
set goals slightly beyond my reach. Personally, what’s worked in my own
life is setting goals that are sticky—meaning they’re not ridiculously
unobtainable but also not easy. A good goal should feel a little intimidating.
(My $100K goal is the perfect example of this: it was something I might
have been able to achieve, and it propelled me forward.) That way, if
(when!) I hit my goal, I feel even more accomplished; and if I don’t, I still
made progress that I can be proud of.



One of the ways you may be hampering your progress with your goals is
by not getting incredibly specific about what you want. When you’re setting
intentions for your money, it’s easy to be too general. “I want to get better
with money” is something I hear all the time. That might be one of the core
reasons you picked up this book. And you know what? That doesn’t mean
anything. Even if you said, “I want to get better at saving,” that means little.
Setting financial goals in this way is setting yourself up for failure. If you
don’t define “saving money,” it’s easy to convince yourself arbitrarily that
you accomplished it; after all, saving $1 would technically count.

You should know, without a doubt, whether you hit your goal: no grey
area, no hemming and hawing. You can do this by making sure your
financial goals are:

1. Specific: a dollar amount, one source of debt, and so on.

2. Timely: What time frame are you going to do this in? In how
many months/years? By what age?

3. Mission driven: Why are you setting this goal? What’s your
motivation? Why is it important to you?

Let’s look at the intention “I want to save money” and turn it into a goal.
To make it specific, we could say, “I want to save five hundred dollars,” or
“I want to have three months of living expenses saved.” That’s step one.

To make it timely, we’ll add, “I want to save five hundred dollars per
month,” or “I will have three months of living expenses saved by the end of
this year.” With goals that are further out than one month, we need to break
them down in order to track them easily. We can do that on a phone
calculator in less than thirty seconds: if three months of living expenses
comes to $6,000, and we want to save that within the year, we take $6,000
and divide it by 12. Voilà! And so $500 is the amount of money we need to
save per month.

Finally, the most important part: let’s give ourselves a reason to care. “I
want to save $500 per month for my wedding next year,” or “I want to have



three months of living expenses saved by the end of this year for my
emergency fund.”

This is so much more precise. You’ll know immediately if you’re on
track, and you’ll know concretely when you’ve achieved it. Even if you fall
a bit short of your goal—in terms of the amount you saved, or the deadline
you set, or both—you’ve still made significant progress.

To inspire you, here’s a list of goals that are specific, timely, and Why
driven:

I want to save $10,000 by the end of this year to cover me in case
of an emergency.

I want to save $2,000 in ten months to go to Italy and try
authentic pasta.

I’m going to pay off all my credit card debt this year so that I’ll
no longer have the weight of debt hanging over me.

I’m going to save $100 a month this year for a down payment on
my dream house.

And here’s my favorite hack for goals, intentions, or manifestations:
write them in the past tense, like they’ve already happened. When we were
about to launch our podcast, Financial Feminist, my journal entries and the
Post-it note on my bathroom mirror read as follows: “I have a top 20
business podcast listened to by over 100,000 people.” In fact, it ended up
being a number one business podcast listened to by millions of people
because manifestation fucking works. It’s the confidence that I can do it,
that I’m capable of it, and that it’s already happened, like in my favorite
lyric from Anderson .Paak: “’Cause if I know I can get it, then I’ve already
had it.” So let’s use this trick on the example goals:

I saved $10,000 this year that covered me during an emergency.

I saved $2,000 in twelve months to go to Italy, and authentic pasta
tasted so good.



I paid off all my credit card debt this year, and now I don’t have
the weight of debt hanging over me.

I saved $100 a month this year for a down payment on my dream
house.

The key to managing your money is working to control it, rather than
having it control you. Getting comfortable being uncomfortable is the first
step: acknowledging that you want to change your relationship with money
(like we talked about in chapter 1) and then creating a plan to actually make
it happen.

In this chapter, we’re taking a big-picture overview of what should
happen—and when—with your finances, and we’ll cover exactly how to
make these things happen in upcoming chapters.

And please, if you’ve skipped ahead to this chapter because you’re like,
“I need to get my shit together right now, and this chapter had the word plan
in it, so here I am!” go back and read/implement chapters 1 and 2. We can’t
make a plan to get better with our money without first identifying and then
understanding hang-ups about money. It can be tempting to dive right in,
especially if you feel like you’re drowning financially, but I need you to do
some emotional processing first.

The Financial Priority List

WE’RE STARTING the Financial Game Plan with a way to organize those
goals you have for your money. Introducing: the Financial Priority List.

The number one question I get asked at this stage?
“Okay, so I have debt, but also I need an emergency fund; but also I

wanna buy a house, and also retirement and vacations and student loans,
and—

“What do I do first?”
Now, I need to get on my soapbox for a second to deliver some tough

love. Please know, though, that I say it with the utmost understanding,



empathy, and compassion. Often, when I bring up the Financial Priority List
with a client, here’s the response:

“Well, I have this unique situation, so this won’t work for me.”
Yes, personal finance is personal. However, in this one instance, I need

you to follow the Priority List. It doesn’t matter how much debt you’ve
incurred, or how old you are, or how much you earn, or your financial
goals; the Priority List has got to be followed to a tee because it works. And
I know it works, because I’ve talked to and seen the written testimonies of
the thousands of people it’s worked for.

The Priority List is also something that you will use for the rest of your
life. It’s a step-by-step road map for your entire financial future and is
something you will return to time and time again when you crave some
direction. Dog-ear the page, grab a highlighter, write notes somewhere
you’ll see them—and come on back when you need it.

Before we get to Priority Number One, your Priority Zero is that you’re
covering your necessary expenses. We can’t start to progress in our
financial lives until we’re taking care of our present selves, and you should
not be forgoing your bills in order to build a nest egg.

financial priority #1
An Emergency Fund

YOUR GOAL IS to have three to six months’ living expenses saved, hanging
out in a high-yield savings account (HYSA). A high-yield savings account
is just like a normal savings account, except that it offers a higher interest
rate. (As of this writing, the average national bank account’s interest rate is
0.03 percent; an HYSA is 2 percent on average and likely to increase in the
future.) Switching to or opening an HYSA is one of the easiest things you
can do to immediately make more money. I’ve got the HYSA I recommend
linked on my website’s book resources page: https://herfirst100k.com/book-
resources.

Do not pass Go, do not collect $200, and do not move on to the next step
until you have your emergency fund set aside. Again, even if you’re



hundreds of thousands of dollars in debt, DO NOT MOVE ON TO THE
NEXT STEP UNTIL YOU HAVE YOUR EMERGENCY FUND.

Why do we start with an emergency fund? Three reasons:
The first is that we don’t want you taking on more debt while trying to

pay for an emergency. Other financial strategies (ahem, D*ve R*msey’s
Baby Steps) prioritize debt payoff, leaving the individual with only a
$1,000 emergency fund to start. Please don’t get me wrong: saving your
first $1K is a huge accomplishment and much better than having nothing in
savings. But one hard-and-fast number like $1,000 doesn’t account for all
the circumstances that might arise. In some parts of the country, that could
pay for three months of rent. But for me and many others, that wouldn’t
cover even one month, let alone my groceries, electric bill, or any kind of
insurance. Three months of living expenses as a start is typically enough to
keep you afloat until the storm passes.

The second reason is that I’ve found clients are in a better mental space
when they’ve squirreled away money. However small, having savings can
mean financial security. You’re not wondering how you would pay for an
unexpected expense. You’re not losing sleep at night, feeling financially
naked without any money in savings. Again, we can’t underestimate the
importance of the mental aspect of personal finance: that peace of mind can
help you stay on track to meeting your financial goals.

The third and most important reason is that security allows you to give
the middle finger to toxic situations. Let me give you an example from my
own life.

As you might remember from the introduction, in 2017 I decided to leave
my job for what looked like a better situation. In my new position, I had
negotiated $20,000 more in pay and was promised more responsibilities
than at my previous company. Plus, I’d be working under a woman I hoped
could become my mentor. Something in my gut had told me this was the
wrong career move, but I didn’t listen to my instincts.

The reason I was able to resign? My emergency fund. I still remember
the feeling of walking out of the office on my last day. It was the first time
in months that I felt like I could breathe—really breathe. It afforded me



time in which to process that ordeal and figure out my next steps. Yes, I was
now unemployed, which came with its own worries and stresses. But I was
fucking free. I was taken care of. Past Tori had made sure Future Tori could
say “Fuck off” and find something better for herself; I could assert my
value and not put up with poor treatment if I didn’t have to. Escaping that
poisonous workplace was one of the best decisions I’ve ever made.

My emergency fund also allowed me the flexibility to make sure the next
position was the right one for me and not have to desperately job hunt. I
could find a company that shared my values and would further my career
development, rather than take the first job offered to me.

During a crisis, protecting your health is your top priority, not making
money. The last thing you want to concern yourself with is your bank
account balance and wondering whether you can afford to take care of
yourself. So, whether that toxic situation is a job, a partner, a roommate, or
something else, having an emergency fund means you get to peace out and
do what’s best for you.

financial priority #2
Pay Off High-Interest Debt (Credit Cards, Payday Loans,
Etc.)

THE MAGICAL NUMBER to determine whether you’ve got high- or low-
interest debt? 7 percent. This is your most expensive debt, which is why
it’s best to eliminate it before paying off lower-interest debt.

If your interest rate is higher than 7 percent, it is considered high-interest
debt. Credit cards usually start at 15 percent interest, which is why credit
card debt can be so difficult to get rid of.

If your interest rate is lower than 7 percent, it’s low-interest debt (which
we’ll discuss in a minute).

Why is 7 percent the magic number? Because it is the average percentage
return from the stock market, so if we’re losing more money than we could
be earning by investing, then we want to pay it off first. (We’ll talk more
about how to pay off debt in chapter 4.)



financial priority #3
Invest for Retirement, While Also Paying Off Lower-Interest
Debt

BECAUSE WE CAN EXPECT a higher return in the stock market—7 percent—
than we’re spending by reducing lower-interest debt, we prioritize
retirement first, then paying off the debt. It’s kind of a Big-Mac-with-a-
side-of-fries situation, a two-parter.

We’ll talk more in a later chapter about why investing for retirement is so
important, but retirement is the biggest expense of your life (yes, really).
Experts say you should work up to contributing 20 percent of your gross
pay to retirement (which is, yep, a lot of fucking money). As you know, I
don’t play by the one-percentage-fits-all rules, so work to increase your
retirement contributions whenever you can. We want to give Future You the
best, most kick-ass time of her life sans work—and we get there by
contributing as early and as often as possible. We also receive tax breaks
when we invest for our retirement, so we want to take advantage of those.

Unlike Priority Numbers One and Two, this one often doesn’t have an
end that’s in sight. Increasing your retirement investments or paying off
your student loan debt is something you work toward slowly, consistently,
and over a long period of time. This is normal and exactly what you should
be doing. Know that this one might not give you the same serotonin rush as
filling up an emergency fund or freeing yourself from credit card debt,
because the “finished!” date is probably not in sight. And because Priority
Three is ongoing . . .

financial priority #4
Big Life Stuff

THESE ARE YOUR EXCITING life events that require savings, such as making a
down payment on a car or house, having kids, getting married, taking a
dream vacation, or starting a business. This goal happens while you’re
investing for retirement and paying down your lower-interest debt.



If you’re aiming to achieve your goal in seven to ten years or less, it’s
recommended that you keep the money you’re saving for this goal in a
high-yield savings account or a certificate of deposit (CD) instead of
investing that money. (A CD is like an HYSA on steroids, often offering a
higher interest rate in exchange for your money being locked up for a
period of time.) This is because you could put the money you’re saving for
a down payment into the stock market—and lose a good chunk of it the
next day. A decade, however, is a reasonable amount of time for the market
to potentially crash and then bounce back. (For most of us, retirement is
more than ten years away, which is why we will be investing our retirement
money!)

The only exception to the order of priorities on this list? If your employer
offers you a match on your 401(k) or 403(b) retirement accounts. In chapter
5 on investing, we’ll talk in more detail about what this means, but, put
simply, your employer is doubling your contribution to your retirement
fund. For instance, let’s say that your company offers a 3 percent match. If
you allocate 3 percent of your salary to your retirement account, your
employer will deposit that same amount. So, a total of 6 percent of your
salary goes toward your retirement, with you doing only half the work.

We want to contribute enough to these accounts to at least hit the
employer match before we start paying off our debt, because that is free
money, and we should do everything we can to take advantage of it, even if
it means trumping this list a bit. So, we do a Lion King 11/2 situation and
slot this in right after emergency savings. I know the li’l D*ve R*msey is
sitting on your shoulder kicking and screaming, but this is the smartest,
most financially sound choice.

If you’re getting an employer match on your retirement account, you still
need to earmark as much money as you can for retirement (step 3).
However, this extra money is a huge boost to your investing contributions.

So, to recap:

The Financial Priority List



1. Starter emergency fund (three months of living expenses in a
high-yield savings account).

1.5.  If your employer matches your contributions to a 401(k) or
403(b) retirement savings account, pay in as much as you
can.

2. Pay down high-interest debt (anything with interest over 7
percent).

3. Invest for retirement while also paying off lower-cost debt (again,
any debt racking up less than 7 percent in interest, such as most
student and car loans, mortgages, and so forth).

4. Save for the Big Life Stuff.

Now, when it comes to the Priority List, I know that it’s less exciting to
save for an emergency fund or to pay off your debt than, say, for a trip to
Rome. So, I’d like to introduce you to the Pity Salad, a term my best friend,
Kristine, and I coined for the vegetables we order as the precursor to the
food we really want. (It’s really just an apology to ourselves.) I eat the salad
first because I know it’s good for me, and because ultimately, when I’m less
constipated than I would be without the leafy greens, I will thank myself for
being responsible. The Financial Game Plan is the financial Pity Salad.
Some parts of the Financial Game Plan—such as saving for an emergency
fund, paying off your debt, investing for retirement—will often feel like the
Pity Salad you eat so that you can then have pizza in Rome. It’s the thing
you’re doing to take care of yourself, to protect yourself from financial
harm and build a foundation, so you can have fun. And because I don’t
believe in deprivation, putting some financial goals ahead of others doesn’t
mean you’re not living your life from day to day—we’ll get to how in a
second.

Remember earlier in the chapter where we discussed how to set (and
achieve!) our goals? Now that we have our goals and our financial



priorities, it’s time to get to part two of the Financial Game Plan, which
involves your favorite thing: making a budget! [Cue rap air horn.]

Budgeting

THE WORD BUDGET is often associated with restriction. When old-school
money experts said, “You need a budget,” it was always in response to you
mentioning spending money on anything that was deemed frivolous. And
like we said in the last chapter, frivolous is nothing but a misogynistic word
used to shame you.

Budgeting does not mean deprivation. It doesn’t mean hating your life.
Instead, it’s actually freeing. Yes, really! Instead of feeling guilt for
spending money, it allows you to focus your spending on things you love,
without explanation or justification. It’s a permission slip.

A budget is like the gas gauge in your car. You wouldn’t drive a car
without knowing how much gas it had, so you don’t want to spend money
without knowing how much is in your accounts. You want to be able to
enjoy the drive, knowing that you can easily get back home. You want to be
able to enjoy spending, knowing that you’re not going to run out of money
or go into debt. It’s freeing, and it makes spending more fun by reducing the
stress and anxiety that come with uncertainty. It also helps you avoid the
guilt of not taking care of yourself financially: no more of that sinking
feeling at the end of the month when you look at your bank account and
realize you have nothing left to set aside for saving. It makes sure that
you’re factoring in your financial well-being and the things that make you
happy.

If the thought of creating a budget makes you nauseated, remember that:

1. I don’t believe in deprivation in any sense of the word, and

2. There’s a reason I created my own budgeting system, because
none of the rest of them worked very well.



Let me explain why I had to come up with my own system: budgeting
apps. They overcategorize and demand that you track every penny. I won’t
go to the movies for three months, then I’ll go see three movies the next
month. And they will yell at me and tell me I’ve gone over my limit in this
category, and I’m just like, Jesus, let me live my goddamn life!

I didn’t want to meticulously track every penny I spent. I have better
things to do (like watching Nick Kroll on Hot Ones for the twelfth time).
And I definitely didn’t like having to rely on an app or, ew, a spreadsheet to
budget (but power to you if you do—again, personal finance is personal).

So, I created the nonbudget budget. It’s called the 3 Bucket Budget.
(Hydration game: take a sip of water every time I say budget. You can also
turn this into a drinking game, but you will probably be passed out by the
time you finish this page, so 0/10 would recommend.) The goal of the 3BB,
as it will henceforth be known, is to take care of yourself financially first,
while allowing you to spend money guilt free. It’s flexible, completely
adaptable, and requires just one task for everything else to fall into place
(more on that in a bit).

bucket #1
The Bare Necessities

BUCKET #1 IS your necessary expenses.
This is everything you need to eat, sleep, breathe, move, and live.
Bucket #1 takes care of Present You’s current monthly needs and

includes everything that is absolutely necessary to your life that you could
not cut in case of a job loss, like your rent/mortgage, insurance, groceries,
loan payments, utility bills, and so on. And, yeah, cut off my left hand
before you cancel my Spotify subscription—but because it is not absolutely
essential to my life, it does not go in Bucket #1.

In chapter 2, we talked about the grey area between “wants” and “needs,”
so at this point, I’m trusting that what you put in here is something you’re
confidently and comfortably deeming necessary to your life. I like to think
of Bucket #1 bills as “If I didn’t pay this, I would get charged a fee and/or



I’d be in trouble.” Bucket #1 includes debt payments such as your monthly
car payment, your student loan payment, your rent or mortgage, and so
forth. If you have a credit card, Bucket #1 includes paying it off in full; if
that isn’t possible, and you’re paying off previous debt, then paying at least
your minimum payments (but, really, as much of the total balance as you
can afford). Bucket #1 money generally lives in and gets taken out of your
checking account.

In the Financial Priority List, making these payments is Financial Priority
Zero. Paying your bills and keeping yourself alive should always take
precedence. You cannot begin to save money or pay off debt if you’re not
first putting money toward sustaining yourself.

bucket #2
Goals

BUCKET #2 IS your financial goals.
This includes the money you’re directing toward the goals on the

Financial Game Plan: filling up your emergency savings, paying off debt
more aggressively than just your regular payments, investing for retirement,
and saving for Big Life Stuff.

Bucket #2 money lives in savings, investment, and/or debt accounts,
depending on what stage of the Financial Game Plan you’re on.

In addition to your monthly debt payments in Bucket #1, money in
Bucket #2 can go toward paying off your debt faster. (We talk more about
how to pay off debt and how exactly to make the most of this extra money
in chapter 4.)

Bucket #2 is where you take care of Past You and Future You. Past You,
who took on debt for cool things in life, and Future You, who is saving for
cool things to come in life. It’s your financial self-care bucket.

bucket #3
Treat Yourself



EVERYTHING ELSE goes into Bucket #3.
This is the fun category: eating out, vacations, new clothes, Spotify

subscriptions, plant rescuing (my obsession), coffee, and anything else that
isn’t necessary to your life but makes it worth living.

Remember back in the last chapter, where we discussed Value
Categories? The three areas of your life that bring you the most joy and
where you’d like the majority of your fun money to go? Bucket #3 should
largely be made up of your three Value Categories. Again, we want to be
spending mindfully; therefore, the majority of our Bucket #3 money should
align with our values and what’s important to us.

So, while my three Value Categories are travel, restaurants, and nesting—
and my Bucket #3 money will be spent primarily on these three things—I
also will use that money occasionally to buy concert tickets, a new pair of
shoes, or a nice bottle of bubbly because it was a hard Tuesday.

While D*ve R*msey makes you put literal money into literal envelopes for
his “envelope system,” please do not put a bunch of quarters in a neon-
orange Home Depot utility bucket. But if you’re asking, “Tori! If I can’t put
my money in an actual bucket, what am I supposed to do?!”—don’t fret.
There’s a twenty-first-century answer to this question—and it’s magical.

Wouldn’t it be nice if your money just took care of itself? That seems like
a fantasy world, doesn’t it? One in which I eat Popeyes fried chicken
whenever I want and I’m also happily married to Timothée Chalamet. (If
you’re reading this book, oh, five years after it was published, let’s hope to
God you’re now saying, “But, Tori, I’m confused, because that is your
actual life!”)

But it is possible.
If, for some reason, your eyes have glazed over (maybe it was all the talk

of budgeting), I need you to come back to me, because this is really, really
important! It is the one task, as promised earlier, that helps everything else
fall into place.

Here’s the secret to organizing your money into buckets: automate,
automate, automate.



Automating my savings was the first step I took to having my $100K
saved at age twenty-five. I never had to think about moving money
manually. Once the money was in savings, it meant the money wasn’t going
anywhere—and it was growing, because I kept it in a high-yield savings
account.

Instead of trying to pay your bills manually or waiting until the end of the
month to save—and your bank account is completely empty, with no money
for savings—we’re going to do it first. This is what makes this shit so
transformational: we’re getting the hard part out of the way, creating our
financial foundation so we can then go spend our fun money and live our
lives. It saves you so much time—no more tracking every penny in a
spreadsheet (unless that’s your thing); no more feeling guilty, wondering if
you’ve saved enough; no more stress about when your payments are due.
Making sure you are always working toward those long-term goals is way
easier to track when you don’t have to worry about remembering to transfer
the exact amount of money each week or once a month, whatever the case
may be.

And when it comes to our bills, it’s hella faster than logging on to make
your payments each month, and you minimize the risk of not paying your
bills on time. Sounds like a win-win to me.

Generally, there are two ways you can set up automation: through your
service provider or through your bank. Your service provider’s website or
customer service can help you automate those payments, whether it’s
through providing a voided check and an authorization form or through
giving it your bank account and routing numbers. Of course, every bank
and service provider is different, so look at their website or reach out to
customer service with any questions.

Start by automating your Bucket #1 expenses. As a reminder, Bucket #1
includes your necessary and more or less predictable monthly expenses.
This could include your rent, utility bills, phone bill, and so on. Route these
through your checking account where your paycheck gets deposited. For
most people, that’s the easy part: billers and service providers are more than
happy to help you pay them.



The slightly trickier part comes with Bucket #2.
Have you managed to find twelve-ish dollars nearly every single month

since 2013 in order to afford your automated Netflix transfer? (For me, it’s
Netflixhuluhbomaxappletvplusdisneyplusdiscoveryplusparamountplus,
because I need not only Ted Lasso but also Guy Fieri but also Jeff Probst.)
And what about your rent? Have you typically come up with that money in
time for the automated withdrawal (or the hopelessly outdated handwritten
check) that your landlord demands?

If you can get used to those bills as an automated process for which you
find money, you can do the same for your financial goals. Just think of
Future You as another bill, except this one isn’t from Sallie motherfucking
Mae, it’s for you, baby! You’re giving yourself a little gift to build the life
that you want. And that’s the fucking best. It doesn’t have to be a thousand
million trillion dollars a month. You can get started with just $20 a month—
every little bit counts. But don’t pay Netflix more money than you pay
yourself.

Create a list of all the Bucket #2 expenses you can automate. This can
include your savings for different goals and your retirement accounts. For
the automation part, one option is to set up an automatic transfer through
your bank. Most banks have a recurring-payments option you can access to
transfer money to other places, whether to a high-yield savings account or
your investment account. Another option is to automate that money right at
the source: if you’re a nine-to-fiver, you can typically arrange for portions
of your paycheck to be direct-deposited into different accounts. Confused
about how to do this? No worries: call your bank and ask, or check with the
human resources/benefits rep at your place of employment.

When we look back at the Financial Priority List, we know our first goal
should be our emergency fund. So, when we set up that automated transfer
of X percent per paycheck or $XXX every month, we want to direct it to our
HYSA set up for emergencies.

A note: One thing you need to keep in mind when automating is that you
need a buffer in the checking account you’re using to pay these bills,
because I don’t want you overdrafting. This looks like, ideally, $500 to



$1,000 of cushion. If this isn’t possible for you at the moment, you can
either use a smaller buffer with more diligent reminders to check your
account balance, or, at the very least, just automate your bills and necessary
expenses until you’re financially able to contribute to Bucket #2 (your goal
bucket!).

Set up reminders on your phone right before the automatic payment is
scheduled in order to make sure your checking account has enough money
available.

So, how much should actually go into your buckets? Great question. I
frequently get asked, “How much should I be saving each month?” You’re
going to hate me, but there is no one-size-fits-all answer. Personal finance is
personal. I don’t know your life or your goals, so there isn’t a set amount or
percentage. Typically, 50/20/30 is a good start:

50 PERCENT IN BUCKET #1: expenses

20 PERCENT IN BUCKET #2: goals

30 PERCENT IN BUCKET #3: fun stuff

But play around with these percentages. I say the sweet spot is where
you’re able to afford most of the fun items and experiences you want—but
also showing some restraint. For me, this looks like: “I ate out twice this
week already, so I’ll stay in tonight and cook.” It should feel a li’l sticky:
you can’t purchase everything your heart might desire, but you don’t hate
your life either.

Let’s see what this might look like with Jessica, a made-up example
completely and totally real person who will help us demonstrate these
concepts in reality. Your reality, of course, will look different.

After taxes, Jessica takes home $4,000 per month. Her essential monthly
expenses, which include her rent, student loan payment, groceries, credit
card payments, and health insurance, amount to $2,500.

Following the Financial Game Plan, Jessica’s first step is to build up her
emergency savings. She sets a goal to do so within a year. Since her



necessary expenses are $2,500 a month, a bare-minimum three-month
emergency fund needs $7,500 in it. (If that seems like a lot, I get it—take it
slow and build over time. Some money in savings is better than nothing in
savings! Your HYSA interest rate will also help you save—you’ll be
earning interest on every penny you put in.)

For most people, I recommend a bit of a cushion in addition to this,
because I want you to be able to go out to eat or have something nice once
in a while, even if it’s an emergency! So, following this, Jessica decides to
create a $200 cushion for each month, raising her emergency fund target to
$8,100.

For goals beyond the month (like “by the end of the year”), you can
break them down on your phone calculator by dividing the total cost by the
number of months, like we did with saving living expenses.

Again, you can base your goals around life events. If you want to go to
Japan in eight months, and it will cost $4,000 to do so, you’ll set aside $500
a month. Next thing you know, you’re dining in Tokyo!

In order to meet that goal within the year, Jessica has to save $625 a
month. So, this is what her monthly budget looks like:

She makes sure to have $2,500 to cover her necessary monthly
expenses (Bucket #1).

She sets up an automated payment of $625 a month to her HYSA
(Bucket #2).

That leaves $875 for fun things such as weekly flowers, an at-
home kombucha brewing kit, and Weird Al concert tickets
(Bucket #3).

There is no magic, perfect percentage. This will take some trial and error.
Jessica might decide it’s worth it to move some Bucket #3 money over to
Bucket #2 in order to fill up her emergency fund faster.

You will need some time to figure out how much you can put toward
your goals, while also not depriving yourself too much. It took me seven



months to figure out my precise percentages; every month, I would increase
Bucket #2’s amount by 1 to 2 percent. When I was still a nine-to-five
employee, my sweet spot was 43 percent in Bucket #1, 27 percent in Bucket
#2, and 30 percent in Bucket #3. Again, everyone’s percentages will be
different. Put everything you spend money on in its corresponding bucket
and then figure out a good starter percentage for each one. Tweak as you go,
and don’t be afraid to play around a little bit!

Start with 5 percent automated toward your savings, and then increase it
from there. A good general goal to work toward is 20 percent in Bucket #2,
with that 20 percent being broken down for various financial goals. Now,
what if your income isn’t consistent? If you’re a freelancer or a part-time
worker, for instance, you might not be able to rely on automation, since not
knowing how much money is coming in every month leaves you vulnerable
to overdrafting. You’re likely going to have to be more diligent and set
specific and strict limits for each bucket, and, in addition, track more
individual expenses, as opposed to just a general number for each bucket.

A good starting point for an inconsistent earner’s budget is the bare
minimum you can expect to earn. Look at your income history. How much
did you make in the month you earned the least? And what’s the average
monthly amount you’ve earned over the past year (or however long ago you
started freelancing)?

If your average monthly income and lowest income are close, you might
want to automate conservatively: just Bucket #1 and a smaller percentage
into Bucket #2. If there is a large gap between your average income and
your lowest month, you might feel more comfortable automating more into
Bucket #2, since you’ll likely have more of a buffer carrying over, and low-
earning months are more of an anomaly.

Whether you’re salaried, a part-time worker, or a freelancer, you know
the fluctuations of your income best. The key to budgeting is to always be
mindful of the dollar amount you’ve automated, the money you have
coming in, and how much is sitting in your checking account.



Homework

1.   Get Your Head Out of the Sand
At the beginning of the chapter, we talked about the Ostrich Effect. What might you be avoiding
when it comes to your finances? Journal about the Ostrich Effect and how it’s affecting (see what
I did there?!) your money and your life.

What are some money goals you’re “supposed” to set, and what do you actually want to
achieve?

EXAMPLE: “I should buy a house.”  “I could go buy, and yet I choose to rent because I
like the flexibility.”

2.   Goal Setting
Take a look at your accounts and consider some of the financial goals you want to accomplish:
Do you wish you had emergency savings? Do you have debt you’re trying to eradicate? What are
some other life goals you wish you had money for?

In this homework assignment, you’re going to turn your wishes into goals by getting specific and
setting timelines, determining your Why, making plans, automating, and manifesting a visual of
what that goal is.

Set goals that are specific, timely, and mission driven. Write them in the past tense, as if they’ve
already happened, and then sketch out a plan to achieve them.
 

3.   The Financial Priority List
Next, we are going to order our goals using the Financial Priority List. Simply check off where
you’re at—no judgment if no boxes are checked yet.

☐   BUILD an emergency fund (three months of living expenses in a high-yield savings
account).



Only if applicable: Contribute as much as is needed to your 401(k) or 403(b) retirement
savings account if your employer matches that contribution.

☐   PAY down high-interest debt (anything with interest over 7 percent).

☐   INVEST for retirement while simultaneously paying down low-interest debt (anything
with less than 7 percent interest).

☐   SAVE for the Big Life Stuff.

Organize your goals according to the Financial Priority List.

4.   Build Your Budget
Now comes the exciting part, building your no-budget budget. Go through my 3 Bucket Budget
and build it out. What costs/expenses/goals are in each bucket?

STEP 1: Calculate how much you earn per month. If you’re a freelancer, use the minimum
monthly amount you’ve made over the past year as a starting point.

STEP 2: Add up all your necessary expenses to figure out the dollar amount that should be
in Bucket #1.

STEP 3: Subtract your Bucket #1 expenses from your monthly income. What’s left over
will give you a starting point for determining how much should go in Bucket #2.

Now list all the Bucket #2 items you can automate, while making sure you maintain a buffer
in your checking account.

STEP 4: After subtracting your Bucket #1 and Bucket #2 expenses from your monthly
income, the amount of money that’s left over is your discretionary spending, or Bucket #3.
Remember your three Value Categories? Jot them down: a majority of your Bucket #3
should be spent on those three things.

1.

2.

3.

Final Steps: Automate and Build Visuals
Automating your buckets is a game changer. There’s a reason they say “Set it and forget it”—
because you truly will forget all about it! Beat the anxiety monster at its game. Take thirty
minutes: set up auto-pay on your bills, an automated transfer from your checking to your savings
account, and (if applicable) automatic contributions to your workplace retirement account.



Finally, to stay on track with your budget and goals, set visual reminders! I like to write on Post-
it notes and vision boards. Give yourself a visual representation of your Why, or write down/type
a few favorite affirmations for when you’re feeling like you can’t make it.



Chapter 4

Debt



I Was a Sophomore in College, Sitting on the
Floor of My Friends’ Dorm Room Next Door.

We often congregated in our neighbors’ room, because Gina and Alex
were not only fun, but also they had a heater that was definitely against
dorm rules. I don’t even remember how the conversation started, but we
were complaining about the high price of college. Although 99 percent of
my university’s students qualified for some kind of aid (no one paid the
sticker price), a year’s tuition with room and board was at least $50,000.

That’s when Alex said something I’ll never forget. Studying business and
considering going on to get an MBA, she mentioned casually that by the
time she earned just her undergraduate degree, she would be more than
$100,000 in debt.

Her bachelor’s degree alone was going to put her six figures in the hole.
She said this with an air of exasperation yet also blissful ignorance—we
were nineteen and didn’t fully understand what being $100,000 in debt
actually meant. We knew it was a lot of money but had no real
understanding of how this debt would impact her life, her decisions, her
future. It was a concept, a number written on a piece of paper, not yet a
three-dimensional, real-world problem that would eventually keep her up at
night.

Alex wasn’t alone. Since the dawn of society, we’ve grappled with debt
in various forms. The first recorded debt systems date all the way back to
3500 B.C.E., and some scholars claim that debt existed before bartering or
even (get this) money itself. President Thomas Jefferson was in debt for
almost his entire life, buying fancy shit to impress other people. (As my
research assistant, Ariel, puts it, he was “a hot mess.”) In 2010, real-life
national treasure Nicolas Cage found himself $6.3 million in debt to the IRS



and proceeded to take almost every film role offered to him—some Cage-
worthy; others not so much—in order to pay it off.

In twenty-first-century America, debt is an integral part of our economy.
If you have a credit card, if you had to take out student loans, if you have a
mortgage, congrats! You’re in the majority. The average American has
more than $90,000 in debt, while the total U.S. consumer debt is currently
at $14,600,000,000,000. (That’s $14.6 trillion. Too many fucking zeros.)

While some debt seems “reasonable” (I put reasonable in quotes,
because we could debate the question “Is debt inherently predatory?” for
hours), some debt is downright bloodthirsty and should be illegal. (For
example, the average payday loan interest rate is nearly 400 percent. Un-
fucking-conscionable.)

A word from
Tricia Cleppe
COMMUNITY ORGANIZER

I grew up the daughter of a Filipina immigrant single mother in the American South, in an
extremely white and deeply evangelical community.

One of my mother’s first jobs in the United States was at a check-cashing store. The man who
eventually became my godfather owned a chain of check-cashing stores, and I grew up going
with her to that office every single day. I even learned how to count there, because we would
count the cash on the floor.

Check-cashing and bail-bond stores are inherently predatory. It’s sometimes background
checks, and credit checks too. Many banks require you to have a minimum amount in your
account. Check-cashing stores allow you to get cash, except they do it in the most predatory
way possible: they charge you anywhere between 7 and 14 percent of the amount of your
check.

If you became a member of the store, it was kind of like having a bank account with the check-
cashing store—but not really. You also had to pay an up-front fee of something like $50, and
then you could cash your checks for 7 percent of the overall total instead of 14 percent.

In addition to check cashing, the store also provided cash-bail services. The cash-bail program
in America works like this: if you get arrested, you can be held in jail until your court date.
Studies show that judges place higher bail amounts on people of color, which means the whole
system relies on racism—from the arrests and the policing of minority communities to the
economic state of the communities most affected. These communities don’t have as much



discretionary income to pay $10,000, $12,000, or $20,000 in cash up front for bailing a loved
one out of jail.

But I watched people walk in and out all day to do just that.

Th e alternative is sitting in jail awaiting trial for months or sometimes years. There’s a
massive amount of people incarcerated right now in America who have never been convicted
of a crime. They’re just waiting for their court date, and they don’t have the money to get out
in the meantime.

This is an experience that I am still processing. My favorite childhood memory was going to
Disney World, driving to Florida in a minivan put up for collateral by a Black grandmother to
get her grandson out of jail for a drug charge. It was hard to come to terms with my family’s
place and complicity in these horrible, predatory systems.

White supremacy is this massive thing with tentacles woven into the systems that uphold it—
but all of these systems require participation. My mother was just an Asian woman trying to
provide for her family as a single mother. I don’t begrudge her for that because she didn’t
know what she didn’t know—but it doesn’t make it right. I think about all that cash I took
from people; I literally took it from their hands. None of it is beyond me. None of it is lost on
me. It was a really uncanny master class in how these systems work together.

These predatory systems were my introduction to money.

My childhood experience speaks to this kind of grand bargain with white supremacy that many
minorities fall into in America—this proximity to whiteness. You think that if you get close
enough to it, you can assimilate, go through the same education systems and come out the
same way. But it’s just a farce. This idea just protects white supremacy.

These experiences, and the introduction I had to money as a child, made me avoid figuring out
my own money issues, which created a self-fulfilling prophecy. I believed that money was evil
and wanted nothing to do with it. I’d seen what money and power do to people, and I didn’t
want any part of it. In return, I avoided money topics and financial health. If I avoided
participation, I thought I would keep myself from becoming evil and corrupt. Yet, there I was,
another woman of color who couldn’t seem to get a leg up on the whole financial thing,
despite being fully employed and having the brains to do it.

When I first met Tori, I was in survival mode. I had a bad relationship with money and was
terrified of it. I had to fight this morality around capitalism—the rugged individualism that this
country requires of its people. But I’ve come a long way, and I’ve gotten to a point where I set
up an emergency fund and a nonjudgmental budget, and I am able to support my mother, but
those old feelings are still there. To have that confidence, and the ability to support my family,
especially after everything we’ve been through, means everything to me.

The patriarchy isn’t absent when it comes to debt (because of course it
isn’t). In 2019, women were more likely to have not paid their credit card
balances in full in any of the last six months. Men, on the other hand, were



more likely to have paid their bills in full every single month. Women hold
more than two-thirds of the student debt in America—because although
men start with more student debt, on average, they are able to pay it off
faster. (Another factor: parents contribute more to their sons’ college funds
than to their daughters’.) Until 1974, a woman couldn’t even open a credit
card without her husband’s approval. The seventies were, like, yesterday.

And for people of color, these statistics are (unfortunately, not
shockingly) worse. Black and white college graduates leave with a $7,000
difference in debt, and it increases to $25,000 in the four years following
graduation, because white graduates earn more money. There is sustainable
evidence that minorities have less access to credit, and the credit they do
have access to is more expensive for almost every type of loan: mortgages,
auto loans, small business loans, credit cards. And being deeper in debt not
only affects our current financial situation but also keeps us from saving
and investing more, and it prevents us from improving our financial
prospects because our credit scores take a hit.

Speaking of credit scores, which were created in 1974 to eliminate bias in
assessing creditworthiness (it totally worked, and now racism and sexism
are dead, and everything is fine!!!!!!), women, on average, have lower
credit scores and lower credit card limits compared with men. Even in
technology as advanced as machine learning, we see massive gender
discrepancies. In 2019, when the investment firm Goldman Sachs launched
the Apple Card, it relied on a gender-blind credit card approval process.
Good in theory, but in practice, gender can easily be discovered from other
variables, such as a lower net worth. So, because women historically have
been given less credit, the algorithm continued that pattern. People of color
too received lower credit lines.

So, yeah, debt sucks. But unless you’re made of enough money to pay for
a house or college with stacks of cash, you’re going to interact with the debt
economy at some point in your life. And we all want to achieve life
milestones, so although debt can suck, it’s also the only way we can level
up. This chapter will teach you how debt works (and snowballs), give you
insight into the predatory nature of some loans and how debt helps the



patriarchy profit, and coach you on how to use your new knowledge to
conquer that debt. Let’s get some common misconceptions out of the way
first.

misconception #1
I’m a Bad Person If I Have Debt

BOTH SOCIETY and traditional money experts are so good at telling you that
incurring debt means you’re a piece of shit. Having debt is somehow
equated to having a personal defect: that you can’t manage your life, you’re
not worthy of nice things while having outstanding loans, and you should
be deeply, deeply ashamed. (D*ve R*msey said that taking on debt for
college was “participating in stupidity.”)

As I’ve said a million times and will say again a million times, your self-
worth has nothing to do with your net worth. Being in debt doesn’t mean
you should live with constant sacrifice, punishment, or misery. Most people
take on debt because they need to, and it’s no one’s place to shame you for
it.

Many people go into debt because they were simply never taught how
debt works. “Not understanding how a loan works” is the top reason women
cited for having more debt than men. And that lack of understanding seems
awfully convenient when you consider how much money creditors make off
interest.

If you went to college, you might remember a sunny day on your campus
quad, where credit card companies set up booths to lure you into signing up
before you fully understood what having a credit card entailed. This was
enough of an issue that in 2009, the U.S. Congress passed the Credit Card
Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act, which limited how
companies could advertise to young people. Offering free Frisbees, T-shirts,
and the like as incentives became against the law, although many colleges
still signed million-dollar deals with credit card companies allowing them
to aggressively target their students. Cool.



For yet another perfect example of the patriarchal bullshit of debt, look at
Victoria’s Secret. No, not Victoria Dunlap’s secret. (That secret is that, as a
high school freshman, I had a massive crush on my stage husband, a very
popular, very handsome senior in our production of The Crucible. Bet you
didn’t expect this kind of shout-out, did you, Rodman?)

Victoria’s Secret’s secret is that the company offers its customers a store-
branded credit card backed by Comenity Bank, which is now the subject of
a series of arbitration demands by a class-action law firm for not disclosing
the card’s true interest rates up front. Many retail stores brand their credit
cards as a benefit. “Open up a rewards card with us and get money back on
your purchases!” Sounds like a great deal, right? But the lenders that back
the cards often avoid disclosing to customers what signing up for a card
means, and they charge interest rates higher than the national average,
taking advantage of a vulnerable, often financially uneducated group—
women—and using their inexperience against them.

A word from
Bethany B.
HER FIRST $100K COMMUNITY MEMBER

I worked as a sales associate at Victoria’s Secret in college, from 2005 to 2009. I was looking
to make some extra cash to buy food, pay sorority dues, and get discounted/free stuff. It was a
fun place to work because some of my sorority sisters already worked there, so I already knew
a lot of my coworkers when I started.

I definitely have mixed feelings looking back on what it was like to work at the lingerie store.
I’m not saying it was miserable, but there were some sketchy times . . .

Our onboarding process was very short. After a few days of shadowing other associates, we
were trained at the registers on the point-of-sale system and then got about fifteen minutes of
training on the Angel Card, the store credit card.

The biggest thing that didn’t sit right with me was being instructed to push the Angel Card to
every customer. Our manager was relentless about getting people to sign up for credit cards.
She had a leaderboard posted next to our schedules in the stockroom, where she kept track of
how many customers each associate was able to convert to an Angel Card holder. Top
associates would be praised, celebrated on the headset/comm system that was in everyone’s
ear, and at times were able to pick from the bucket of items that were returned without tags.



The phrase “Are you shopping with your Angel Card today?” haunts my dreams. We had to
ask everyone that question, and if they said that they didn’t have the card, we would ask them
if they would like to open one that day. I just hated pushing the cards and did so only when my
manager was in earshot. I didn’t even really understand credit cards myself, so I definitely
should not have been the one pushing them on others.

There were different approaches we were told to take:

We could make it seem like they were getting personally invited into a really cool club, using
statements such as “I’d like to invite you . . .” and “This is such an amazing offer right now;
I’d love for you to be a part of this.”

If that didn’t resonate, we went the route of discounts, since a lot of the time there was an
instant dollar amount off (sometimes $15 or higher) as a sign-up bonus. That felt like the most
manipulative part, because we would say, “You could get fifteen dollars off today if you sign
up for the Angel Card,” and I don’t think it clicked with people that they were actually signing
up for a credit card. (For one thing, we were instructed to refer to it as an “Angel card,” not an
“Angel credit card.”) We were to advertise it more like a rewards account, like what you have
at the grocery store, than a credit card. Some of my coworkers would hold up an item from the
customer’s merchandise and ask, “Do you want this for free?” or “Can I give this to you for
free today?” or “How about I don’t charge you for this one?”—to which a customer would
obviously respond, “Oh, hell yes!” and the associate would say something like, “I can do that
when you open an Angel Card.” It was a high-pressure and intimidating tactic.

One of the worst examples that I remember is when our manager pushed a woman to sign up
for the credit card, and there was a very significant language barrier between both of them. I
think our manager said something that made it seem like the woman needed to open a credit
card in order to buy her stuff, almost forcing her to open the account. When one of my
coworkers and I asked our manager about it, she said something like, “Well, she can call the
number and press two to speak to someone who can actually explain it.”

I have a lot of guilt when I think about how many people I coerced into opening a credit card.
Sometimes young women would use their Angel Card at the register, and the card would be
declined. I never really put it together until now, but I bet they never paid their card
statements. They probably didn’t even know how to. Shit.

And to think: I did it all to chase the possibility of getting a free bra each month. I actually did
win once, and you know what? Since I’m a 34DDD, they had only beige in stock. So I did it
all for a friggin’ beige bra.

Anyone who makes you feel bad about yourself for being in debt is both
ignoring economic realities and justifying the predatory behavior of
multinational corporations. Whatever your reasons for going into debt,
shame and guilt will not get you out of it. Give yourself some grace, and
let’s figure this out together.



misconception #2
All Debt Is “Bad” for Your Financial Health and Should Be
Avoided at All Costs

RIGHT ON THE HEELS of “I’m a bad person if I have debt,” we have the
narrative that all debt is bad. If you were “stupid enough to get yourself into
it,” then you should do everything you can to immediately eradicate it.

When you’re drowning in debt, it’s easy to feel like it’s all the same
burden. But not all debt is created equal. Student loans are different from
mortgages are different from medical bills are different from credit cards.
Some debt is worse than others in terms of its financial cost, which depends
on the interest rate, how that interest accrues, and the length of your loan.
We’ll talk about how this all works in a moment.

Most people go into debt because they have to. It’s a privilege to
maintain a debt-free lifestyle. Taking on student loans—the trillion-dollar
elephant in the room—was what many of us were “supposed” to do,
regardless of the cost. We were told that a college degree ensured a good
job with good benefits and that we should just suck it up: “If I had to pay a
whopping twelve dollars for college, you should be able to pay for it too;
not sure why you’re complaining.”

But here’s a thing that will blow your mind: debt isn’t called debt when
it’s held by rich people—it’s called leverage. It’s fucking labeled differently
depending on your financial status, and while one is “bad,” the other is
smart and financially savvy. Leverage can be as simple as getting a
mortgage on a property even if you can afford to put down cash (because
you can often earn more in the stock market than what the average
mortgage costs you in interest). For richer people, taking on debt is often a
smart business decision—and they’re rewarded for it.

Avoiding debt at all costs is just not realistic. Nor is it necessarily good
for you. Just like leveraging can benefit finances, assuming debt is often
how you move up in this world. Maybe you’re buying your first home,
building your business, or getting a bachelor’s degree. These are net
positives, which, yes, I wish were more accessible to all of us without



having to take out a loan. But since we currently live in a world where we
can’t avoid debt, we have to beat it at its own game.

misconception #3
I Can Never Become Debt Free

I KNOW. You log in to your student loan provider’s website, and that huge
number feels like a slap in the face. Every time you pull out a credit card,
your gut drops. At night, your medical debt haunts you like Björk’s swan
dress at the 2001 Oscars.

You’re staring at the Mount Everest of Debt, wondering how the fuck
you’re going to climb this thing.

But just like that quote about eating an elephant, you eat it a bite at a
time. You can pay off your debt. Not only is becoming debt free a massive
personal accomplishment, but also it’s yet another way we fight patriarchal,
bullshit systems.

Now, let me be clear: being debt free is an act of rebellion, but the act of
paying off debt isn’t. Paying the (unfortunately necessary) interest, sending
in your hard-earned money every month to a massive corporation or the
government, is soul sucking and icky. If you’re a woman, a person of color,
LGBTQ+, disabled, and so on, being debt free is a “fuck you” to a system
that wants to keep you under its thumb. Being debt free, just like every
other financial milestone, is bigger than you.

I’m not going to sugarcoat it: It will be hard work. It will take patience
and consistency. It will be a challenge. But when have you ever been afraid
of a challenge?

A Quick Overview of How a Loan Works

THE GENERAL IDEA of debt is simple: you borrow money, and you have to
pay it back. (This works the same for all kinds of debt, from student loans,
to mortgages, to car loans.) The original sum of money you borrow is called
the principal. Depending on the terms of your agreement with the lender,



you have to pay a certain amount within a certain period of time—often
called a monthly payment. This payment not only includes part of the
principal balance but also interest.

What is interest? Well, financial institutions are not lending you money
for free, so in exchange for the money, they charge you more money, which
you’ll usually see presented as a percentage per year. For example, you
might have $350 due on the fifteenth of every month to your student loan
provider (principal + interest). If you do not pay the full amount on time,
you could be hit with late fees. With certain kinds of debt, like credit cards,
you have the option of paying a “minimum payment” without incurring a
late fee, but because you didn’t pay the full amount, you’ll have to pay back
both the original sum AND the interest charged.

If you borrow $1,000 with a 25 percent annual simple interest rate, you’ll
owe 25 percent of $1,000 (that’s $250) in interest every year. This is the
preferred type of interest for when we’re borrowing money, but because it’s
not as lucrative for the debt provider, it’s the less common option.

Continuing with our example above, now let’s say the interest
compounds instead. Compounding means that the interest isn’t just on the
principal—it’s also on any interest accumulated during the compounding
period. At the end of year two, you don’t owe 25 percent of $1,000, but 25
percent of $1,250 (the principal plus the interest from the year before).
Compounding is great when we’re the ones collecting the money—say,
through an HYSA or investing—but not when we’re in debt.

One more thing. The frequency of compounding also makes a difference
regarding how much is owed. So far, we’ve seen what happens when
interest compounds annually, but what happens if it’s compounded daily,
like most credit card debt is? If your annual interest rate is 25 percent, you
would divide 25 by 365 to calculate the daily interest, which would be
0.0684 percent. So, if you borrowed $1,000, the following day, you’re now
in charge of paying $1,000.68. And the next day, you’re in charge of paying
0.0684 percent again, but this time the interest is calculated on the previous
day’s total of $1,000.68, not the original $1,000. And so on and so on.



This might not seem like a lot in the first few days, but at the end of the
year? That’s $1,283.92—more than the $1,250 you’d expect if the interest
compounded only annually.

You can see why compounding debt is a slippery fucking slope. When
you send in your monthly minimum payment, you are slowly chipping
away at your balance, but you’re not making much progress because the
interest is still accruing. This is why you see all those stories about how
someone put $5,000 on a credit card, has been paying the minimum
payment for two years, and now owes, like, $8,000. I get tagged in
someone’s TikTok video about this at least once a week. (Maybe it’s your
story.) Creditors intentionally make the required minimum payment low, so
that you’ll continue to owe them way more than you ever bargained for.

And, of course, we’re assuming you’re not adding to this balance. If, say,
you continue to put additional money on your credit card without paying
the full balance—if you spend $2,000 per month but pay only $1,000—that
debt is adding to the original $1,000 plus the mounting interest. This is why
it feels like you’re drowning trying to pay off debt: you’re sending in
money but seeing little to no progress. Because remember: Interest. Never.
Stops. Compounding.

Principal and
Interest

How Much You
Owe at the End of
Year 1

How Much You
Owe at the End of
Year 2

How Much You
Owe at the End of
Year 3

$1,000, 25% simple
interest

$1,250 $1,500 $1,750

$1,000, 25% interest
compounded
annually

$1,250 $1,562.5 $1,953.13

$1,000, 25% interest
compounded daily

$1,283.92 $1,648.44 $2,116.46



And the interest rate isn’t the only thing you have to think about. Every
kind of loan has different terms. For example, some don’t charge interest
for a certain time period, and some loans have higher monthly payments but
are less lengthy, so you’re done quicker. For example, I opted to pay $100
more per month for my car, saving two years of payments and interest.

Being in debt means you’re constantly one step behind. It’s no surprise
that being in debt can make you feel powerless, like you’re at the lenders’
mercy. Of course it feels miserable. Someone (typically a huge corporation)
is literally profiting off your financial instability, without batting an eye.

How to Pay Off Debt

THE HOW to paying down debt is actually shockingly simple. It starts with
the difference between the principal and interest. Recall that the principal is
the amount of money you originally borrowed, with the interest accruing on
top—either simple interest or, more frequently, compound interest.

As you’ll remember from when you made your Financial Game Plan,
there are two different groups of debt: high interest and low interest. I
consider high-interest debt to be anything over 7 percent interest, while
low-interest debt has an interest rate under 7 percent. Payday loans and
credit cards are always high-interest debt, while most student loans,
mortgages, and car loans charge low-interest debt.

The reason we prioritize high-interest debt is because it’s costing us more
money than we could be making in the stock market. If we’re losing more
money being in debt than we could be gaining by investing, we should aim
to eliminate that debt first before investing.

Now, let’s say you send in extra money with your regular monthly
payments to start paying down your debt. (Good for you, you badass!) You
send off $300 instead of $250. The potential catch: next month’s bill will
just be $200. You paid $50 off next month’s bill. Which is cool but really
didn’t get you anywhere. It was applied to your principal and your interest,
not just the principal. You just saved Future You $50 that you would have
paid, instead of chipping away at the total balance.



A quick anecdote explaining what I mean: my car loan was through
Toyota, and my monthly payment was $500. When I first started paying it
down in 2016, I had an extra $50 one month, so I sent in my normal $500
plus an extra $50, expecting it to go to the principal.

But when I opened my bill for the month after, it was $450. Lower than
normal, but again, it didn’t actually pay off the car any faster. The extra $50
I sent in just went toward next month’s balance. Past Me was just saving
Next Month Me $50, but Future Me still had just as much debt.

So when I called and asked the loan division how I could put money
toward the principal, they said, “Oh! Well, you have to send the extra
money you want to go to the principal to this random PO box in Iowa that
you didn’t know the address of until you called and asked very
specifically.” That’s some bullshit.

Lenders are sneaky. Sometimes they make it inconvenient for you to
whittle down the principal because the longer you remain mired in debt, the
more money they make off you. Paying toward the principal shortens the
lifespan of your loan, thus saving you money in interest—but, of course,
they won’t tell you that either, because they’ll make more money if you’re
in the dark.

To pay down debt faster, we need to put extra money toward the
principal balance of the loan. In addition to your normal monthly payments,
you’re going to funnel any additional money toward the principal balance
of the loan that’s weighing you down with the highest interest rate. The way
to do this depends both on the type of loan and the lender. Call your loan
provider and ask, “How do I start paying down the principal of this loan?”
(Highlight that previous sentence, it’s incredibly valuable and you’re going
to need it.)

Some lenders are easier to work with, but all are required legally to tell
you the exact steps you’ll need to take to apply more money to the
principal. Take notes on everything they say.

And while you’re on the phone, another fun thing to try: sometimes your loan provider will be
open to lowering your interest rate. This will be most advantageous if you’re currently paying
off your debt. (A lower interest rate means, of course, less money charged in interest!) Just ask



the company’s customer service. (You might recognize this script, since it’s basically the same
as the one for lowering your bills. Work smarter, not harder.)

Here’s your script:

“Hello, [name], how are you? I’m doing great—thank you for asking. I’m having
an issue, and I would love for you to help me. I saw that [a competing company]
is offering a significantly lower interest rate and better card benefits.” [Or] “I’m
currently going through a tough financial period due to [reason—job loss, COVID,
or other medical issue]. I’d love to discuss your lowering my interest rate. As an
[elite card holder, five-year Capital One customer, reliable lendee, and so on], I’d
really love to continue being a loyal, valued customer. What can you do for me?”

If they say it is not possible to lower your interest rate at this time, ask again: “I want to have a
great customer experience today with [company name]. What can you do for me?”

When you’re in debt up to your eyeballs and you’re fucking stressed,
you’ll do almost anything to make it go away. So, when you hear about
strategies or tools that sound almost as if they can make your debt
magically disappear, you’re completely on board. I get how tempting it is to
use these as Easy buttons to get out of debt, but I need you to be cautious.
Folks often end up using these tools as life preservers during a time of
stress and panic about their debt (completely reasonable) without really
considering the consequences or making a debt payoff plan. They don’t
work for every person or every situation (personal finance is, you guessed
it, personal), and they especially do not work if you don’t have a plan.

First, student loan forgiveness—a topic I am asked about almost daily.
Politicians often talk about student loan relief and/or forgiveness; it’s
become such a political buzzword that it feels almost inevitable. And we
already have some student debt forgiveness programs in place, such as
Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) and Pay as You Earn (PAYE) (do
your own research to see if you qualify!)—and many companies are starting
to offer debt repayment as part of their benefits packages. We also have
income-based repayment plans, which definitely don’t offer forgiveness but
can offer some relief. However, you may end up paying more in interest
over time. (And as this book was in production, President Biden announced
loan forgiveness for individuals making less than $125,000—$10,000 for



most individuals or $20,000 for Pell Grant recipients—which we hope
actually materializes. So, yay! Let’s applaud progress while also demanding
more.)

I want broad student loan forgiveness more than I want to marry
Timothée Chalamet (which should tell you how much I fucking support it).
However, I don’t recommend anyone banking on it happening. Too many
people I talk to are like, “My student loans are awful, so I’m just not going
to worry about them because forgiveness maybe?” But here’s the deal: I
don’t trust the campaign promises of politicians, who then won’t or can’t
get shit done when they’re battling against other politicians yelling about
how they could afford a house in 1765, so the rest of us should just suck it
up. Do we honestly think that our lawmakers will come to an agreement? I
wish they would, but I’m not holding my breath. So, while we vote for and
support student loan forgiveness, it’s not a guarantee. We continue to work
toward paying off our debt and making our payments.

Let’s talk about the Holy Trinity of Debt Quick Fixes: balance transfers,
zero percent interest, and debt consolidation. All of these are a potentially
slippery slope. They work only if (1) the math checks out, and (2) you have
a debt payoff plan. I’m providing you a bit of information about each of
these, with the expectation that you’ll do more research as it pertains to
your own situation.

A balance transfer is moving your debt from one place to another
offering a lower interest rate: for example, moving $10,000 in debt from a
credit card charging 25 percent interest to one with 18 percent interest, to
slow down the accumulation of debt. Another strategy is to transfer money
from one card to a new card that entices customers with zero percent
interest for the first X months. This could be a great Pause button on your
debt, but, again, only if you have a plan. Delaying the inevitable with no
strategy to pay off your debt by the time the interest kicks in—or using zero
percent interest as an excuse to purchase something you can’t afford—is not
a smart decision. You can use this tool to buy you some time, come up with
a plan to pay off your debt, and stick to it. (More about this later in the
chapter.)



Finally, there’s debt consolidation. Exactly what it sounds like, it
involves taking multiple debts and putting them all together with only one
interest rate (often a lower rate than you were paying before). Yet again, this
works only if you have an actual plan to pay off your debt and if the math
checks out. Let’s say you had three debts, each with an average interest rate
of 15 percent, and then you consolidated them all under a 12 percent
interest rate. This might sound like a better deal, but like I mentioned
before, interest rate is only part of the equation. What if your loan length
increases? What if it was a two-year loan and is now a five-year loan?
While you might be temporarily paying less in interest with a lower rate,
you could pay more over the long run if the term length increases.

With all that in mind, let’s make a plan.

Step 1
The first step to paying off debt is knowing what your interest rates actually
are.

This is one of those money steps that many people avoid, either because
they don’t understand exactly what interest is, or because they are ostriches
who bury their heads in the sand and don’t want to look at it. (Both
reactions are understandable and totally normal.) But we cannot proceed
unless we understand what we’re working with!

The easiest way to check your interest rate is by looking at your monthly
statements or logging on to the company’s online platform and finding it
there. You can also call customer service and ask.

I recommend doing this even if you think you know what your interest
rates are, because often, when you first sign up for a credit card, you’re
enticed with a more favorable interest rate than you actually have to pay
down the line.

Step 2
This money step is a little like ripping off a Band-Aid. Grab yourself a
bottle of wine and check your debt balances. All of them. You can log this in



a spreadsheet, a notebook, or an app if you have one you like.
Now you’re going to organize your debt in two ways: first by interest

rate, then by the current balance:

CHASE FREEDOM CARD: 22 percent interest; balance, $6,275.92

BANK OF AMERICA CARD: 16 percent interest; balance, $4,679.00

STUDENT LOAN: 4.5 percent interest; balance, $45,670.00

Got it? Now that we know the lay of the land, let’s proceed.
While we will be aggressively paying down our debt, it’s extremely

important to not go into more debt, especially more credit card debt. In
other words: emergency funds are for emergencies, and credit cards are not.
This is why we set aside an emergency fund first, to cover our asses should
something happen. It’s super hard to dig yourself out of a hole while at the
same time shoveling sand back in it. (Stanley Yelnats knew that better than
anyone.) You should be doing everything you can to not put something on
your credit card that you cannot pay for. You’re now president of the On
Time/In Full Club.

Once we have that list, we’ll start by paying down our high-interest debt
(anything with more than 7 percent interest). In the example above, that’s
the Chase Freedom card and the Bank of America card.

Wait, Tori, what do we do if we have multiple debt balances over 7
percent interest?

Good question.
Look at the hypothetical example. You’ve got one card with more than

$6,000 on it, at 22 percent interest, and another with 16 percent interest and
a balance of more than $4,000. Which should you pay off first? Pure math
would tell you to start paying down the one with the highest interest rate:
the Chase Freedom card.

However, if you know you need to see progress in order to stay
motivated and keep going, grab the lower-hanging fruit: the Bank of



America card with the lower balance. Personal finance is, yep, personal, so
choose what’s right for you.

Although you need to pick one to focus your energy on, please dear God,
make sure that you pay at least your minimum payments on all credit card
debt you have. Do not try to aggressively pay down both at the same time
and do not spread your money between both of them! This could
overwhelm you and make paying off your cards a more tedious process.

Step 3
Following last chapter’s Financial Priority List, now that your emergency
HYSA is fully funded with three months of living expenses, you’re now
going to take the money you were allocating there and reroute it toward
your high-interest debt. As with filling your emergency savings, it doesn’t
have to be $1 million a month—every little bit counts.

In order to figure out how long it will take to pay off your debt, you can
use a debt payoff calculator. Simply plug in your interest rate, your balance,
and how much you plan to contribute every month. It’s easy to play around
with numbers and see if you can lower your time in debt by increasing your
contribution. Google “debt payoff calculator” to find one.

Remember Jessica from last chapter, whose take-home pay (after taxes)
was $4,000 a month and whose budget looked like this?

BUCKET #1: $2,500 for necessary expenses

BUCKET #2: $625 toward an emergency fund in an HYSA

BUCKET #3: $825 for all the fun stuff

After a year, Jessica’s HYSA has the $8,100 she needs for her emergency
fund, so it’s time to tackle her debt. She has a balance of $6,275.92 on one
credit card with a 22 percent interest rate and $4,679 on another one with a
16 percent interest rate.

What does she do now? Using a debt payoff calculator, Jessica figures
out she can pay off the $6,275.92 credit card in about nine months if she



ups her Bucket #2 contributions by $100 a month, which she decides is
worth it. So, for the next nine months, she plans her budget as follows:

BUCKET #1: $2,500

BUCKET #2: $775 toward paying off credit card debt

BUCKET #3: $725

Once that first card is paid off, Jessica uses her debt calculator to plan
how to eventually eliminate the $4,679 on the card with 16 percent interest.
She could keep that $775 payment steady and pay it off faster, but after all
her hard work, she decides that she deserves a little more fun money. She
calculates that if she adds an extra $100 a month back into Bucket #3, she’ll
be in debt for just a bit longer, which feels okay to her. So, she decides to
ease off the pedal:

BUCKET #1: $2,500

BUCKET #2: $675

BUCKET #3: $825

And that’s how you pay off debt. Once that first debt is gone, you move
on to the next account. And the next. Until you’re done.

Again, the How isn’t complicated (putting money toward the principal).
Where you can and will get tripped up is in staying consistent, which is why
it’s important to find what works for you and adjust if necessary.

There is no magic wand to wave and make all your debt disappear. It’s
hard fucking work. That’s why we put our extra contributions on automatic,
so even when we’re like, “Ugh, God, seriously? Again?!” it happens
anyway.

Paying off debt can feel isolating. Know that you’re not alone, and that
I’m here to support you and cheer you on.



How to Take on Debt Responsibly

GOING THROUGH LIFE in our economy without ever taking on debt is almost
impossible—again, because of lack of access to capital, lack of education,
and (the ever-present reason) systemic oppression. We’ve just gone over
how loans work, but to make this super easy, I’m going to give you the top
three questions to ask when deciding to take on debt:

1. What is the interest rate and loan term?

Is the interest rate around the average? What’s the length of the loan
compared to the amount of interest?

2. What is the creditor’s ethics, credibility, and customer service
like?

Avoiding predatory companies is hard. It requires you, the consumer, to
be knowledgeable about a company’s business practices and make informed
choices about what kinds of companies you’ll do business with. Let’s be
honest: in this capitalist hellscape of a world, it’d be a full-time job for you
to make sure that every single purchase and every single financial
institution you involve your money in is an upstanding organization that
doesn’t kick puppies or contribute to climate change. (Trying to avoid these
companies also tends to be super fucking expensive for us, the consumer,
and is a privilege in and of itself.)

In addition to learning how debt and loans work, one of the best pieces of
advice I can offer to avoid predatory companies is to aggressively research
them. You want to make sure that this company is credible, transparent, and
trustworthy. In 2010, while the country was still reeling from the
aftershocks of the Great Recession triggered by the collapse of the U.S.
housing market and predatory lending practices, Congress passed and
President Barack Obama signed into law the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act. In addition to imposing regulations
intended to prevent a repeat of the worst financial crisis since the Great



Depression, Dodd-Frank established the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB), an independent government watchdog agency charged with
helping to ensure that consumers are not misled or taken advantage of by
banks, lenders, and financial companies. The bureau’s website has an
amazing database to get you started, where you can type in a company and
view complaint information.

Above all, trust your gut. It may sound simplistic, but if something
doesn’t feel right, it probably isn’t. Many of the folks I talked to about their
experiences shopping at Victoria’s Secret mention a turning point in their
conversations with the sales associates: namely, when the application asked
for their Social Security number. Something didn’t feel right, so they turned
down the credit card offer.

3. How could this improve my personal or financial life?

As I’ve mentioned before, loans have the incredible power to change
your life for the better. It can be an opportunity to accelerate your goals. For
many people, student loans are their only option for attending college.
Likewise, a mortgage is typically the key to homeownership.

But be wary of the kind of debt that does more harm than good—credit
card debt being the likely culprit. But credit card debt is different from a
credit card itself. D*ve R*msey will tell you that credit cards are terrible.
(He once compared them to cigarettes, saying, “Cigarettes don’t kill
everyone that smokes them. But they are good for no one that smokes
them”—again, a real thing he said.) That’s bullshit. You’re an adult, and
I’m going to treat you like one: you can handle a credit card. Let me repeat
that: You. Can. Handle. A. Credit. Card. Credit cards are a tool. I like to tell
my community that they’re like a knife: yeah, they can cut you, but if used
properly, you’ve got yourself a yummy veggie stir-fry!

When you’re done with the struggle of paying off your debt, especially
credit cards, it might be tempting to never use them again. But you know
what’s the ultimate “fuck you” to credit card companies? Using them
responsibly.



If you use a credit card responsibly, there’s nothing better. Credit card
companies make their money from charging you interest. So, when you pay
your balance on time and in full every month, they don’t make a profit off
you.

When choosing a card, think about your lifestyle. For instance, if you
don’t fly Southwest Airlines, a Southwest credit card—with its bonus points
that can add up to miles in the sky—isn’t going to help you much. A good
everyday card is one that gets you cash back on everything, no rotating
categories. You’ll find recommendations linked in my book resource page
at herfirst100k.com/book-resources.

It bears repeating: credit cards are dope, but only if you pay your
monthly bill on time and in full.

Knowledge is power. A predatory relationship means one party has
control and power over another. We’ve seen how creditors have a long
history of exerting power over vulnerable populations for their own gain,
and how it took interventions by the federal government to curb the worst
of that predatory behavior. When we take out a loan without knowing how
it works or what it means, the lender has power over our money. When we
know and understand, we can make better decisions to protect ourselves
and those around us. By using a credit card knowledgeably and responsibly,
you are claiming back some of that power.

How to Improve Your Credit Score

IT SUCKS THAT this is the case, but managing your debt and ability to assume
credit opens up so many more doors in your financial life. I’m talking about
your credit score, or, as I like to call it, your report card from corporate
America. And although credit scores are kinda bullshit, doing what you can
to boost your score is one of the best tools you have for bettering your
financial future. If you have a less-than-great credit score, lenders will
interpret that as irresponsibility with money, so they might increase your
interest rate to compensate. On the other hand, if you have a good score,
you’re more likely to get lower interest rates on loans, because lenders trust



that you’re more likely to pay them back. Basically, if you want to have
anything adult in life—a car, an apartment, a house, a credit card—you’re
going to need a credit score.

The three major credit reporting agencies are TransUnion, Experian, and
Equifax. A perfect credit score is 850, but that is pretty much impossible to
attain, so anything over 750 is considered a “good” credit score. And yes, I
once asked a guy on our second date what his credit score was, and I stand
by that decision 100 percent. (It came up naturally, okay?!)

Let’s talk about how to increase it. I’m going to uncomplicate this shit for
you: there are three basic things that make up your credit score: your credit
history, whether you pay your bills on time, and credit utilization.

Your credit history is simply the age of your oldest line of credit. The
longer your credit history, the higher your score. I opened my first credit
card when I was eighteen, so my credit history is a decade old.
Unfortunately, your credit history is probably the least in your control,
because you either started building credit at a certain age or you didn’t. If
you don’t have credit yet, that’s your first step: get a line of credit, typically
by opening a credit card account. For my recommendations, go to
herfirst100k.com/book-resources.

Another factor impacting your credit score is whether you pay your bills
on time. One of the biggest myths I see is that carrying a balance on your
credit card from month to month boosts your credit score. This is
completely false. It does not increase your score; it just puts you in debt. Do
not, unless you absolutely have to, keep a balance on your credit card,
allowing it to roll over to next month’s payment.

What does this look like in action? Let’s say you charged $100 to your
credit card. A month later, you receive your statement. Your minimum
payment due? Just $25. Woo-hoo, right? Nah. Boo-hoo. Because as we’ve
learned by paying the minimum, you’ll be charged interest. Now that $100
purchase has ballooned into a more expensive purchase. Always pay the
full amount if you can and be sure to not miss any payments. This is one of
the biggest building blocks for developing a solid credit score.



The third aspect of your credit score is your credit utilization. This is one
that you probably can exert a good deal of control over. Say you have a
credit card with a credit line of $10,000. Your credit utilization rate is
simply the percentage of that $10,000 you are using. So, if you put $5,000
on that credit card, your credit utilization is 50 percent. If you’re maxing
out your credit cards, this means your credit utilization is 100 percent. Not
only is that potentially dangerous financially—are you spending more than
you make?—it can decrease your score significantly. The best way to boost
your score is to keep your credit utilization as low as you possibly can.
Experts recommend under 30 percent, but to boost your credit score
quickly, you really want to be under 10 percent.

One of the best ways to lower your credit utilization rate is to increase
your credit line and then not use it. So, in that hypothetical example of the
$10,000 credit line: if we request an increased credit line of $15,000, and if
we continue to spend $5,000, suddenly our credit utilization rate is so much
better (33 percent instead of 50 percent). Often, credit card companies will
happily give you a credit line increase, because for most people, it means
that they’ll spend more money. So go ahead and call your credit card
companies—all of them—and request credit line increases. Then don’t use
them. I recommend doing this about every six months. However, if a lender
tells you it will need to conduct a hard credit inquiry in order to increase
your credit line, decline. A hard credit inquiry entails a creditor or financial
institution pulling your credit score, and you could see an unnecessary drop
in your score, which we obviously don’t want.

Something I hear often is “I just paid off my student loans, and my credit
score fell!” or “I just paid off one of my credit cards, and my score
decreased ten points! Why?” Unfortunately, credit bureaus don’t exactly
give you clear reasons. However, since your credit score is a measure of
how much you can take on debt and pay it off, your credit score might dip
once you no longer have debt to demonstrate you can pay it off. But please,
please note that this does not mean you should seek out debt in order to
boost your credit score. This decrease in your credit score is temporary and



totally normal, and usually your credit score goes right back up in a couple
of months.

A myth I hear all the time about credit scores is that checking your score
decreases it. That is not true. Checking your credit score is one of the best
ways to stay on top of your personal finances—and it’s free, through places
such as Credit Karma and your credit card provider. This myth exists
because people confuse checking their credit scores with the
aforementioned hard credit inquiry. Creditors or financial institutions
typically do this when you’re seeking a new line of credit, like a new credit
card, a mortgage, a car loan, or even a rental apartment—but you want to
avoid these pulls for unnecessary things.

If you’re getting ready for a big moment in your life, such as buying a car
or a house, a high credit score is going to be so essential to making that a
positive experience. When you’re prepping for one of these big life events,
take steps to boost your score, because most likely, it’ll give you a lower
interest rate on this huge purchase.

Ultimately, just like everything in personal finance, your credit score
should not define you. Your credit score is not a measure of your success.
It’s not a measure of how much you deserve nice things. Unfortunately, as
cumbersome and frustratingly opaque as credit scores can often be, they are
one of the best tools you have for building the life that you want. Like I say
all the time about personal finance, it gives you options. Gaining control
over your credit score is one of the best ways to increase your financial
mobility, not just for you but also potentially for generations to come.

So, establish credit as soon as you can, pay your bills on time and in full,
and, last but not least, decrease your credit utilization rate by increasing
your credit lines. Go get ’em!



Homework

1.   Debt Misconceptions
Go back to the beginning of the chapter and reflect on the misconceptions about debt. Which
ones have you been believing? Have you been considering debt evil or inherently part of your
self-identity? What sorts of mind-set shifts do you need to have a better relationship with debt?

2.   Negotiate Your Rate
Make sure you’re getting the most favorable interest rates possible for you.

Call your credit card company and try negotiating your interest rate. Write about the experience
in your notebook or a Google doc and what you learned or might want to try next time.

3.   Create a Payoff Plan
STEP 1: Figure out your debt interest rates. Log in to your account(s) or call customer service to
ask.

STEP 2: Organize your debt by interest rate, then balance owed.

STEP 3: Decide which high-interest debt you are going to conquer first. Do you need to focus
on the loan with the smallest amount to keep yourself motivated, or are you ready to knock down
the one that is costing you the most?

STEP 4: Once you’re at three months of living expenses in your emergency fund, use the money
you were putting toward your emergency fund as extra money toward the principal of the debt
you’ve decided to tackle. (If you’re not sure how to do this, call your creditor to find out.) Set it
up on an automatic transfer, if possible.

STEP 5: Rinse and repeat, until all your debt is taken care of.



Chapter 5

Investing



It’s the First Week of March 2020, in the “Before
Times.”

I‘m on a solo trip to New York City after splurging on the ultimate gift to
myself: front-row mezzanine tickets to Moulin Rouge! on Broadway. I have
a free afternoon, so I’m walking around the financial district down by the
water, when I realize: I’m a finance expert and I haven’t seen the Wall
Street bull since I was a child.

For those unfamiliar, Charging Bull is a brutish, broad bronze sculpture
that has been guarding the New York Stock Exchange since 1989. The thing
is massive—eleven feet tall and weighing more than seven thousand pounds
—and on a winter afternoon, I was one of thousands who visited it. As I
walked up, I saw the normal line of tourists, but they were doing something
strange.

They were touching the bull’s balls.
I had forgotten about this little piece of Wall Street lore: that if you rub

the sculpture’s testicles, you will receive good fortune and financial
prosperity. Folks were squatting with their phones between its cheeks to get
a photo of its burly bulge. The bull’s balls are even a noticeably lighter
color than the rest of its body, from all the oil on people’s hands.

The symbol for financial progress, in the country’s (really, the world’s)
epicenter for wealth, is a massive masculine symbol that offers security in
exchange for a scrotum stroke. So no wonder we as women don’t feel
investing is for us.

If I had a nickel for every time I’ve had someone comment on one of my
Instagram posts, “I want to start investing, but I’m intimidated,” I’d have
dozens of $100Ks.

We talk about the pay gap a lot (as we should), but what we don’t talk
about as much is the investing gap. Women either wait longer than men to



invest or do not invest at all, and that’s a HUGE problem, because the
investing gap leads to a wealth gap, costing us not only millions over the
course of our lifetimes but also limiting our options and lifestyle choices,
including the ability to stop working someday. In 2019, the median wealth
for single women was $36,000, while the median wealth for single men was
$43,800. For women of color, these statistics are so much worse: for
example, the median wealth for Black women was a shockingly low
$1,700, and for Hispanic women, $1,000. And largely because of the
investing and wealth gaps, women over sixty-five are more likely to be
living in poverty than men.

One of the reasons women aren’t investing as much goes back to the
wage gap: because women don’t earn as much as men do, they have less
money to put into the stock market. When we’re starting out from an
unequal place, it’s harder to advance, even if we’re doing everything right.
An analysis by Fidelity Investments showed that, on average, women saved
higher percentages of their paychecks than men did, but in dollar amounts,
they were saving less—because men made significantly more money. Men
don’t need to invest as much of their salary as a percentage to be on par
with how much women invest.

Not having as comfortable a financial starting point is one thing, but even
when women are financially able to invest, there’s still an overall pattern of
women avoiding investing. According to a recent survey, only 28 percent of
women report feeling confident investing. I’ve seen it over and over again
in my experience as a financial expert: women try to grow their wealth and
advance their financial lives by putting away their money in a savings
account and calling it a day. Every single woman I’ve advised to start
investing told me the reason she hadn’t before was fear. In my online
investing workshops (more about these later), I have a slide in my
presentation deck that asks participants to comment in the chat if fear is the
reason they haven’t started investing. And every single time, the chat blows
up with “Yes, that’s me!” The fears are numerous: fear of doing it
incorrectly, fear of losing money, fear of making a mistake, fear of even
getting started. I feel like a broken record, but again, this fear isn’t our fault.



It’s ingrained in us because we’re taught that investing isn’t for us.
Financial advice—but especially investing advice—is gatekept by straight
white dudes.

It has been that way for ages. In the 1860s, Victoria Woodhull, a leader of
the women’s suffrage movement, and her sister Tennessee Claflin became
the first two women stockbrokers on Wall Street. At the age of thirty-one,
Woodhull was a millionaire. She made history again in 1872 as the first
woman candidate for president of the United States. Victoria decided to run
for the White House, she explained, because “woman’s ability to earn
money is better protection against the tyranny and brutality of men than her
ability to vote.” A decade later, long before she could even vote, a
stockbroker named Mary Gage started a women-only stock market after
being shut out of the all-male New York Stock Exchange. However, when
she accused a male banker of impeding “her social progress and that of her
daughter,” she was arrested and faced “lunacy proceedings.” Women like
Gage and Woodhull were considered jokes in their time, labeled either
“sirens” or “hags” by the public in an attempt to discredit and silence them.

Today only 15 percent of Wall Street traders and only 23 percent of
financial advisors are women. The so-called GameStop boom of 2021—
where Redditors drove up the share price of companies like GameStop by
buying their stock and quickly selling, causing severe financial
consequences—was often heralded in the news as “the democratization of
wealth,” yet women, people of color, and other marginalized groups were
left out of the conversation.

Within the realm of investing, women are treated like they can’t or
shouldn’t be involved; one study even found that young women investors
received inferior advice compared with young male investors. Financial
advisors would ask men more questions to better tailor their investing
strategy and were less likely to advise women to invest in stocks or bonds
(the very backbone of investing; we’ll define them in a bit). And the
craziest part? Advisors were more likely to have women transfer money
into an investing account before giving them any advice. Women were



pressured to work with an advisor before even knowing if the advice was
good or not.

Given this patriarchal state of affairs, it’s no surprise there are so many
misconceptions holding us back from feeling confident as investors. Let’s
talk about some of them so that you’re able to start taking action and grow
your wealth.

investing misconception #1
I Don’t Need to Invest—Saving My Money Is Enough!

DO ME A FAVOR and look up the highest interest rate a savings account is
offering at the moment. Probably around 2 percent, right? This is better than
the national average of around 0.06 percent but not nearly enough to beat
inflation (you know, the fun thing where the price of milk was, like, two
pennies in the 1950s but is now multiple dollars). Savings accounts are
meant for short-term goals, where you need to access the money easily (à la
an emergency fund), not for long-term wealth building.

Meanwhile, the average annual rate of return when investing in the stock
market is 7 percent (or 8 to 10 percent, according to some less conservative
experts). We’ve seen the S&P 500 (five hundred of the largest companies
on the U.S. stock exchange) soar more than 30 percent annually. Other
years, as in 2008, when the wheels were coming off the U.S. economy
during the peak of the Great Recession, we’ve seen it dip into the negative,
then start to increase again the following year.

Let’s say that five years ago, you were deciding what to do with $1,000.
You could have put it in either the stock market or in an HYSA with an
interest rate of 0.5 percent.

I love high-yield savings accounts as much as the next financial expert,
but there’s simply no competition between investing and saving in an
HYSA, especially when we consider inflation, which reached a record high
6.8 percent in 2021 (and, as I’m editing this in 2022, is even higher). Shit is
getting more expensive every passing year, and a checking account,



mattress cash, or even a high-yield savings account is no match for
inflation. But investing is.

Year 1 Year 5

HYSA with 0.5% interest $1,000 $1,025.25

S&P 500 $1,000 $1,402.55

If you’re in debt—especially if it’s credit card debt—the amount you owe
is compounding right now at a higher rate than your HYSA can keep up
with. You are more in debt now than you were when you began reading this
book. Does that piss you off? It should! This is why you cannot afford to
wait to start investing. You need these powerful investment returns working
for you.

Please note that this doesn’t mean you should immediately dump your
emergency fund into the stock market. Unlike an HYSA, with its generally
consistent positive rate of return, investing in the stock market is like a
roller coaster: sometimes it goes up, sometimes it goes down. The last thing
you want is for it to go down when you have an emergency. Don’t put your
backup money in something that brings with it inherent risk.

This brings me to . . .

investing misconception #2
Investing Is Gambling—What If I Lose All My Money?

THIS MISCONCEPTION IS NUANCED, so allow me to explain my cardinal rule
of investing: it shouldn’t be sexy. Investing should not be sexy! I know
when you think of investing, you’re visualizing Leonardo DiCaprio
shouting into a phone Wolf of Wall Street–style, but that’s really not it. A lot
of the flashy stuff (Crypto! Day trading! Hot stocks!) is, at best, speculative,
and, at worst, gambling. Investing does carry risk, but smart investing is



consistent, stable, and sustained over a long period of time. It successfully
mitigates that risk. This is a long game we’re playing here, like Leo finally
winning that Oscar (not for The Wolf of Wall Street, ironically).

I want you to read this paragraph really closely: highlight it, circle it,
install a neon sign next to it. If you put your money in the stock market for
only one day, historical odds of making money in the stock market are 50
percent. This means that if you were to invest in the market and then sell
your shares the very next day, you’re just as likely to make money as you
are to lose money. But if you hold your shares for a one-year period, your
odds of making money increase to 68 percent. Over a ten-year period, your
likelihood of profiting is 88 percent. Investing for the long term—twenty or
more years—raises your prospects of seeing a return on your investment to
100 percent. This is based on trends observed throughout the more than one
hundred years of the American stock market’s existence. If you invest and
ride it out for two decades, you will not lose money. In fact, during every
single twenty-year period (yes, even during the Great Recession), investors
made money. Long-term investing—steady, patient, consistent—does not
lose. It never has.

After all, the very definition of the word invest is to put
time/effort/energy into something with the expectation of a worthwhile
result. It’s not immediate gratification but patience and consistency. There
will be stock market highs and stock market lows, but the key is to ride the
wave and trust that time will take care of you. Again, we’ve seen from the
data that it always has.

The flashy, “sexy” investing you see discussed most on Reddit forums
and in TikTok comments—the kind that feels too good to be true? It is. It is
too good to be true. That is gambling. Anyone you see getting rich off
short-term investing either (1) got extremely lucky (and there is luck
involved) or (2) is lying to you. Again, I wish all personal finance was
money trees and Easy buttons from Staples. It’s not. Beware of these get-
rich-quick schemes, especially when it comes to investing.

So, if you’re afraid of losing money, the answer is to not panic when the
market dips. Remember, it’s a roller coaster (I’ll take Thunder Mountain at



Disneyland, please), except that you’ll be strapped in your seat for twenty
or more years, with the knowledge that it will trend up.

investing misconception #3
I Can Wait to Invest

NOW THAT YOU KNOW investing demands playing the long game, it’s easy to
have your next thought be, Okay, then, I’ll just wait to invest until I’m older
and have more money. And that’s completely valid reasoning, especially
when you consider emergency funds and student loans and credit card debt
and, oh yeah, just that whole staying-alive thing. But here’s the deal: you
cannot afford to wait.

*Dwight Schrute voice* “Question: Would you rather have a million
dollars now? Or a penny that doubles every day for a month?”

I know you already looked at the picture, you sneaky sneak.
Watch what happens to this penny over thirty days:
Yes, look at it: $5.3 million. Not too shabby. And if we went with a

month that has thirty-one days, we’d have more than $10.7 million. *tosses
hair over shoulder*

This is the power of time.
So many folks think, I can’t start investing because I don’t have

thousands of dollars. But really, with investing, time is more important than
the amount of money, which is why we have to get you investing now. Not
in a week, not in a few years, not “when I’m making more money.” Even if
you have only a little to invest, start now.

If you’re still in the early stages of the Financial Game Plan—saving an
emergency fund, paying off higher-interest debt—that’s totally cool. These
are the necessary steps you’re taking to be able to invest soon. You’re
making progress in your financial life and setting the stage for you being
able to start investing.



Day 1 $0.01 Day 16 $327.68

Day 2 $0.02 Day 17 $655.36

Day 3 $0.04 Day 18 $1,310.72

Day 4 $0.08 Day 19 $2,621.44

Day 5 $0.16 Day 20 $5,242.88

Day 6 $0.32 Day 21 $10,485.76

Day 7 $0.64 Day 22 $20,971.52

Day 8 $1.28 Day 23 $41,943.04

Day 9 $2.56 Day 24 $83,886.08

Day 10 $5.12 Day 25 $167,772.16

Day 11 $10.24 Day 26 $335,544.32

Day 12 $20.48 Day 27 $671,088.64

Day 13 $40.96 Day 28 $1,342,177.28

Day 14 $81.92 Day 29 $2,684,354.56

Day 15 $163.84 Day 30 $5,368,709.12

Investing is the thing that makes you rich. You can just get started with a
few hundred dollars—every little bit counts. Time matters more than the
amount of money. If you invested only $100 a month for thirty years—
$36,000 without interest—Future You would have more than five times
more, about $185,000. It’s all about how much time you have for it to grow.

investing misconception #4



Investing Is Complicated and Difficult

I HAVE ANOTHER not-so-conspiracy conspiracy theory. The finance bros who
have dominated investing and Wall Street for decades—and created the
jargon used to describe the stock market—love to deliberately use those
cryptic terms with laypeople: Short selling! Blue chip! Dividends! I believe
they’ve done this for two reasons: one, to make themselves feel smart.
They’re deluding themselves that what they do is really, really hard.
They’re justifying their price. So, it’s not just about keeping people out, it’s
about keeping their egos intact. Classic straight white men shit. And two, to
make you feel like you can’t do it. It feels intimidating, like a different
language, and so it’s just easier to go, “Nah, that’s not for me.” Of course,
when a finance bro mansplains it to you, you don’t feel safe or comfortable
saying, “I don’t understand that,” or “What does that mean?” If they tell
you investing is complicated—and use lofty language to gatekeep wealth
building—then of course they can keep their club to themselves or charge
hefty fees to do it for you.

The truth is that investing is ridiculously easy. Truly, it is. My favorite
part of the workshops I lead is when a new investor walks in slightly scared
and, forty-five minutes in, goes, “Wait, that’s it? That was so much easier
than I thought!” (I like to think this is partly because it is indeed that easy
and also because the way I explain it makes it easier.) When it comes down
to it, investing is simply putting money into financial products (we’ll define
them all in a bit) with the expectation that they’ll make us more money.

The hard part is learning how to start doing that and staying consistent.
Learning how to invest is like climbing stairs—maybe the first step seems
twenty feet high, but after that, all you have to do is put one foot in front of
the other. Reading this book gets you on an escalator.

I can’t stress enough how important it is for women to invest, and not only
to close the wealth gap, build wealth, and gain financial power, which are
all reasons enough! But women also need to invest because, dear God, we
would really like to retire and stop working someday! I want sixty-five-



year-old me to be drinking a sauvignon blanc with lunch, adopting dogs left
and right, living in a beautiful Tuscan mansion, and flirting with Luca the
hot Pilates instructor.

“But, Tori, wwwwhhhyyyyy would I start investing for retirement? That’s
so far away!”

This is going to sound harsh, but you literally cannot afford not investing.
I’m going to say that again: you literally cannot afford to not invest.
Retirement is the costliest expense of your life. It’s more expensive than a
house, college, or paying for your kids’ college. And because women live
seven years longer than men on average, we need even more money than
the bros who earn more than us and have more invested. (Absolute bullshit,
Lord, don’t I know it.) The average person will not be able to afford to
retire if they don’t invest, and I want you to be able to stop fucking working
someday.

Let’s break this down. From roughly age twenty to sixty-five, you’ll
probably be working (about forty-five years). You’ll work to make money,
then save and invest that money in order to eventually not work anymore.
The average life expectancy for women in the United States is currently
eighty-one years, but we are steadily increasing our time on Earth.

So, let’s say you live to be ninety-five. (I hope we all do!) That means for
thirty years, you’ll need to sustain yourself financially without working.
You’re working five-plus days a week, forty-plus hours a week, for forty
years straight—in order to support yourself without working a day for
another thirty years. And, with increased medical and living costs, this is
likely to be the most expensive period of your life. Whew.

Investing your money in a tax-advantaged retirement account such as a
401(k) or an IRA is the only way the average woman will be able to stop
working someday. The only way. Let’s learn from the mistakes of others:
not saving early enough for retirement is the number one financial regret of
U.S. Baby Boomers (surprisingly, their first regret isn’t shoulder pads), and
women over sixty-five are twice as likely to be in poverty compared with
men.

So, investing—building wealth—for our futures is absolutely imperative.



Now, if you’re thinking, I’m not in my twenties; is it too late for me? the
answer is no. Investing works if you’re eighteen, thirty-eight, or eighty-
eight. You’re never too young and never too old to start investing. The key,
again, is that you actually start.

A quick pause before we go further: this is the most finance-heavy
chapter, and it might be tougher to get through and to grasp fully the first
time. Please know that you can take breaks and reread to your heart’s
content. We also have a guide at the end where we’ll break down your exact
investing steps and where to go if you’re still confused. (I helped develop a
whole investing education platform because this initial shit is that
confusing!)

So, let’s do an introduction to investing: how to do it, what your options
are, and who to do it with.

You Can Either Invest for a General Goal or Invest for
Retirement Specifically

AN INVESTING ACCOUNT used for a general goal is called a “brokerage
account.” It’s the default way to start investing. The flexibility is a huge
plus: you can put in as much money as you want and pull it out at any time.
On the flip side, brokerages don’t provide tax advantages (a fancy way of
saying that the government incentivizes you to save by giving you tax
benefits, such as lowering your taxable income). All your earnings are
taxed, and if you hold your investments for less than a year, you’re subject
to higher taxes.

Retirement accounts are obviously specifically for retirement, and they
are tax advantaged. The government gives us (ordinary people, not
billionaires) very, very little in terms of financial benefits, so take advantage
of these sweet, sweet tax breaks to the fullest extent by doing everything
you can to contribute up to the full limit for these accounts! With these tax
benefits comes one big drawback: you will usually incur some sort of
financial penalty if you withdraw money from your retirement account
early—because it is for retirement, after all. This isn’t supposed to scare



you but instead remind you that you should definitely not be putting
vacation money in these accounts.

I personally use a brokerage account for investing after I’ve maxed out
my retirement accounts, or for goals that are seven to ten years out (as
opposed to traditional retirement, which is thirty-plus years away for me). A
reminder again that the more time your money spends in the market, the
odds of profiting go up, so while you could invest money for a shorter-term
goal (buying a house in two years, for example), your risk of losing money
before you need it for your goal is significantly higher. The stock market
may dip and not be able to recover to meet your timeline.

Traditional 401(K) or 403(B) Account
Typically offered by your employer, a 401(k) account allows you to invest a percentage of
your wages for retirement. A 403(b) is the public sector’s equivalent to a 401(k).

Investing through a 401(k) or 403(b) is one of the most advantageous ways to invest,
since the government is giving you tax breaks.

Your employer will sometimes match what you contribute, up to a certain percent. (FreE
mONaY!) Remember from our Financial Game Plan that this is the trump card: if you
have an employer match, take advantage of it.

Maximum yearly contribution: $20,500, which means you can contribute any amount up
to that limit. This does not include any employer match, so go crazy. (This and all other
retirement account maximums are current for the 2022 tax year.)

Individual Retirement Account (IRA)
This is an individual retirement account, meaning it’s not tied to your employer. You have to
open it up on your own, and it’s yours forever.

Good news: you can have both a 401(k) and an IRA!

Maximum yearly contribution: $6,000.

You technically have fifteen and a half months to contribute that $6,000. The
government lets you put money in your IRA during the twelve months of that year, plus
the first months of the following year leading up to the tax filing deadline. A little
confusing, but stay with me: if you want to contribute to your IRA in 2023, you will
have from January to December 2023, plus January to April 15, 2024, to hit that $6,000
max. So, let’s say that you’re rounding out the year of contributions at $4,500. That
means you have another three-ish months to get the full $6,000! More time, yay!



If we’re already in the new year, and you want the money to specifically go to the
previous year’s IRA, you simply need to specify that when you contribute. It’s usually
as easy as checking a “previous year” box.

Let’s talk about the most common retirement accounts.
In addition to the differences above, 401(k) and IRA accounts come in

two flavors: traditional and Roth. The main difference between these
accounts is in how they’re taxed.

In traditional accounts, you won’t pay any taxes on this money until you
withdraw it at retirement. You get the tax benefits now.

Roth accounts require tax payments now, so you don’t have to pay them
later. You get the tax benefits later.

In some cases, you can make both traditional and Roth contributions into
the same account.

I personally like the Roth flavor for a few reasons. The first: it’s like
giving sixty-five-year-old me a little gift: “Here’s this lump sum of money
that I already paid taxes on; go take Hot Luca on a trip to Costa Rica.” I
also have no idea what the fuck tax rates are going to be when I retire. I’d
rather pay them now than leave it up to chance. Also, most people’s salaries
grow throughout their careers; I expect (hope!) that you’ll be making more
in twenty years than you do today, so you could contribute and pay less in
taxes now, when you’re in a lower tax bracket.

In addition to a Roth IRA or a traditional IRA—which are available to
both W-2 and self-employed folks—here are some additional retirement
account options (contribution limits and other rules around retirement
accounts are subject to IRS changes from year to year, so make sure to keep
up to date):

SEP-IRA (Self-Employment IRA)
Another kind of IRA. As with a traditional IRA, you pay the taxes you owe when you
withdraw money—for instance, at retirement age.

Made for solopreneurs or companies with a few employees.



If you side hustle, you can have a SEP in addition to a trad/Roth IRA and a 401(k), even
if you do not work full-time for yourself. This is one of the biggest reasons I was able to
hit my $100K goal. Take those tax-advantaged accounts and contribute as much as you
can.

Maximum yearly contribution: 25 percent of your income, up to $61,000.

Solo 401(K)
Similar to the employer-sponsored 401(k) plan, except that you’re your own sponsor! You can
have a Roth and/or traditional IRA in addition to a solo 401(k).

This is an option only if you’re self-employed full-time, and you cannot have both a
SEP-IRA and a solo 401(k).

Maximum yearly contribution: $20,500.

Investing Is a Two-Step Process

THIS IS the number one investing mistake I see people make, so highlight
the hell out of this section.

Let’s say you have $1,000. If you were to save that money, that involves
only one step. You deposit the money into your savings account, and you’re
done. However, with investing, you take your $1K, deposit the money into
your investing account (or “fund” it), and then you need to decide what to
buy—or invest in—with that $1K. You are not investing until you take the
second step of choosing investments. It’s like putting money on a gift card.
You still have to spend the gift card! You loaded up a TJ Maxx gift
certificate, and now you’ve got to go buy your plants and candles and throw
pillows.

A few years back, I was sitting on a panel at a women’s self-development
event, and one of the other panelists, a financial advisor, told one of the
most tragic stories I’ve ever heard. (I’m literally close to tears as I type this,
but you need to hear it too.)

A client of hers—a cute seventy-year-old woman we’ll call Rose—was
ready to retire. Rose had been prepping diligently for her retirement for
more than thirty years, putting as many hard-earned pennies of her teacher’s



salary as she could in her 401(k). Except one problem: Rose had never
actually invested that money.

Rose had never done step 2. She deposited her money into her account,
but never chose her investments. She had, using our metaphor, put money
on a gift card but had never bought anything. Her money was in financial
purgatory, sitting there for thirty years earning no interest and never
growing one bit. Rose could no longer afford to retire, because even with
her pension and monthly Social Security checks, she did not have enough
money to sustain herself.

(After I wrote this, I started crying, then had to rewatch that episode of
Kroll Show where Liz gets bangs, just to cheer myself up.)

Please, please: do not just put your investing money into the account, but
go choose your investments. I need you to make sure that you and everyone
you love do not end up like Rose. If you are already an investor, perhaps
through your employer’s 401(k) or something else, please make a note to
confirm that you’re actually invested!

This brings us to choosing our investments.

There Are Two Basic Products You Can Buy: Stocks and
Bonds

ONE OF THE REASONS investing seems intimidating? “There’s so many
things to invest in!” But in reality, there are only two (yes, two!) basic
investment purchases.

STOCKS are tiny little slivers of companies, so owning a share of stock in,
say, Amazon, makes you a part owner of the company. Granted, it’s like
owning a grain of sand on Bezos’s beach, but you still own a slice!

You can invest only in companies that have gone public, meaning that
they have chosen to make shares of stock available for trading on the stock
exchange. (Typically, this is for larger, more established companies.) If
you’ve ever heard about a private company “going public,” it means the
business has held an initial public offering, or IPO, and is now allowing the
general public (folks outside of its investors and employees) to buy and sell



its shares. A few examples of publicly traded companies are Google,
Microsoft, Meta, Johnson & Johnson, and PepsiCo.

When you consider the process of investing, you might visualize the
rapidly scrolling list of stocks on CNBC. This is called a stock ticker, and
the reason it’s not boring as hell to watch is because stock values fluctuate
from second to second when the markets are open. The price of a stock can
go up or down depending on numerous factors, including the company’s
performance, global events (such as a war), and the state of the economy.
These individual stocks are volatile but also more profitable.

BONDS are a company’s or government’s debt. When you buy a bond, you
are giving a company/government a loan and earning profits on the interest.
Bonds typically generate less money than stocks do but are also less
volatile.

Now, financial guidance generally advises investing in stocks when
you’re younger (usually under ages forty to forty-five, assuming you’ll
retire at around ages sixty-five to seventy) because you can afford to be
more aggressive. You’ve got more time for the stock market to recover
should it dip, and you’ve got longer until you need the money. As you age,
you can modify your collection of investments, or portfolio, to become
more conservative and bond heavy.

Because stocks can be unpredictable, picking a company and buying its
stock—perhaps twenty-five shares of Amazon, or Tesla, or Bumble, or
Stitch Fix—is actually one of the riskiest things you can do, especially if
this is the only investing you’re doing. One of the cardinal rules of
investing is to never put all your eggs in one basket. What if you decided to
invest in only one company—Delta Air Lines, for instance—and something
completely unforeseen happens, like, oh, I don’t know, a global pandemic
of epic proportions that basically shuts down airline travel? Well, you can
see how that might not have been the best idea. This is also why it’s
dangerous to put all your money in a single industry, even if you divide it
among different companies. Even if you invested in Delta and Spirit and
American and JetBlue, they’re all affected by the same global forces and
trends, causing them to potentially tank at the same time.



A better way to invest is to do it through groups of stocks. Not only is it
less likely that they’ll all lose value at once, but also this option tends to be
cheaper. Funds made up of groups of stocks diversify your portfolio for
you, so you don’t have to worry. You’ve probably heard of a few of these—
exchange-traded funds, index funds, mutual funds—which I profile below.

Types of Funds
MUTUAL FUNDS. A group of stocks tracking a particular part of the stock market that can
be traded only when the stock market is open. They are actively managed, meaning that you’ll
pay an extra fee for an “expert” to pick stocks for you.

EXCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS (ETFs). A group of stocks tracking a particular part of the
stock market that can be traded at any time, even when the stock market is closed. Typically,
ETFs are cheaper than a mutual fund, because they are passively managed (no manager to
pay).

INDEX FUNDS. One of the most popular choices in the personal finance community, an
index fund is a mutual fund or an ETF that’s designed to track a particular part of the stock
market, such as the S&P 500. I’m index funds’ biggest fan: they are diversified, extremely low
in fees, and more stable than individual stocks.

TARGET-DATE FUNDS. A popular fund used for retirement investments, this one is
actively managed (meaning more in fees), with managers picking investments that become
more conservative every year as you approach your retirement “target date.” So, let’s say it’s
2023, and you’re looking to retire in thirty years; you’d choose something like a 2053 fund,
which, honestly, doesn’t feel like a real year.

So, instead of buying individual stocks, you can buy something like VTI
(Vanguard Total Stock Market Index fund, if ya nasty). It’s an index fund
that has Tesla, plus a bunch of other companies. When I’m thinking about
my own personal investment strategy, it’s a no-brainer. Why would I buy
into one company when I can buy parts of the whole stock market? It costs
less, and it makes me a less risky investor! That’s the magic of funds: you
get a bunch of different options, not just one or two. The diversification
work is done for you.

I’ll give you a metaphor: picking individual stocks is like making your
own fried chicken. Sure, you can buy chicken thighs, and paprika and
cayenne and cumin and salt and pepper, and oil, and panko, and also a fryer.



And it’s all a lot of work. Or you can just swing by Popeyes and buy a
bucket of chicken, where they’ve done the work for you, and it’s deliciously
Louisiana Fast. (Popeyes, please don’t change your slogan before this book
comes out.) Although typically I’m all for a home-cooked meal, when it
comes to investing, the simpler the better. Again: We Want You to Just Get
Started with the Least Amount of Overwhelm Possible! (Is this a Panic! at
the Disco song?)

The other thing about trying to cherry-pick individual stocks in order to
get the highest return? You very rarely do. Even professional stock pickers
who oversee investment vehicles such as mutual funds and target-date funds
(again, called “actively managed”), and whose full-time job is to choose
what they believe will be the highest-performing stocks, aren’t that good at
it! (And they charge you extra money for their services!!!!) A report from
the ratings and research agency Morningstar found that only 47 percent of
hedge funds, which get paid millions of dollars to study the market,
outperformed the average index fund in 2020 and 2021. “It was what you
would expect from a coin flip,” said Ben Johnson, the report’s author and
director of global ETF research. When you look at a ten-year period, it’s
even worse: only a quarter of the stocks managed by pickers perform better
than index funds.

It turns out that when you pit professional pickers against a kitten, the cat
chooses stocks with higher returns. As reported in Forbes magazine, in
2012 a British house cat named Orlando did a better job at picking stocks
than the professionals. While the managers used their years of investment
knowledge and traditional stock-picking methods, Orlando chose his stocks
by tossing his favorite mouse toy on a grid of numbers assigned to various
companies. At the end of the year, the professionals had £5,176, while
Orlando amassed £5,542. (Side note: When I did the research for this
section, every article just had a stock image of a cat. I was committed to
finding out exactly what Orlando looked like. So, in case this is also you, let
me give you the specs: the four-legged master of stock selection is orange
with white stripes, a cute li’l pink nose, and very scratchable ears.)



Get Started Investing: DIY or Robo-Advisors

DIY, FOR DO-IT-YOURSELF, means that you’re the one choosing the stocks and
bonds you’re buying. You can go through companies such as Fidelity,
Vanguard, and Charles Schwab and pick exactly what you want to invest in.
This means you have complete control over your investments but also
implies that you should really know what you’re doing. I personally DIY
my own investments because it saves me money, and I feel confident in
choosing what’s right for me.

Your other option is to rely on a robo-advisor: a digital platform that
automates your investing. You’ll be asked a series of questions, such as:
What are your goals? When do you want to retire? What is your risk
tolerance? Then, based on your answers, the algorithm (with a little human
supervision) will make your investment decisions for you. Some examples
of robo-advisors includes Acorns, Betterment, Ellevest, Wealthfront, and
Wealthsimple. Robo-advisors take a fee (usually 0.25 to 0.5 percent) on top
of any fund-specific fees, so you could easily be paying 0.5 percent or more
—which, as a reminder, adds up quickly!

Through my work, I realized that neither of these options was ideal for
beginners. Total DIY was too stressful: trying to learn how to choose your
own investments with no help is scary. And although robo-advisors are
great for getting investment newbies started, the process is too passive; they
don’t really teach you how to invest or show you what they’re doing, so you
don’t know what you’re invested in, why those investments were chosen for
you, etc. They’re fishing for you, rather than teaching you how to fish.

What if you could Hannah Montana your investments and have—wait for
it—the best of both worlds? I found that Her First $100K community
members needed to be guided through how to start investing, but in a
nonjudgmental place where they could be supported and ask questions. So,
I built my own option: a platform called Treasury that provides investing
education and community. Not only do I teach you how to invest step by
step, but Treasury actually gets you started by helping you to make your
first investment. It’s an amazing place to have conversations about wealth



building, while also doing the damn thing in a jargon-free, finance-bro-free
environment. More about Treasury and how to sign up at
herfirst100k.com/book-resources.

So, how do I actually choose my investments?
Do me a favor. Grab your phone and google “VTI.” Click on the first of

the more than thirty million search results. Are you immediately
overwhelmed? Because I sure would be. Even though we’ve just gone over
what VTI is, how funds work, and the basics of investing, everything seems
so fucking stressful. There are graphs and charts and terms that may as well
be in Klingon. You might really want to go the DIY route, but this is the
stage where it’s tempting to bail immediately.

It’s important to make solid, educated decisions you feel confident about,
but, honestly, most platforms drown you in information you don’t need to
start investing.

In order to make this super easy, I’m going to give you the top three
things I personally consider when I’m researching a potential fund to invest
in. There’s always more you can look into (people like my dad treat the
stock market like a hobby), but as we just talked about, you don’t need to
do that to make money. Let’s avoid brain overload or analysis paralysis and
just get fucking started. (Shameless plug, but this is another reason Treasury
is so awesome: we give you these exact three things in an easy-to-read
format, so that you don’t have to scroll through Yahoo! Finance, all
confused and crying. We also explain this in 3D-level detail in our Treasury
workshops, so if you leave this section still a li’l confused, we’ll see you
there.)

1. Performance
The first thing to look at is simply the investment’s performance over
the past few years or even the past few decades. Overall, does the
stock or fund chart trend up (with some explainable dips, such as
March 2008 [Great Recession] and March 2020 [pandemic])? Or
does it seem to be losing value all the time? When assessing



performance, we want to look for a fund that seems to be on an
upward trend in the long term—we don’t care about the day-to-day
(long-term investing, remember?). I personally look for the longest
time period I can, typically since the fund’s inception, but anything
beyond five years is typically a valid measurement.

2. Fees
The second thing to look for is the fees associated with buying into
the fund, particularly one called an “expense ratio.” Back in the
olden days, you had to diversify your portfolio yourself and basically
create your own fund. You had to cook your own fried chicken. But
now, index funds and ETFs exist, so in exchange for that work being
done for you, you’ll pay a fee. This fee is baked into the price per
share and charged annually, so no reason to stress about getting a
bill.

Now, here’s where you can get bit in the ass. Many funds charge a
fee of around 1 percent. That doesn’t sound like a lot, but 1 percent
of $1 million is $10,000—a good chunk of change! Actively
managed funds, such as target-date funds commonly used for
retirement investments, tend to have higher fees; for example, the
average target-date fund is going to charge you more than 0.5 percent
in fees. Let’s compare that with the average index fund fee, which is
0.2 percent—with some as low as 0.02 percent. (My personal
favorite, VTI, is 0.03 percent.) That’s a helluva lot better than giving
a huge amount of your hard-earned money to some random
investment manager.

You also might pay fees every time you buy or sell investments,
although many investing platforms are starting to waive these fees.

3. Holdings/Companies
The third thing to look at is the fund’s holdings, otherwise known as
the companies that particular fund invests in. Remember that a fund
is just a group of stocks, so when we’re researching, we’re interested



in checking out the individual companies that make up the fund. For
example, my personal favorite, bad bitch VTI, holds Apple,
Microsoft, Amazon, and Tesla, among others. It actually holds every
company on the U.S. stock market (hence, “total index”). You need
to make sure your portfolio is well diversified, meaning, again, that
you haven’t invested in just one company or just one industry, such
as tech, health care, or agriculture.

If a fund’s holdings are predominantly in one industry, that’s not
necessarily a reason to stay away from it, as it might have good long-
term performance and low expense ratios. Don’t forget those other
two factors! This is because when we’re investing, we don’t have to
choose just one fund and call it a day. We can choose multiple
diversified funds across the stock market. Therefore, if you want to
buy a tech fund, you can make sure that the other funds in your
portfolio are not also all tech funds.

Going back to our fried chicken metaphor, because it’s so fucking
delicious: let’s say you want to order twenty-four chicken tenders,
half spicy and half mild. You could do one box of a dozen spicy and
another box of a dozen mild. But maybe you’re ordering these
twenty-four tenders to eat with someone else, and you’d rather not
keep passing the box around and tracking how many of each flavor
you’ve eaten. So, if you both want an equal number of mild and
spicy tenders, you might want to order two boxes, each with six
spicy and six mild. You’re still going to end up with twelve spicy and
twelve mild wings—you’ve just diversified a little differently.

The bottom line: I choose my investments based on whether they

1. have a graph that charts up;

2. have low fees, typically under 0.1 percent; and

3. are well diversified, whether within an individual fund or
throughout my portfolio.



The best education I can give you? Make an informed decision quickly
and start investing (or increase your contribution). Every day that passes
without your money in the market is another day that you’re missing out.
Don’t be afraid to ask questions. (Again, shameless plug, but this is why I
built Treasury!)

And above all else, remember that the investing game is a long one. Even
if the stock market is down, you have not lost money unless you sell your
investments. I want to repeat that: you have not lost (or gained!) money
until you cash out. What happens to the stock market on a random Tuesday
doesn’t matter in the scheme of thirty years. Stay the course.

To see how this works in the larger strategy of the Financial Game Plan,
let’s check in on Jessica, who was paying off her second credit card through
the following budget:

BUCKET #1: $2,500 for necessary expenses

BUCKET #2: $675 toward paying off credit card debt

BUCKET #3: $825 for all the fun stuff

She has successfully finished paying off all her credit card debt, but she
still has student debt at 5 percent interest. What should she do next?
Because her student debt is less than 7 percent—the average stock market
return—she should focus on contributing as much as she can to her 401(k)
or IRA. (If she maxes out one, she should start contributing to the other!)

Of course, the question now is how much more should she allot for
retirement?

There’s a common misconception that everyone can retire once they’re a
millionaire, but that’s far from accurate. Your retirement number is unique
to you. Experts recommend that you total up your yearly expenses and
multiply that amount by 25, the assumption being that you’ll withdraw 4
percent of your money per year. So, if you spend $30,000 a year, you’d
need $750,000 before submitting your notice, throwing water on your least
favorite coworker, and riding a mothafuckin’ chariot out of your cubicle



and into the sunshine. This “expenses/year x 25” rule assumes that you only
take out what you need to live for the year, leaving the rest of the money to
continue making gains. It also assumes an annual inflation rate of around 4
percent (and unfortunately, it’s continuing to rise) and that your yearly
expenses won’t change.

A reminder: investments increase in value, so you don’t have to
contribute that full amount in cash yourself; you’ll hit your retirement
number through your returns—hence why my $100K at twenty-five will be
worth over $1.6M at retirement, even if I never contribute another penny.

In order to understand what that number—25 × your annual expenses—
means for you today, you can use a “retirement calculator.” You can find
this with a simple Google search, but your brokerage or retirement account
provider probably offers one too. This will show you what percentage of
your salary you need to invest every month in order to retire comfortably.
You’d be shocked at how much working time gets shaved off if you
increase your contributions. For example, sometimes adding as little as $50
more per month is enough to enable you to retire a year or two earlier.

So, before Jessica starts paying down her student debt more aggressively,
a good goal might be to max out her IRA before funneling additional
money to her loans. Since the annual IRA limit is $6,000, Jessica would
have to contribute $500 a month.

As a reminder, the Financial Priority List says she should pay off her
low-interest debt alongside investing for retirement. So, when she wraps up
paying off her last credit card and with her retirement contributions set, she
decides to put her Bucket #2 money toward paying off her student loan debt
faster. Now her bucket distribution looks like this:

BUCKET #1: $2,500 for necessary expenses

BUCKET #2: $500 toward her Roth IRA and $175 extra toward
paying off student loans

BUCKET #3: $825 for all the fun stuff



For the time being, this works for Jessica: she’s on track to meeting her
financial goals without depriving herself too much.

Of course, as you’ve heard me say a million times, personal finance is
personal. Maybe for you, reaching your retirement number quickly is more
important than having a bigger Bucket #3. There’s actually a whole
community of people working to retire early by increasing their investments
and living off that income. It is called the FIRE movement, which stands for
Financial Independence, Retire Early. I personally am more interested in the
financial independence half of that equation, because I love my company
and its impact, and don’t plan on stopping work anytime soon. However,
my job is now optional, meaning that, at twenty-seven years old, I never
have to work another day if I don’t want to. Which . . . hell fucking yeah!

A word from
Kiersten Saunders
COCREATOR OF RICH & REGULAR AND COAUTHOR OF Cashing Out: Win the
Wealth Game by Walking Away

I first discovered FIRE back in 2015-ish. At first, it was a hard “no” for me, because many of
the people who were the leading voices were very in the “sustainability” corner, so their ways
of saving money were very bunker style: things like switching to reusable toilet paper, eating
big bags of rice, big bags of beans, keeping all meals under $1.50, etcetera. I understood the
Why, but it just didn’t work for me.

I thought the FIRE movement struggled with inclusivity, especially with women. One specific
instance is its view of childcare. Day care is expensive, especially if you live in a major city,
and the idea that it’s somehow not going to be expensive is bullshit. Also, the idea of a bare-
bones budget that doesn’t include grooming, hair products, makeup—have you tried
interviewing as a Black woman without your hair done? You can’t do that. In general, I
thought they excluded the work experience of Black people. I just don’t know that you can
talk about what to do with income without talking about what you have to go through at work.

There was also a disconnect between how much money you’ll need to make at a job to both
afford necessities while still working toward FI. The presumption is sometimes that if your
income is low, your expenses are low. That’s a big leap to make.

At the time, I was doing well at work, and I felt like I could have a long career for as long as I
needed to, so I didn’t have any real motivation to get into FIRE. My partner, Julien, discovered
FIRE through real estate forums and content creators, and when he brought it to me, I said,



“Absolutely not.” We had already done the debt-payoff R*msey shit, and this felt even more
extreme than that.

Julien and I got married on Labor Day weekend, and we didn’t go on our honeymoon until
October. We had to go back to work for about four weeks and then took two weeks off in
Africa. During this time, we started to reassess what was important to us. There was enough
time to unplug from work and remember who we were. That was when we asked, “How can
we do this more often?”

To us, the FI (financially independent) part is more important than the RE (retiring early). We
tend to talk about retirement as this onetime event, and that’s such a weird way to talk about a
word that means as much as retirement can—we recognize that it’s a spectrum we can move in
and out of. Even if you hit this “magic” number you’ve set, that could change tomorrow. Many
people don’t think about wealth or FI in a nonlinear way. You can work seasonal jobs—you
can be a seasonal contractor or freelancer or work part-time at Target if you want to—and then
not work the rest of the year after March! Think of your income differently instead of
spreading it out into fifty-two weeks of the year.

A lot of these income-generating opportunities didn’t exist prior to five years ago, when we
didn’t have these marketplaces on the internet where you can sell a skill. I think people are
waking up to the idea that they can earn money outside of traditional ways.

One of the big wins that led to us achieving FI was paying off our mortgage in 2017; we
stayed mortgage free for about a year and a half before moving in 2018. That time of not
having that big bill was awesome. Another big win was being able to quit our jobs. At the
time, Julien was in a capital-T toxic situation, and while my situation was nothing like his, it
wasn’t great. Being able to quit on my terms was something I’d never been able to do before,
and I feel like that’s something everyone should be able to experience. I quit just because I
fucking could, and it felt amazing.

Being a Black woman who’s achieved FI means that I can tell the truth. What the world needs
now are more truth tellers. I can afford to be honest about how fucked up things are and what
people need to do. When I was dependent on an institution, I couldn’t be honest, and I couldn’t
just leave if something wasn’t working for me. Now I get to be the speaker who walks into
these same companies and says, “It’s pretty fucked up that you don’t have any Black
leadership.”

If you want to achieve FI, start with what you care about. Hold those things close to you and
let them be your motivation for figuring out what the rest of your lifestyle can cost. Then build
the life that you want around it. Don’t assume that everything is fixed: that means not
assuming that whatever income you start with is the income you’re going to end with. Create a
baseline plan that allows you to get what you want without sacrificing your soul at a job you
hate.

Let’s wrap up by touching on an investing topic that is commonly
inquired about: socially responsible investing, often used interchangeably



with impact investing or ESG (environmental, social, and corporate
governance) investing. This strategy aims to generate both financial gains
and social change through avoiding harmful companies and/or investing in
impact companies. These funds also generally bring higher returns, as they
include many tech companies and shun oil, which hasn’t performed well in
decades.

Defining what is socially responsible gets a little precarious, of course.
As an individual, you might have a different idea from Wall Street’s of what
this is, based on your own values. There are, however, general rules for
socially responsible funds, such as no firearm companies, no oil companies,
and no private prisons. However, you can take this a step further and
venture into enterprises that are more in line with your values, perhaps
companies founded or led by women, or B Corporations, companies that
meet verified metrics for environmental and social performance.

Socially responsible investing is a great way to practice financial
feminism. However, as our next expert interview expands upon, it shouldn’t
be the be-all and end-all, and it isn’t perfect.

A word from
Tim Nash
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER AND FOUNDER OF GOOD INVESTING

The language around socially responsible investing gets tricky. There are a lot of different
terms for it: responsible investing, socially responsible investing, sustainable investing. Those
are all broad umbrella terms that kind of mean the same thing: investing not only with a
financial lens but also with ethical, religious, progressive, or sustainable considerations.

For so long, the economic system has viewed social and environmental issues as externalities,
but with socially responsible investing, the idea is to bring in those social and environmental
criteria into the investment decision-making process. The genesis of socially responsible
investing was within religious communities in the last ten years: the Mennonites in Canada,
plus a few other religious communities in the United States, felt strongly against investing in
“sin stocks,” such as alcohol, gambling, and tobacco. Now socially responsible investing has
taken on the form of this language around ESG, where some people will screen their
investments for what they want to exclude from their investment portfolios. Those original
“sin stocks” might be excluded, but there’s also a focus on excluding things like for-profit
prisons and fossil fuel companies.



We’re now starting to analyze companies not only on financial metrics but also on these sorts
of ESG metrics. I’ll be honest: we don’t have consensus on what this means. To some degree,
it has been hijacked by Wall Street, such that we now have sort of Wall Street’s perspective of
sustainability and ESG, which is not usually in line with most people’s expectations. I would
say if you’re on the more sort of radical, feminist, progressive side of the equation, you might
have a hard time with some of Wall Street’s definitions.

I personally get really excited about impact investing, which is a little bit more niche, so it
often gets overlooked. Impact investing is when we eschew Wall Street entirely and invest
directly in things such as community bonds and microfinance. As an example, let’s say a
nonprofit organization in your community needs money to purchase its real estate. If you can
loan the organization that money, you can have a large impact supporting a local nonprofit
while also earning interest. This is something I suggest people do as part of their portfolio, but
you want to be careful and not make it your entire portfolio.

The language that I use is that most of your portfolio is going to be in “doing less evil” funds.
The less evil funds are broad index funds, but with exclusions. When I started in this industry
ten to twelve years ago, there were so few options available, but now ESG funds have caught
fire and are available through the big ETF providers like Charles Schwab, Vanguard, and
Fidelity. Then we can carve out part of your portfolio for doing more good, whether this is
through themed ETFs or bonds focused on renewable energy, clean tech, or water
infrastructure, or through impact investing.

There are three fundamental trade-offs when it comes to responsible investing. Number one is
going to be higher fees. That’s not necessarily the case all the time, and sometimes it’s just a
matter of a few basis points, but if fees are your big concern, then there are some options for
you that are sort of a small step in the right direction. What’s been awesome about this is that
fees have come down dramatically. It used to be like buying organic avocados, but now fees
depend on how far on the spectrum you want to go.

Number two is going to be diversification. The more sustainable you are, the more things
you’re cutting out, so the less diversified you’re going to be.

The third is this notion of risk exposure. Now, this is one that cuts both ways. At this moment
in time, the two things that are doing well since Russia invaded Ukraine are weapons
companies and fossil fuels. These are two things that socially responsible investing excludes,
so right now we’re underperforming. This is the tension between investing for value reasons
and doing it for risk reasons. Some people—especially women—they just won’t invest if some
of these companies are in there. For me, if it’s a value thing—where there is a benefit to
getting rid of those things—then it’s a no-brainer. Then for everyone else, it’s really about
managing ESG risk.

I recognize that ESG profits could be lower, especially during times of turmoil, when energy
and military stocks do well. What I do know for sure is that the more sustainable you go, the
more you’re going to deviate from the benchmark, for better or for worse. To me, those are the
trade-offs that I help clients walk through: “Okay, what is this tension between finance first
and impact first? What are your ethical deal breakers?” For everyone who’s trying to figure
this out but understands the yucky aspects of colonial patriarchal capitalism, it feels really
weird investing in it. Just how do you navigate this? It’s going to be different for everyone.



I want to communicate that there is a wide range of options. To do less evil, understand what
you’re comfortable with in terms of participating within this capitalist system, because by
refusing to invest, really what you’re doing from the math standpoint is losing money to
inflation. You’re losing money to the system. Unless you can go totally off grid and grow your
own food and be entirely independent and self-sufficient, you’re participating in the global
economy. But the way we participate matters.

When you choose what job you take and what kind of company you want to work for, you’re
making a decision about how you participate in the economy. When you decide between the
big-box store and the mom-and-pop shop, or between buying something made in China and
something made in your neighborhood, you’re making a decision regarding your participation
in the global economy. The biggest one is how you invest your money. Achieving financial
independence and having a retirement investing strategy is the biggest decision that we make,
especially for people with larger portfolios, and it’s a decision we often make only once: we
decide how to invest, and then that becomes the default option. It drives me nuts that I meet so
many people who spend more time choosing an avocado in the grocery store than they spend
choosing investments for their portfolio. Please at least go through and look at the companies
that are inside the fund that you want. If you have an emotional reaction to that, I want you to
know that there are other options.

You kind of have to play the game: It’s important that we do participate in the economy and
the market. As citizens, we have the same responsibility we have when we vote. If the
economy implodes and it all goes to shit, then yes, your biggest assets are your community:
how friendly you are with your neighbors and how good of a gardener you are. It doesn’t
matter where your money is invested in that scenario. However, if capitalism endures, then
you want to be in a position in retirement where you are financially self-sufficient, where you
are able to look after yourself and your family but also able to give money away and donate
and volunteer. If you can retire early or cut back on your hours to give more in society and to
your passions, this is what financial freedom allows you to do. For some of the most ardent
anarchists, their worst-case scenario is to end up in retirement in government-assisted living,
fully dependent on the system. If capitalism endures and you don’t participate, that’s the worst
place you can be.

In my mind, I’m trying to find the balance: I acknowledge that capitalism in general is to a
large degree unsustainable, exploitative, and sucks. That said, right now investing is the best
way for us to be able to earn money and save for retirement. What I want to do is to be
intentional about that, to dance within that balance. This is the best option that I’ve come up
with. It’s not perfect, but in my mind, it’s like the best out of bad.

I’m not here to say sustainable investing is the be-all and end-all, but this is another arrow in
our quiver in terms of impact, systems change, and advocacy. I would argue that in the world
today, our markets and publicly traded companies are more powerful than our governments.

If you’re voting and lobbying and participating in democracy but are investing blindly in the
stock market, then, to me, there’s a disconnect there. I believe most people would be
comfortable paying slightly higher fees, having slightly less diversification, and having a little
bit more deviation from that benchmark in order to align their investments more directly with



everything they’re doing in the rest of their lives and with their vision of the world that they
want to retire in.

More than any other financial to-do, investing is our most powerful form
of building wealth. It’s easy to spend hours picking the “perfect” investing
platform or worrying for weeks about whether a Traditional or Roth IRA is
better. However, your time is better spent picking an investing account and
actually getting started, even if it’s just a small amount of money. Don’t let
analysis paralysis keep you from being able to retire someday!

The TL;DR

LET’S BREAK DOWN your exact steps to start investing. If you need extra help
with any of these steps—or this chapter felt extra confusing to you—no
worries. This is exactly why my team and I started Treasury, to walk you
through step-by-step. (See you over at herfirst100k.com/book-resources!)

1. Decide on your investing goal (probably retirement).

2. Decide if you want to DIY, work with a robo-advisor, or let us
walk you through it on Treasury. Open an investing account,
such as a 401(k) offered through your employer or an IRA.

3. Put money in the account (as little as $100).

4. Buy your investments. (Index funds are a popular option.)

5. Rinse and repeat steps 3 and 4 as often as you can.



Homework

1.   Nana You
A fun assignment today! You’re going to write about sixty-five-year-old you, fantasizing about
how dope you’ll be as a retiree and how you can support Future You right now. (This is in no
way supposed to be a set-in-stone kind of scenario; don’t let this exercise panic you. It should be
fun, all you type A personalities!)

Who are you? What is a standard day like for you? What’s your favorite article of clothing,
hobby, place to travel? What are your hopes and dreams?

Then, in six months, or two years, or ten—when you’re wondering, Why am I putting away all
this money? and considering ripping apart this book—pull out your journal and imagine Old
You.

I’ll give you mine in brief. (Please wax poetic when you do it, though.)

I own property in Seattle and in the Italian countryside. I also own a cabin in the mountains
where I do puzzles and read books. I travel constantly. (Luca can come if he wants.) I eat
incredible food—nothing subpar passes my lined lips—and I take my girlfriends on a dope
trip every year à la Sara Blakely, the founder of Spanx. I run a foundation that uplifts women
and girls. And I’m somehow, miraculously, almost unbelievably, more badass than I am right
now.

2.   Start Investing Today
STEP 1: Decide on an investing goal—retirement (tax advantaged) or something else that is
long term (non–tax advantaged). If you don’t know where to start, a retirement account is your
best bet.

STEP 2: Choose an institution to get started investing, much like you’d decide on a bank. You
can go DIY or robo-advisor, or I’ll see you over on Treasury for the step-by-step walk-through!
If your work offers a 401(k) plan, it has already chosen the institution.

STEP 3: Open the account of your choosing and put money into it; an e-transfer from your bank
account to your new investing account is the easiest way.



STEP 4: Once the money is in your account, choose your investments to purchase. I’ll remind
you that index funds are the most popular option, as they’re low fee, low risk, and well
diversified.

STEP 5: Boom! You’re an investor!



Chapter 6

Earning



Meet Twenty-One-Year-Old Tori.

Bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, I had just graduated college with dual
degrees in organizational communication (like a marketing degree with less
math) and theater. (Yep, I’m now a financial expert. I’m wondering how
that happened too.) When I dreamed of my career, I imagined a high-profile
marketing job in the city, where I wore a pantsuit and heels (that’s how you
know it was a fantasy because, WOW, heels are awful) and commuted in to
work with a coffee in hand (also a fantasy, because caffeine makes me
absolutely crazy). I dreamed of being a VP of marketing by age thirty,
working my way up the corporate ladder, gaining more and more
experience until I fucking conquered the world.

Within two weeks at my first corporate job, that Technicolor dream
started to fade. Although it was a fantastic position in terms of experience
to put on my résumé—I was the youngest manager at a global Fortune 500
company, my coworkers were fun, the office was in an amazing location—I
was getting to see how the sausage was made. And it was not pretty.

Many folks can go months or years before realizing that the company
they work for is run by awful people, but I had the gift of seeing that within
a month. I had a front-row seat to a toxicity master class. My direct boss
was a top executive in a company dominated by men; the culture was a
mess of alcohol abuse and sexual misconduct, and a manipulative but
disingenuous “we’re not coworkers, we’re family” mind-set. (Always be
wary of a company that says seemingly well-meaning shit like this. We
share a cubicle, not a fucking bloodline.) It was an incredibly unhealthy
environment, and I hated it.

I hated helping to make someone I didn’t respect rich. I hated
contributing to a company that didn’t share my values. But, then, I hated the
whole nine-to-five life: having to stay for eight hours with my butt in a



chair just to prove I was working and having to ask for permission to take a
vacation.

Even when I left for less toxic environments (and there are plenty of less
toxic environments out there), I wasn’t thriving, no matter which marketing
job I took in which industry. Throughout my life, I had dabbled in various
things trying to figure out what to do: I worked at a music store in high
school. (My parents joke that they went to more high school football games
my senior year than I did.) In college, I played piano for Mass and other
events (can you tell I went to a Catholic university?), worked in the
admissions department as a campus tour guide, led the yearbook staff as the
editor in chief, and would then come home on breaks to work as a cashier at
the local hardware store. All of these experiences taught me that I just
wasn’t a person who could work for someone else.

In retrospect, it was inevitable that I would make multiple attempts at
entrepreneurship. I started my first business at nine years old: owning
gumball-type vending machines, with the profits going toward my college
fund. (Ask me fucking anything about peanut M&M’s.) I didn’t invent
anything, I didn’t go on Shark Tank, and I didn’t make that much money—
but I learned how to pitch myself, how to manage business finances, and
how to deal with rejection. When I started working nine to five after
college, I was always thinking about what I could pursue on the side—in
part for the extra money but also mostly because I wanted to be an
entrepreneur. First, it was freelance writing, then it was social media
management for clients, then it was a blog for twentysomething women.
(Hello, HFK origin story!) I thought that full-time entrepreneurship
wouldn’t be possible for me before I turned thirty. Turns out, it happened
five years earlier than that. What I was building was my life’s mission.

My career looked very different from what I was told it “should” look
like. And yours can too. Everyone’s dream job and career trajectory are
unique, and I can’t necessarily tell you what yours can or should look like.
But the pitfalls and struggles along the way are largely the same: being
underpaid, fearing to ask for more, withstanding toxic environments just to



get a paycheck, trying to get ahead in an environment not built with you in
mind—the list goes on.

Every piece of the Financial Game Plan starts with you earning money.
You can’t begin to build your savings, pay off debt, or invest unless you’re
making money. This is largely the reason women and people of color are
financially disadvantaged.

One of the most infamous and familiar stats in discussions of gender and
money concerns the gender wage gap: on average in the United States,
women make 82 cents to a man’s dollar, while for Black women, it’s 77
cents; Latina women, 75 cents; and Indigenous women, 70 cents. Asian
women are the closest to closing the gap, at 95 cents. Disturbingly, this
disparity in compensation only widens for women as we progress up the
corporate ladder. For instance, Pacific Islander women at the executive
level earn 60 cents to a white man’s dollar. And while there has been
improvement since 2015, this is likely a result of lower-income women
dropping out of the labor force altogether.

Honestly, it’s crazy that I have to spend any more time writing about such
a well-established fact at this point, but if you look at my TikTok
comments, there are still people who believe this whole “wage gap” thing is
a complete myth. A common retort is that “it’s illegal to pay someone
differently based on their gender identity,” so therefore the wage gap isn’t
real. But we know better.

The reasons for the wage gap are numerous: women not negotiating at
the same rate that men do or being denied their requests at a higher rate than
men and labeled “ungrateful”; women making up the bulk of lower-paid
workers, especially in professions such as teaching and health care, whose
societal value is not reflected in their economic compensation; and the big
elephant in the room: terrible family-leave policies that penalize women for
having children. Meanwhile, their male partners—who are also parents!—
actually experience what researchers call the “fatherhood premium”: a
bump in compensation due to the perception of them as more committed,
stable, and deserving.



Many a book and think piece have been written about the pressure placed
on women to not only work but also maintain a household and take care of
children or ailing family members—in addition to the unpaid emotional
labor that is expected of us; for instance, the responsibility of managing
others’ feelings at work, like being told to “put on a smile” for clients and
customers. I’m not the first to talk about this, and I probably won’t be the
last. Despite dozens of books, thousands of articles, and global conversation
about the stress women feel to “have it all”—and about how “having it all”
often means doing uncompensated labor—these inequalities persist.*

Women made up the majority of COVID-related job losses, and women are
penalized professionally and financially if they need to provide care to
family members.

To make matters worse, women struggle with lower compensation and
undervalued labor in a system that conflates our economic productivity with
our worth as people. Capitalism can literally put a price tag on a human life.
(If you’re curious, it’s around $7 million. One way of estimation is based on
average lifetime earnings, which means women are valued less under
capitalism when compared with men. Cool.) It’s even in the language we
use when we talk about compensation. “Earning our worth” sounds
positive, but it’s equating our monetary “value” with our value as humans,
leading us to hustle culture: the feeling that we’re never doing enough, that
we need to keep grinding.

Hustle culture (read: capitalism) tells you that you are not inherently
worthy, that the only measure of your worth is your work: how often you
work, how tired you are, how successful you could be if you just worked
harder, smarter, faster. Working yourself to the bone is a badge of honor in
hustle culture. It scoffs at time off, equates rest to failing, and consistently
asks for more than you can and are able to give, while calling you weak. It
causes, promotes, and incentivizes burnout and exhaustion.

We’ve spent so long believing that if we just work harder and break more
glass ceilings, our financial and personal lives will all fall into place, but
that’s not the reality—which makes for a chapter very challenging to write.
More than any other topic in personal finance, earning is the one least



within your control, affected by dozens of factors, many of which are not
how hard you work or how deserving you are. The minimum wage in your
state, whether you had the (often privileged) opportunity to attend college,
your industry’s standard salaries, whether your company’s workforce has
unionized and has the bargaining power to demand more from your
employer—all of these can impact your earning potential and are further
evidence of why financial feminism is not just about personal choices; it
also must be focused on policy and systemic change.

Now, it’s possible to work hard (or have a side hustle) without “hustle
culture.” It’s possible to be ambitious and care about your job without
falling victim to or contributing to the “grind no matter what” mentality.
When you love what you do, sometimes you do find yourself hustling, like I
did when I was building Her First $100K. There were some sacrifices I was
willing to make, but others I wasn’t. I was willing to often devote a few
nights a week to work, but I wasn’t willing to give up eight hours of sleep.
You can work hard and care deeply about your work, while also honoring
your needs, taking breaks, and doing what you love. But I also want to be
clear that under our current economy, there is a large subset of people for
whom a side hustle is not a passion project but the thing they have to do to
survive.

Like I’ve said over and over again in this book, we control only what we
control. Yes, it’s awful that you could do the difficult, brave, and vulnerable
work of evaluating your worth in capitalistic terms, build up a strong case,
negotiate expertly—and still not get that promotion or raise through no fault
of your own. But I need you to advocate for yourself anyway. Whatever you
have to do for work, I want it to set you up for success in every possible
way down the line, and that includes financial success.

A word from
Anonymous
Growing up, I thought if I worked really hard in school and got good grades, then there would
be a good job for me when I graduated—which happened in 2010 during a recession when
barely anybody was hiring. I eventually ended up in a job where I was working sixty to



seventy hours a week. It was a really toxic environment: people constantly talked about each
other behind their backs. I quit without a job lined up and ended up working with a florist. The
role definitely wasn’t part of my plan, but I took it out of desperation, and the florist later
brought me on as a co-owner. Then she ended up moving, and we separated, resulting in me
being unemployed for a year.

It was difficult trying to get a job with my florist background because a lot of companies
couldn’t see how that experience could be beneficial or helpful. I was penny-pinching to an
unhealthy degree. I intentionally didn’t wake up until maybe eleven o’clock or noon, so I
wouldn’t have to worry about eating breakfast.

My college’s career counselor recommended I pivot to social media marketing again, so I
started emailing people nonstop, asking if they’d be interested in marketing services. For a
couple of months, I was an administrative assistant to an entrepreneur. Then my grandmother
on my mom’s side became terminally ill, and I stopped working to be with her until she passed
a month later.

Around the same time, a friend who was leaving her company put my name in for a job, and I
got hired for a full-time role as a billing clerk. I worked hard to stand out in the role, and
within a year, I was moved up into a billing coordinator position.

The company became my life. My closest friends were my colleagues. I ended up going on an
international trip with a coworker, who became one of my best friends. I even dated a person
there. I finally felt like I had a purpose. The company created an environment of feeling like
you didn’t need to ever go home. I got a lot of great opportunities from it: amazing lifelong
friends, a partner, and the ability to move to Seattle.

However, when I first arrived in Seattle, I was given a huge workload that really should have
been done by two or three people. I worked about seventy to eighty hours a week without
additional compensation. I didn’t know what boundaries looked like at a workplace—nobody
at the office did. We were all staying late and being overworked. Unfortunately, I had a boss
who also didn’t have great boundaries. I once even got a phone call while I was on the beach
in Mexico, and I was regularly working on Thanksgiving and Christmas.

I thought that level of work was expected, because there’s a belief that if you really want
something, you’ll work hard for it, but it was toxic because it always felt like a competition of
who was working the hardest. It wasn’t until my partner at that time said, “You don’t really
have a life outside of work,” that I realized the extent of the situation. That’s when I started to
do comedy. Through comedy, I met so many friends outside of work. In January 2016, I told
myself that I’d work for a year and then quit and pursue comedy full-time.

Then I was sexually assaulted.

On a work trip, I was sexually assaulted by two coworkers who worked at a different office. It
completely derailed my plans. I had never experienced the emotions I was having. Searching
for another job felt impossible when I remembered how taxing job searching was earlier in my
career—job hunting, interviewing; and starting a new job often means having your worth
questioned repeatedly and having to prove yourself. At that point, I couldn’t do that for
myself. I was barely keeping it together.



I had to rely heavily on my existing job because I needed money to live. I needed health care
to go to therapy—a lot of therapy. However, I drastically stepped away from that toxic work
culture. I stopped putting in that amount of hours. I switched departments. I knew I wanted to
leave at some point, but I needed to feel safe and level before I did that.

I really liked my new department and my boss, but I hated that I was staying longer than I
planned. But then again, getting better took longer than I planned. I thought I’d do six months
of therapy and be fine, but it took a solid three years for me to stop dissociating and
depersonalizing. Anybody who’s going through something like that isn’t going to be the same
as they once were.

Cut to COVID in March 2020. I pushed for working from home and told my employer that
because of a preexisting condition, I didn’t feel comfortable coming into the workplace. They
made me prove the preexisting condition, and eventually we agreed that once Washington
State hit phase three, I’d come back to the office. It was a job I could do remotely, which I
proved by implementing a lot of new projects while working from home for a little over a year.
In March 2021, Washington did go into phase three, but the vaccine rollout had only just
started, so I told my boss that I still didn’t feel comfortable returning. That was my boundary.

My boss agreed with me that I’d done excellent work from home, but the higher-ups didn’t
care. It felt like another full-circle moment of looking at my health, but this time, instead of
staying at the job for my mental health, I had to leave it for my physical health. I had a
boundary I wasn’t willing to cross.

They gave me the option to work in LA because I was living there temporarily, but it didn’t
matter what office I was going into—the boundary was still and had always been that I wasn’t
comfortable going in. They weren’t listening to my underlying issues. I gave them the month’s
notice they asked for, and they still told me to come into the office. I said no and used my
leftover PTO—then left.

After I put in my notice, a company recruiter hit me up and asked me to list all my skills and
job responsibilities. Two weeks later, I looked at the posting for my old job. It had a new title
and was a manager position, paying $20,000 more than what I was making after I had been
with the company for eight years.

I’m lucky I had the financial means to leave my position, and that it was enough money to take
a year off. I was able to see my other grandmother more before she passed away. I was able to
work on projects and go on a trip to Europe for a couple of months. When I talk to people and
recruiters about my time off, they think it’s great. I’ve been told that it’s amazing how I was
able to recognize I needed a break and to take it. Usually people go from one job immediately
into another.

Job searching feels a lot different now because I have much more experience. When I wrote
down the job responsibilities for my previous position, I realized my accomplishments. I know
it’ll take a while to get a job, but I feel confident discussing my job experiences. It felt like I
had to make stuff up before. Now it feels authentic.

My story is a complicated one. I think it could be perceived that I stayed at the job for too
long, but I did what I needed to do to keep myself safe and be healthy again. I’m learning to be



kinder to myself. The metaphor I use is to imagine you’re dying of thirst and someone asks
you to play in a softball league. You can’t. You’re just trying to function. That’s how dire my
state was after the assault. I always thought the job was going to be a temporary thing, since
my original plan was to work there for a year. Because of that, I kept thinking about what I
should be doing. I still fight my thoughts of should. What I’ve learned is in order to make a
change and get out of a situation, we have to lay the groundwork first.

Earning more money helps so many parts of the financial puzzle fit
together, but please remember that we’re not pursuing money for its own
sake here. Earning more money doesn’t mean submitting to hustle culture.
Hustle porn and financial feminism do not mix. I don’t want you to work so
hard that you burn out or come to equate your income or productivity with
your self-worth. I don’t want you to embrace the mentality of earning the
most money possible and fuck everything else. That’s not what I’m about,
and it’s not what this chapter is about either.

The point of increasing your income is to fund your dream life and make
it easier, not to work more. The occasional sacrifice in your career is to be
expected, but if you’re regularly giving up your time, your mental health,
and rest, this is the opposite of what we want. We work to increase our
income and get paid fairly: for our mental health, our financial goals, and
our own stability, and to make society better.

This chapter is a guide to make sure that when you do find work you love
—or at the very least, work that fits the kind of life you want—you’re
compensated fairly for it; that you’re treated well by your boss, your
company, and your clients; and that you do what’s within your power to
make a fair wage.

As in previous chapters, we’ll first dive into some misconceptions that
actively hold us back in our careers and our earning potential. (These
narratives apply whether you work a more traditional full-time job, are a
freelancer, own your own business, or are somewhere in between.)

narrative #1
It’s Not the Right Time



“I CAN’T START a side hustle right now, not when so many other people are
doing the same thing!”

“Quitting my job to run my business full-time right now is just so scary.
What if I fail?”

“It’s just not a good time to ask for a promotion; my boss isn’t having a
good day.”

Why should someone who runs a similar business prevent you from
starting your own? If you have the ability to be an entrepreneur, why should
the fear of failure keep you from trying? And why should your boss’s
having a bad day stunt your career?

Here’s the hard truth: it’s never the right time. Ever. And a decision that
feels brave will always mean overcoming a little bit of fear, no matter the
circumstances. One of my favorite people on the planet, author Elizabeth
Gilbert (Eat Pray Love), talks about fear in her incredible book Big Magic:
Creative Living Beyond Fear. She has a fantastic exercise for when she’s
embarking on something new. (Fun fact: it’s something I’ve had to do many
times while writing this book.) She will literally take a chair out from her
kitchen table, mentally place Fear in the seat, and talk to it. She tells Fear
that she’s about to head off on a road trip with Creativity, and although she
knows Fear will kick and scream in protest, it is allowed to come along on
the excursion. But it has no vote—it cannot pick the snacks, or the
destination, or the playlist. And Fear definitely doesn’t get to drive.

Feeling apprehensive about making a huge career change isn’t some kind
of character flaw. Blame your brain. It turns out that our brains don’t know
the difference between something as seemingly harmless as trying
something new and literally dying. Whether we’re asking someone out on a
date or about to skydive, the part of our brains that registers fear feels the
same terror. Your brain is trying to protect you from the risk. It’s fight,
flight, or freeze. So when we’re about to do something vulnerable—
something that puts us out there, that we’re not an expert in, that is going to
potentially bring rejection or shame—it feels like life and death. But it’s
not! Your asking for a raise or quitting a job or starting a side hustle is a blip



on your life’s radar—what a relief, right?—and might actually be the start
of something incredible.

narrative #2
I Work Hard So That They’ll Notice Me

WE’VE BEEN TOLD that hard work equals promotions and raises. (“Shame’s
first demand is conformity,” as my friend Alexis Rockley said in chapter 1.)
You consistently outperform your goals, you show up on time, and you
bring innovative ideas to the table. You do such good work that your boss
would be crazy to not see it. This is a narrative meant to keep you in
homeostasis: “work hard because it’s the right thing to do, without the
expectation of a reward.”

A company, no matter how seemingly well intentioned, is almost never
going to just hand out raises and promotions without your advocating for
yourself. If an employer can underpay and overwork you, he’s going to
keep doing it—it saves him money! In fact, you’re making him money. A
carrot is being dangled in front of you, but you’ll never actually get to chow
down on it.

narrative #3
Loyalty Is Important and Will Be Rewarded

THIS ONE DRIVES ME CRAZY.

For decades, job hopping was frowned upon. It was a red flag that
displayed a lack of commitment and direction. “Job hoppers” were flight
risks. But so much of how we think about jobs and our careers has changed.
That kind of narrative is outdated. In a survey of roughly 1,200 millennial
employees, 91 percent said they expected to stay in a job for less than three
years. Pensions aren’t a thing anymore. You no longer stay at a company—
or even in a particular industry—for a decade.

Starting a new job arms you with more negotiating power to increase
your salary than you will ever have again at that company. Seriously. I



never stayed at a job for more than two years, and, frankly, that’s partly
what I attribute my financial success to. It meant that my salary kept
growing.

Even if you signed an Ursula blood oath and pledged undying loyalty to
your company for the rest of your life, it has zero loyalty to you. Zero. That
sounds harsh, but it’s true. Employers will lay you off, break a contract, fire
you, cut your benefits—with little to no pause. I need you to be as ruthless
as they can be. If something is no longer working for you, do everything
you can to leave and find better. It’s out there, I promise. Which leads me
to . . .

narrative #4
“This Is as Good as It Gets”

WHEN WE’VE BEEN TRAINED by society to play small, we believe that our
current environment is as good as we deserve. We don’t believe we’re
worth the best, so we stick it out in situations that we shouldn’t tolerate.
Corporate culture’s endless pressure to conform and sacrifice seeps into our
psyche, convincing us that we don’t deserve better. Worse, we’re being told
constantly that these companies that we’re pouring our blood, sweat, and
tears into are great places to work. (Cue: “We’re a family!”) They tell you
how lucky you are to have the job you do, at the place you do, with the
salary you do, with the title you do. And, slowly, you start to believe them.

When you’re in the thick of it, it’s extremely difficult to see the forest for
the trees. When you’re in the daily slog of your commute or in constant
communication with a client (please give me a metaphorical hand for that
alliteration), it’s almost impossible to even consider that you might not have
to put up with toxicity. It’s like being in a bad relationship: only when you
break up do you realize that your friends were right and it wasn’t healthy,
and also him telling you on a beach in Hawaii that you should maybe lose
some weight was actually the most insane red flag (definitely not speaking
from personal experience).



You start to believe that this job, this client, or this gig is tolerable—even
when a tiny voice in your head tells you differently. Trust your gut. Trust
that there’s better out there, even though you’ve been conditioned to believe
there isn’t. I promise you, there is.

There are companies and organizations out there that will value you both
personally and professionally, provide you opportunities for growth, and
compensate you for the worth you provide. (That company or organization
might just be the one you start.)

narrative #5
Just Do It Because You’re Passionate About It, Not For The
Money

I HEAR THIS all the time from people who work at nonprofits or in the public
sector. I also see it with artists and with entrepreneurs leading a social
cause: “I know I’m going to be underpaid, and that’s just the reality.” Like
every other narrative we’re debunking in this book, this one is perpetuated
to keep you underpaid and overworked. Mission-led work doesn’t
inherently mean you should get paid poorly. It’s a narrative that guilts you
for asking more from “good” companies or places with tight budgets. But
you deserve to be compensated fairly, regardless of where you work.

Passion and money are not mutually exclusive.
Yes, it might be harder to negotiate because of either smaller budgets or

bureaucracy, but just because it’s harder doesn’t mean it can’t happen. I’ve
worked with dozens of teachers, government workers, and nonprofit
employees who successfully prepared their material before sitting down
with their boss to discuss their salary; asked for their worth, making a
compelling case why they deserved a raise; and received an increase in pay
and/or benefits.

A word from
Lorena Soriano



CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY CONSULTANT AND FOUNDER OF EVERY POINT ONE

There is a big lack of intersectionality in advice for women and in the professional workforce.
For example, the housework and domestic workforces that are predominantly made up of
women of color and immigrants are still paid the least. White women have been able to
accomplish their professional goals because of women of color in these industries.

There’s also a lack of corporate responsibility. We know for a fact that more women of color
are entering the corporate world. However, because of a lack of focus on retention and
building workplaces that sustain diverse talents, you end up with a higher turnover. It gets
worse: we have corporations who take advantage of immigrants and women of color via
implied threats to their citizenship or their family members. They leverage this “guilt” to
suppress the demand for change. They end up spinning the narrative that says, “You should
feel lucky that you even have a job,” or threaten deportation.

Even women who have their citizenship, like my mother, experienced this firsthand. They felt
so “lucky” to have the opportunity, and companies take complete advantage of that. My
mother was working six days a week, and whenever I brought up that legally they can’t make
her do extra work, she’d fall back on how lucky she was to have a job when so many other
people didn’t.

Women of color especially have to care for their mental health. We need rest days—we need
breaks. But then, when we take them, we fall to a societal stigma that says rest is lazy and we
should be working to accomplish our goals.

For me, changing these narratives started with getting the best job I could out of school, which
gave me the ability to earn money and finally have the final say on things I wanted to do. I
also sought out the mentorship of a friend who helped me learn to negotiate and advocate for
myself. I also had to learn to set healthy boundaries, both with my family and with myself. It
was hard but so necessary.

narrative #6
I Can’t Land a Job If I Don’t Meet Every Requirement

IF YOU’RE JUST GRADUATING or changing industries, you might believe that
you have no shot in getting a certain job, let alone negotiating your salary.
That’s simply not true.

Let me tell you a story about my friend Hailey, a newer grad who wanted
to get into corporate human resources and recruitment. The problem was
that she didn’t have any recruiting experience. Her only job following
college was as maître d’ at P. F. Chang’s. Hailey didn’t know how to
interview prospective job candidates or even how to sort through résumés.



However, when interviewed for jobs, she framed her years in the
hospitality industry in such a way as to make them relevant to the position
she sought. She explained how she thrived in the fast-paced environment of
a restaurant, where she had to be detail oriented as well as an excellent
communicator with both patrons and staff. She managed expectations and
worked to resolve issues with difficult customers. She was a self-starter
who knew how to wear multiple hats and time manage her ass off, all to
ensure that guests had wonderful experiences.

Just because you’ve never held a particular job title or even worked in a
certain industry doesn’t mean that you don’t have what I like to call “bridge
skills” that match the job you’re applying for. While Hailey didn’t have any
specific experience in being a recruiter, she could take the experience and
skills she did have and package them up as evidence that she was a perfect
fit. Hailey tailored her résumé to include all the examples of how her talents
in the restaurant industry were natural bridges to the skills needed to be a
successful recruiter.

Be like Hailey. Find your bridge skills and practice highlighting them on
your résumé. Use specific examples of times you’ve “been a team player”
or shown “attention to detail.”

(Also worth noting: Men will apply for jobs where they only meet 60
percent of the qualifications. However, women won’t apply unless they
meet 100 percent of the requirements. This ends now, y’all.)

narrative #7
I Can’t Ask For More Because the Company Is Going
Through a Rough Time Right Now

IT DOESN’T MATTER how well or how terribly the company is doing—you
deserve to be compensated fairly. Always. Getting paid well for your work
has nothing to do with company performance (unless you’re, like, the
CEO). Your salary or rate is based on your quality of work, not on how well
or terribly the company is doing. They’re mutually exclusive, just like you
wouldn’t expect a raise just because the company is doing well. If budgets



are tight, and management isn’t able to increase your salary at the present
time (make them tell you this after you ask—don’t just assume), there are
other forms of compensation you can request. More on that in a bit.
WE CAN INCREASE OUR INCOME in three basic ways: get paid more in our
current situation, get paid more by finding a new situation, or get paid more
by creating our own situation. We can either negotiate our current salary or
contract; leave and find a better-paying salary or contract; or start a side
hustle or our own business. We’ll spend most of this chapter discussing how
we can advocate for ourselves and get paid more no matter our situation—
because whether we’re salaried employees, freelancers, entrepreneurs, or
some hybrid, we all deserve to be paid fairly.

Navigating The Negotiation

LEARNING TO NEGOTIATE is key to increasing your income throughout your
career. You can do it at any time, but most commonly when you’re faced
with one of three scenarios: you’re starting a new job, it’s performance
review time, or you discover you’re being underpaid.

A not-so-fun negotiating fact: women who do not negotiate their salaries
miss out on more than $1 million during their lifetimes compared with
women who do. Yep, $1 million lost. And if that’s not powerful enough,
let’s frame it like negotiation expert Alexandra Dickinson does: “Are you
willing to lose out on $1 million just to avoid a handful of uncomfortable
conversations?” Are you willing to lose out on $1 million just to avoid
getting some knees weak, arms are heavy (Mom’s spaghetti)? It’s not just
the salary increase that comes from getting a new job or a raise, it’s what
that money can do for you over the course of your entire career: your salary
at your next job will likely be higher; higher returns on your good
investments because of compound interest; more flexibility for your
present-day finances, as well as in your future.

A word from



Moji Igun
FOUNDER OF BLUE DAISI CONSULTING

I never negotiated my salary until I turned twenty-five. I was getting a 3 percent cost-of-living
raise every year, and I was just grateful for whatever was offered to me.

As a full-time employee, my salary was $50,000, but the company wanted to switch me to a
contractor role. So, I had to do the math to determine if switching from full-time to part-time
would lose me money, plus factor in taxes. I previously took Tori’s online negotiation course
called Navigating the Negotiation, but this was the first time I’d written a script on a piece of
paper and put it next to my laptop’s camera. My hand was shaking, and I said, “Um, what do
you think about giving me this much per hour?” I was nervous they’d think I was ungrateful
and that I was taking advantage of them, then say no and fire me.

After I finally did it, they came back to me, saying, “I’m sorry, no, we can’t do that.” That
actually gave me more courage to advocate for what I needed outside of salary. I would say no
to more projects, and I was firmer with my boundaries about hours. The act of negotiating
gave me more confidence to stand up for myself in the workspace and be bold.

I also learned that my coworkers were in the same situation. I wasn’t the only person freaking
out. I brought it up over coffee, saying, “I tried to ask for more money, and this is what
happened. I’m kind of bummed about it.” I kept hearing, “Oh my God, I had the same
experience.” We started spilling the tea instead of tiptoeing around it. Openly discussing
negotiation with my coworkers and friends created a shift in me.

Then I got a call from the City of Seattle to work for them on a project. They said, “There’s no
budgetary limit. What does it cost to do this?” That’s when I realized, “Oh, I can actually think
about what I’m worth, name it to a point where I don’t feel resentful, and be comfortable.”

Starting a new job or project without worrying about inconveniencing anyone was also a
whole new shift. I was literally shaking during my first negotiation, and now here I was,
saying, “No, that’s what it costs; you can change your budget if you need to,” with no qualms.
Then I watched them get a little bit nervous. They said, “This other consultant we pay doesn’t
charge as much as you.” I responded, “I’m not that consultant. I’m Moji. It’s not outlandish—
it’s slightly higher. You can do it.” They said, “Actually, we can do it.”

And that was it. I think that’s where I felt respect—both for myself and from them—because
they weren’t prepared for me to stick to my guns. I think they thought I would be
accommodating, like I was previously in my career.

I feel like as a Black woman, I have been conditioned to be small. If I get a really big
opportunity to have a multiyear contract with an established organization, I should just be
grateful to be there. Now I was willing to walk away if they weren’t going to at least have a
conversation about salary. That felt powerful because I don’t think any of my Black women
friends feel like they’re able to walk away if someone’s not treating them the way they need to
be treated. That energy is powerful. A small skill of knowing what to say and how to truly
believe it transformed that interaction.



Knowing how to negotiate also helped me set boundaries. If they weren’t going to pay me
enough, I wasn’t going to work more than forty hours per week. In my contracts now, scope
creep is a firm boundary. If they ask for more than what we’ve already agreed to, I’m like,
“Actually, no, that’s not part of our agreement. I can’t do that for you without additional
compensation.” That mentality bleeds over into my personal boundaries of rest as well. I say,
“This is how I can help you, and this is what I can do.” I am clear about that, or else I’m
burning myself at two ends, and that’s not healthy.

To anyone afraid of negotiation, be honest with yourself about what happens if you don’t ask.
If I stayed in the same circumstances of my last job, I would have grown resentful. I would
have been in the same place, and I wouldn’t have given myself the opportunity to create a
healthy environment. I would never have been able to accomplish my overall goal of wanting
to have good well-being and space for vacations and rest.

It begins with trying, then practicing, and then we can get better at it and keep moving forward
in the future. It’s important to get comfortable with trying.

I want to quickly redefine what a “successful” negotiation means. A
negotiation “success” is not getting what you asked for, although there’s no
better feeling. As we mentioned before, whether you get what you ask for is
not entirely within your control. Instead, I want you to think of it like this:
being a successful negotiator means that you thoughtfully prepared and
organized your materials, advocated for yourself firmly but politely, and
were brave enough to try. That is a successful negotiation, regardless of the
outcome. Negotiating is something you’ll do for the rest of your life—not
just in the context of bargaining with an employer but also in other areas.
Every time you do it, you learn more for next time. You strengthen your
negotiating muscle. So, our goal here isn’t solely to get what we want,
everything else be damned; it is to come to the table as prepared as possible
and learn to advocate for our compensation in a fair way.

Too many people approach a salary negotiation with a misguided ask.
They’ll think, Well, I just need fifty thousand dollars to cover my bills or
pay off my debt, so that’s what I’ll ask for. Or: I work really hard and
deserve to make X dollars, but X is a random number they’ve made up in
their heads.

My amazing friends over at Bitches Get Riches, a personal finance blog,
have the best metaphor for this. (Fun fact: cofounder Piggy from BGR is



my literary agent. Hi, Pigs!):

Choosing the right number for your salary is like guessing how many jelly beans there are in a
jar without going over. Working backward from your budget is sort of like formulating your
guess around how many jelly beans you personally want to eat right now. I really only want a
handful. So, I will guess twelve. “Are there twelve?” Not a winning strategy. It’s also unwise to
make an uninformed guess, like blurting out some random number and hoping it will be right.
“Are there two hundred and ten? Because I told the universe that I wanted the answer to be two
hundred and ten, and I’m trying to manifest my will into reality.” The go-with-your-gut strategy
is fine for low-stakes church fund-raisers, where the prize is actually jelly beans. But setting
your salary is the highest-stakes guessing game you’ll ever play. It’s imperative that you use
every tool and strategy you can to maximize your odds of being right.

Instead, when you’re approaching a negotiation, you need to come armed
with a clear understanding of your market rate. Your market rate is the
range of jelly beans in the jar. You can tell there’s definitely more than
twenty, and there’s no way two hundred fit in there, but narrowing it down
is the tricky part—and the most important. The people you’re asking for
more money are most likely very data driven and need to see the evidence
as to why they should pay you more. Rather than propose a random amount,
you need to ask the right questions and do the right research to figure out
your market rate.

Your market rate is based on two things: the data and your value-add.
When I say data, I’m referring to market research that tells you what you

should be getting paid relative to other people in your industry with your
experience level. We’re looking for that market rate. You can find this
through third-party platforms such as Glassdoor and PayScale, where
employees of various companies anonymously list their salary information
by role. However, use the data on these platforms as your jumping-off
point. These salary aggregates are very two-dimensional. They typically ask
only for the job’s title, your location, and how many years of experience
you have. They’re not seeing the full 3D you, with your unique skill set,
certifications, and background. They also tend to give a HUGE salary range
—sometimes multiple tens of thousands. That can be a helpful start, but
since it’s not immediately clear what differentiates people at various points
in the range, we need to dig deeper.



Another good place to look online are the dozens of Google Sheets
containing anonymous salary information. The spreadsheets proliferate
across the internet, for all different levels and industries. These are even
more powerful because (1) they’re anonymous, and therefore typically
more accurate, and (2) these spreadsheets are often put together and
organized by women or people of color committed to helping others earn
more money. You can find these by literally googling “salary data
spreadsheets.”

To get the most accurate data, the kind you can bring into a negotiation,
you’ll want to talk to your colleagues. These should be people in your
network who could share their thoughts—previous bosses, friends who
work in the industry/field, recruiters, even random people you’ve met at
networking events. Ask them, “Hey, based on this job description and the
skills and experience that I have, what should I be getting paid?”

For instance, if I’m a marketer, I’m going to talk to other marketers. I
might follow up with people I met at a networking event for marketers. I’ll
message previous bosses or previous coworkers too. I might chat with
friends in recruiting who hire marketers. Whomever I eventually end up
talking to, I’ll show them the description of the job I’m going for (or
currently doing) and ask, “Based on what you know about my experience
and skill set, what would you price this role at?” This conversation is going
to be a lot more specific to your unique situation than a random Glassdoor
entry.

The second thing that helps you figure out your market rate is your value-
add. It goes without saying that this shouldn’t be taken to mean your value
as a person, and, of course, you’re adding value to your company
regardless. Figuring out your value-add is more about creating hard metrics
out of what you, uniquely you, are able to do at work. How much money
did you save your company over the past year, and how? What sorts of
projects did you implement? Who do you manage? What additional benefits
do you bring this company by going above and beyond your job
description? In what way can they really not afford to lose you? How do
you contribute very distinctly to the company culture? (And when applying



for a new job, reflect on these questions both in the benefit you added to
previous workplaces and how you can bring that same energy to your new
job.)

We can display this value very easily. If you’re asking for a raise, find
your original job description for the position you were hired for. (If you’re
negotiating for a new job, the description should be right in front of you.)
Go to the bullet points—where they list the job’s requirements—and
prepare specific narratives or statistics that show how you not only checked
that box but exceeded expectations.

An example: let’s say I’m working as a social media marketer, and the
first bullet point is “Manage and grow our social media accounts.” I will
come to the negotiation with something along these lines: “In the past year,
I’ve grown our following more than 30 percent across all channels.” Be as
specific as possible, not just with numbers or statistics but also with
anecdotal evidence. Stories can be just as powerful. Let’s go down to the
next bullet point: “Foster connection in our online communities.” I could
mention a story about how one community member commented favorably
on another’s post, and how they’re now friends in real life, supporting each
other.

These examples can go beyond job-specific accomplishments. Someone
who’s congenial to work with, on top of being good at her job, is a value-
add anywhere. In 2019, the last year I worked corporate, I was preparing for
my annual review, focused on getting a raise. As part of my negotiation, I
emphasized the fact that I instituted a gratitude practice every Monday
during team meetings: I initiated those meetings by inviting everyone to say
what he or she was grateful for both personally and professionally—
something that built trust and vulnerability (two of the company’s core
values) and allowed team members to be recognized and appreciated by
their colleagues. At my annual review, I said, “Hey, not only have I
contributed in all of these ways, very specifically to my job and to the
outcome of the company, but I have also helped in terms of our company
culture—I’m exemplifying our company values and fostering them.” My



boss told me later it was one of the reasons that I received a 20 percent
raise.

A word from
Claire Wasserman
COFOUNDER OF LADIES GET PAID

When it comes to earning more, the thing you can’t get away from is negotiating—regardless
of whether you’re a freelancer, asking for a raise at your current company, or applying for a
new job.

Women are so hard on ourselves—it’s baked into how we’re socialized. We want to be perfect,
and we’re conditioned to see most things in life as a test. We do well in school, we get the As,
we’re the majority of college graduates—it’s worked well for us so far. So, we go in to
interviews and also see this process as some sort of test. Or worse, if we have imposter
syndrome, we use the results of this “test” as a reflection of our worth. We wade into
existential territory, and it becomes much bigger than just trying to get the job. This is
compounded around our money fears on top of everything else.

The first thing I want to tell someone who’s feeling anxious about negotiation is that every
single company expects you to negotiate. If you don’t negotiate, you’re subsidizing somebody
else who is. You should be very wary of underpricing yourself for two reasons:

1. We pay a price that’s commensurate with what we deem to be valuable. If we don’t
think you’re that valuable, we’ll pay you less. If I feel like you’re already coming into
the conversation with that sort of energy, I sometimes wonder, Why is this person
charging me so little? Is something wrong?

2. When you underprice yourself, you’re bringing down wages for everybody. If we’re all
competing with one another to see who can price the least, we’re racing to the bottom.
This gives way too much power to the employer. A trick to employ if you’re unsure of
what to ask for: say, “Here’s the amount that I normally charge; however, I know
budgets are tight. I really want to work with you. What were you thinking?” The key in
this scenario is to make sure the first number you put out is a really big one. If you’re
starting with a really big number, chances are you’re not underpricing yourself.

Leaving your job to find a better environment or higher paycheck can feel really scary,
especially for women. (We have this fear of retribution.) Instead of convincing yourself of the
reasons you should stay, maybe the question should be: “If I stay, what am I missing out on?”
List them. Are those things rooted in a place of fear or growth?

The one upside to the workplace disruption that’s happened in the past few years is that we’ve
punched hustle culture right in the fucking face. Employees have more power than they ever
did before. We still live in a capitalist society, so of course we still need the money, but things



are shifting. At the end of the day, you are the one that matters. You, your health, your family
—not your job. We have so much more power than we realize.

Now that you’ve done your homework, you’re all set to walk in to a
negotiation. When negotiating for a new job or at your annual review, there
will be a natural opening in the conversation to bring up your compensation
and to present your prepared materials. However, if you’ve discovered
you’re being undercompensated, you’re going to send an email to your boss
like this:

Hey, [name]

Hope you’re having a great day. It’s recently come to my attention that I’m being
undercompensated for my work and the value I provide to our team. I’d love to chat
with you about my compensation, as well as my expectations and goals for my position
—when would be good for you next week?

My Five Keys For Negotiation Success

key #1
Never Give a Number First

COMPANIES ARE LOOKING to underpay you, so they’ll ask, “What are your
salary expectations?” This is a classic job interview question, one that
disproportionately affects women and people of color—because members
of marginalized groups consistently believe they’re worth less than they
actually are, and they’ve been proven to undercut themselves time and time
again.

Companies will do this almost immediately: after posting a vague job
description and calling you in for a thirty-minute, first-round interview, they
nail ya with the “How much money do you expect?” zinger, catching you
completely off guard. If the company wanted to make sure that you fit
comfortably within the position it was trying to fill, it would have been
transparent and put the salary range on the job description. (Memo to
companies: you look shady AF when you aren’t transparent.)



There’s no way, after a thirty-minute phone conversation, you can
accurately assess what would be fair compensation for this job. Here’s what
you should say:

“It’s hard to understand the full scope of the role at this stage in the
process, so I’d love to know your budget.”

Nine times out of ten, they will tell you the salary range. Then you can
say if that’s in line with your level of experience. And if this is a required
question on an online application, put “$00,000.”

If they push back—“We’d really love to see if we’re aligned”—you can
either give the range that came up when doing your market research or say
kindly but firmly, “I’d be happy to tell you if your budget meets my
expectations!” Remember that you’re interviewing them as much as they’re
interviewing you, and if they get weird when talking about compensation,
that’s a red flag.

This “What is your budget?” question is also magic if you’re a freelancer
or entrepreneur. The hundreds of messages I receive along the lines of
“Tori, we’d love to have you speak at our event!” or “Please contribute
writing to our blog” all get an almost automated email response of
“Budget???????” This is particularly useful for us self-employed folks for
two reasons: (1) we don’t want to leave money on the table, and (2) this
makes a response such as “We don’t want to pay you real money but instead
pay you in eXp0$uRE!” look like the stupid shit it is.

If you’re optimistic that your current company is likely to offer you a
raise, the same rules apply. Don’t be so gung-ho to negotiate that you play
your cards immediately—let them tell you their anticipated increase first.

key #2
Negotiations Are Collaborations, Not Conflicts

TOO MANY PEOPLE go into negotiations thinking they’re going to have to put
on their boxing gloves and fight tooth and nail in order to get what they
want. But that’s not a negotiation.



A negotiation should be a compromise. A collaborative process. You and
your boss/potential boss are not on opposing teams. You are on the same
team, working to solve the problem of you not being compensated fairly.

You’re a good problem solver. It’s probably one of the things that makes
you a good employee. You know how to work with others to find a solution
to said problem. And that’s exactly what you’re doing here. I know it seems
terrifying, but I promise: a calm, collected attitude makes this process so
much smoother. And approaching it with the mind-set of “How can we
work together to solve this?” is transformational in terms of getting what
you want. Frame it as working with your company, as opposed to against it.

key #3
In a Salary Negotiation, Do Not Ask For The Number You
Want

COMPANIES EXPECT YOU to negotiate. Yes, really. They expect to have a
conversation with you about compensation, so they will purposefully offer
you less than what they actually prepared to pay you. This is true if you’re
negotiating for a new role or if you’re asking for a raise. And fun fact: men
are more likely to negotiate when it is ambiguous whether salaries are
negotiable. However, in situations where it is clearly stated that salaries are
negotiable, the gender gap disappears. If you have felt terrified in the past to
ask for more, take solace in the fact that companies are fully expecting to
have this conversation—and they’re actually more shocked if you just
accept the first offer. (It may even cause them to view you as less qualified
than they thought you were!)

Therefore, when you give your number in a negotiation, make it higher
than what you would actually accept. Let me give you an example. If a
company has offered you $50K, and you know from market research that
you should be getting paid $55K to $58K, do not ask for $58K. If you do,
you’ll end up at $55K, which is better than when you started, but not your
market rate. Ask for $62K to $65K, and then you’ll settle somewhere in the
middle. (Collaboration, remember?)



key #4
You’re Interviewing Them Too (and You Have Just as Much
Power as They Do)

IT’S EASY TO BELIEVE that a company holds all the power in a negotiation.
Especially when you’re doing the scary, vulnerable thing of asking for
more, it can feel like the company is the one in control. But the truth is you
are interviewing this company or client as much as it is interviewing you—
even if you currently work for this organization. You’re gathering
information about this company, its leaders, its values. And you’re then
deciding if this is the right place for you.

And when you negotiate, in addition to getting paid your worth, you’re
also conducting a little test: How will this employer respond to you
advocating for yourself? Is this a healthy environment, where the company
is willing to have a transparent, give-and-take conversation about your
compensation? (That should be the bare minimum, y’all.) Or does it get
weird, defensive, and turn the “you should just be grateful to be here”
narrative on you?

If a company is not willing to entertain a healthy conversation about your
value now, it will be unwilling and unable to do so during the entire time
you work together. Ask yourself if this is the environment you want to work
in. (Hint: it’s probably not.) And although it will be uncomfortable to have a
bad experience negotiating, they’re doing you a favor. They’re showing you
what the company is about—believe them.

Both you and the organization you’re negotiating with have the same
three options. You can accept, counter, or walk away. These are pretty self-
explanatory, but you can either accept the offer that’s been given, counter
the offer with one of your own, or decline. The company has the same three
options: accept your counteroffer, counter again, or decline. It doesn’t have
any option that you don’t also have. You need to constantly ask yourself,
Which option is in my best interest right now? These options are a form of
agency: you get to decide what you want to do every step of the way.



key #5
A Negotiation Is Very Rarely One Conversation

A SALARY NEGOTIATION in and of itself is a counter: they offered, and you’re
countering. Typically, both parties counter back and forth until an
agreement is reached. I think we all have this fantasy that we can write an
email where we ask for more money, the company goes, “Lemme think for
two secon— Yes, done!” and it’s over. (Because we desperately, desperately
want this to be over). It’s that feeling of asking someone out via text, then
checking your phone to see if they saw the text, then checking their
Instagram to see if they’re active, which would mean they had to have seen
your text, then wanting to call the whole thing off: “I wasn’t serious, what a
funny joke, LOLZ!” That’s because being vulnerable is scary. Instead, a
negotiation can take a while.

But just because it’s taking a while to hear from the company doesn’t
mean you fucked it up; Debra from HR may be out sick, or the people in
charge might be juggling other projects and also have to go through some
bureaucratic shit to approve wage increases. I once worked with a client to
help her ask for a raise: from the time she first brought it up to the time her
increase finally got approved, three months had crawled by. Unfortunately,
this isn’t unusual, and it is something you might have to remind your boss
of—politely but consistently. It will feel weird, but as my mom always says,
“The squeaky wheel gets the grease.” Take a deep breath: You didn’t fuck
up. This is normal, and it’s all going to work out.

And in the spirit of “this won’t be one conversation,” let me remind you
that you have the same power. You shouldn’t feel pressure to respond right
away or to accept the first (or second!) offer. Ask for the time you need in
order to research, to consult with mentors, to think through your decision. A
simple “I’d love to have till Monday to look this over; does that work for
you?” will suffice.

What if you come across the rare occasion where they really won’t budge
on the salary? The good news is that you can still negotiate: PTO, flexible
work schedules, health benefits, and so on.



My two favorite things to negotiate are a better job title and an education
stipend. I love negotiating a more impressive title because it costs your
employer nothing, while setting you up for better opportunities in the
future. An education stipend (typically around a few thousand dollars a
year) pays for you to take an online course, attend a conference, expand
your skill set, and so on. With this stipend, you’re not only bettering
yourself as an employee at this current company (which benefits your
employer) but also beefing up your résumé for the rest of your career.

I advise people to practice negotiating by starting with low-stakes
scenarios. (I’ve been training you like Rocky Balboa throughout this entire
book for this moment!) For example, calling your credit card provider to
lower your interest rate. If you botch it, you’re never going to speak to
Brenda from Capital One again. If you have children, you are already a
prime negotiator.

I still have to amp myself up before negotiating. I blast Beyoncé and
punch the air a couple of times. It’s never truly easy; it just gets easier
because I know the dance now. It’s like ballroom dancing: the first time you
go out on the floor to dance, it’s going to be terrifying. But when you keep
practicing, you’ll still get stage fright, but at least now you know the moves
to the foxtrot! Keep in mind, it’s never going to be a walk in the park, but
still, you know how to walk it.

Here’s a laundry list of everything you can negotiate for besides salary. Keep in mind that
some of these might not be relevant to your particular job or industry.

Health benefits (or employer-paid coverage)

401(k) or similar retirement program or a 401(k) match

Relocation stipend

Flex/work-from-home schedule

Additional PTO days

Transportation stipend or a public transit card

Signing bonus

Annual bonus



Stock options

Profit sharing

Commission on sales

Health/wellness stipend (such as a gym membership)

New equipment (like a new laptop)

Professional development or education stipend (à la a free or discounted
bachelor’s/master’s degree program, or new certification)

A better title

Childcare stipend

Parental leave

Now, there will be some instances where the company will just not
budge. And that fucking sucks. (Please make sure you’ve already asked for
more, and that they’ve actually confirmed they don’t have any flexibility.)
Here’s what you say:

“What sort of goals or metrics do I need to hit in six months in order to
be compensated at this level?”

This does a few things. One, it shows, again, that you’re willing to work
with the company in order to find a compromise. (You’ll make these goals
together with your boss or potential boss.) Two, it gives you a very specific
to-do list to go out and kill it. And three, when you inevitably do kill it, you
get to waltz back into your boss’s office with receipts and say, “Money,
please!!!!!”

Get this agreement in writing, even if you just send an after-meeting
email that says, “Thanks for meeting with me. As a reminder for us both,
here’s what was outlined.” Now you’re on your way.

And if they go back on their word then? You know what you’re willing to
accept and what you’re worth. Now is when you would turn to other
opportunities—or maybe create your own.

The Three Ts to Consider Before Starting a Side Hustle

Time



Time is going to be both your greatest friend and worst enemy. It’s easy to think you have
more than you do, and overextending yourself could result in poor client or coworker
relationships and burnout. When considering adding a source of income, you need to think
about the amount of time commitment you’re willing to make, as well as how much time you
have available. When you’re considering time, there are two factors: How much time do you
have, and how much time do you want to spend? You might have ten free hours a week, but do
you want to work an extra ten hours on top of your day job?

Here are some questions to consider:

Do you want the flexibility to choose your own hours and be able to hit Pause on your
hustle when life gets crazy?

Do you want weekends free, or would you be cool working Saturday and/or Sunday?

One easy way to accurately visualize how much time you have is by writing out a typical
week’s schedule. Include your wake-up time, commute, work, kids, gym, social life, and
anything else that you do on a weekly basis. Once you’re done, it’s time to ask the question:

“Where would a side hustle fit in?”

Looking at your weekly schedule, do you see openings where you’d want to work? Do you
have obligations that need to be first priority before bringing in a second income?

You may discover that you have more time than you’d thought and want to fill some of it with
your side hustle. However, what you (most likely) will discover is that you have way less time
than you think you do.

If your schedule is already jam-packed, one of two things needs to happen:

1. you need to carve out room in your schedule for a side hustle, or

2. you need to pick a side hustle that fits into your current lifestyle.

Add where you’d fit your hustle in, or make a list of what you’d need to cut back on in order
to make it work.

Talent
Next, it’s time to think about what skills you can use to get another source of income.

There are three different approaches to leveraging your side-hustle skills:

1. Use the experience and knowledge gained from your nine-to-five or prior education to
start your side hustle.

2. Revisit an old hobby or something you used to do, gain a fresh perspective and up-to-
date knowledge on the skills needed to carry it out efficiently, and turn it into a side
hustle.



3. Choose a brand-new skill and start learning it from scratch. This takes a little longer,
but if it’s a skill that really sets your soul on fire, and you’re ready to dedicate your
time and energy to it, it may be the way to go.

My personal experience followed the first approach: before taking Her First $100K full-time, I
was a social media marketing manager. I used the skills that I learned in my day job to do
social media contract work on the side and then, later, used my marketing experience to grow
Her First $100K into a global business.

However, not everyone loves her day job enough to also consider doing it part-time. Some
people want to do something completely different—something that doesn’t feel like work. I’m
thinking of an accountant who looks at numbers all day and wants to do something more
creative. This means you may be better off using skills from a hobby or learning new skills in
order to foster that creativity.

Something to note: if you want to learn new skills and get paid for it, you’re going to need to
put in the time and will likely start at a lower rate of pay than if you were to choose a side
hustle for which you already had valuable experience.

Treasure
The third and final thing to consider when choosing your side hustle is what amount of money
you want (or need) to be making. Is your side project going to be a hobby or something you
monetize?

Is the money necessary?

People can always benefit from earning extra cash. However, if you’re someone with
high debt or worried about paying bills each month, chances are a side hustle is more of
a necessity than a luxury. (Yay, capitalism.)

If you’re looking to start a hustle because you’re interested in learning a new skill,
gaining a new hobby, or growing a sustainable business, money may not be your first
priority (at least not immediately).

How much money do you bring in each month already, and do you already have a
budget?

Understanding whether a side hustle is necessary means that you already have a good
understanding of your current budget. If not, head back to chapter 3.

Do you need this money now?

Building a business from the ground up is now more lucrative than, say, a part-time job
as a barista, but it takes time. It took me more than three years to see significant profits
and growth in my business. I had to be patient, persistent, and consistent. Starting a
business from scratch is not the way to go if you’re looking to make money
immediately. Do you have time to grow something organically, or do you want to make
money ASAP?



Do you want to set your own schedule or take gigs as they are offered?

Depending on your skill set, experience, and reputation, you can still make a decent
amount of money by choosing which projects to take on rather than reflexively
accepting every offer that comes your way. However, the more aggressive approach
might be preferable when you’re getting started, as a way to gain experience and build
your portfolio.

For an example of what this might look like:

TIME: Jessica looked at her weekly schedule and found about fifteen free hours that
she could use to put toward working a side hustle. She enjoys having flexible hours and
prefers to participate in creative activities.

TALENT: Jessica likes her everyday job as a graphic designer and could do it outside of
work as well.

TREASURE: Remember that Jessica has credit card debt that she wants to pay off
ASAP. She wants to earn extra money as soon as she can in order to focus her Bucket #2
money on other financial goals, like retirement.

Jessica has set a short timeline to pay off her credit cards. She also has a decent amount of
time to dedicate to a side hustle. She likes what she currently does for work and wants a
flexible schedule. Overall, it sounds like she would do well with a side hustle as a freelance
graphic designer.

A word from
Alyssa Davies
FOUNDER OF MIXED UP MONEY

I started my career right out of university in marketing and communications. My entry-level
position had too much responsibility and terrible pay. It wasn’t enough to pay my bills and put
money aside, so I lived paycheck to paycheck. I tried being a restaurant server on the side, but
my day job was bleeding into my evenings.

I realized that everything I went to school for, even though I loved it, wasn’t going to pay me
what I needed to get ahead in life. That’s a sad realization for many women, especially if they
love their careers. I was working at a nonprofit, and it felt like I couldn’t both give back and
earn a living.

Starting my blog really changed my life. That one side hustle helped me get a new job,
because I had built a portfolio that proved my value. Then I turned that side hustle into nine
streams of income. Some of them come directly from my work as a writer and content
manager, and others are passive, like dividends from my investing portfolio and royalties from



my books. These income streams provided me with a sense of financial security I would never
have had with my regular job.

One of my biggest values is security, and multiple income streams are my backup plan for my
backup plan for my backup plan. That totally comes from anxiety. I grew up with the mind-set
that if you’re not working, you are not allowed to enjoy your life, and I saw that part of hustle
culture for me was rooted in anxiety more than the actual desire to hustle. When I was doing
that hustle culture thing, I didn’t have any free time. I stopped contacting my friends. I stopped
doing all the things I loved, because I felt like the balance wasn’t achievable. I realized I
needed to make a realistic plan. Otherwise, I’m staring at the wall every night, asking, “Who
am I doing this for if I don’t get to enjoy anything for myself?”

I had to stop saying yes to everything that came my way, and I set up a list of my values and
would ask myself, “Does this new opportunity align with those values?” Because if this is
going to take away from my family and my freedom, then it’s not worth it. I’ve finally come
into the space where I’m doing only the things I love and can hire people to manage all the
boring things I hate.

To build a successful side hustle, you have to have a solid support system. My husband is fully
committed to supporting me at home, which is the greatest thing in the world. I’m also really
good at compartmentalizing my time. I have a strict schedule to keep myself sane. During the
week, I go to the gym at six thirty in the morning; that’s my mental health “me time.” Then I
work from seven to three at my full-time job. I’m completely offline from three to six, which
is my family time. And then from six to ten o’clock at night is my side-hustle time. I keep my
weekends free for family and friends, so that I can live the life that I want to live. Committing
to this schedule is the one thing that gives me the ability to do everything I do.

I incorporated my side hustle to become a business just at the end of last year, and I told
myself I was going to stop calling it a side hustle. At this point, it’s a full-blown business. To
call it a side hustle is doing a disservice to myself.

The biggest questions I get asked about multiple streams of income are from other people who
have kids and families, because they don’t think it’s possible. All that I have to share is you
have to start with one at a time and slowly build up your plethora of income streams. There are
several types of passive income, and you can choose any mixture of them. You probably have
more than you think just by preparing for the future: if you invest or have a high-yield savings
account, you already have streams right there!

My best tips are to first start with a natural source. If you already have a full-time job, what’s
the next option? Are you investing? Do you have a side hustle? Do you have a part-time job?
Next: What is your Why? What’s the connection between the financial side and something
more meaningful? That’s the moment it becomes much easier to control your planning. For
me, it’s my kids. I’d give up nights and weekends to know they can have the life I want for
them. The third tip is to be patient. It’s taken me six years to build nine streams of income, and
that’s amazing, but it took time.

If you need ideas for what kind of side hustle or income stream to start, I recommend writing
down every idea you have of how you can make money. From there, ask yourself: How much



time will each option take you per week? How much will you make? Then you do the math of
time versus money. Does it add up? Does it align with your values?

I cannot say enough that having a side hustle should add to your life, not
subtract from it. It should not be in the name of “rise and grind.” If a side
hustle is contributing to your burnout and is only an option (not a
necessity), reevaluate. Not every person wants or needs a side hustle—and
at the same time, for many, side hustles are not glamorous choices but
rather necessary second or third jobs in order to survive. Passion and
necessity are two different things.

As we’ve spent this chapter discussing, disparities in earning are plentiful
and often tied to systemic issues and lack of equitable policies. But one way
we can personally move the needle is talking about how much we’re
earning. It all begins and ends with transparency.

Currently, surveys show that 69 (ayyyeeee) percent of employees find it
socially unacceptable to ask coworkers about their salaries. And even more
dramatically, those who perceive themselves to be higher relative earners
are less willing to reveal their salaries to peers. This is how the status quo is
maintained, and unless we start becoming comfortable having these
conversations, nothing will change.

Getting comfortable talking about money is the simplest way that we as
individuals can make a difference. Look at Moji’s story: a simple
conversation with her coworkers allowed her and others to realize they were
being underpaid and overworked. It gave her the green light she needed to
find something better. Talking about our salaries, our freelancer rates, or our
benefits allows us to feel less alone.

As an entrepreneur, I have reached out to so many women in the personal
finance space and said, “I’m getting pitched by this company to come
speak. I was thinking this amount of money; what do you think?” We’re all
transparent with one another, so, of course, one might go, “Oh, I was paid
two thousand dollars more!” We talk hard numbers. We advocate for one
another.



Although workplaces will often discourage you from discussing your
pay, it is illegal to prohibit you from doing so. Therefore, we must discuss
our compensation with one another. White women, we must be committed
to talking to our colleagues of color. And men, you must be committed to
talking to your women coworkers about how much you’re making. Your
salary, your benefits, your promotions.

This invitation to talk openly about money extends to opportunities too.
Open the door to opportunities for your marginalized colleagues. Use your
privilege to help others. At the end of press interviews—when I’m
interviewed for Forbes or CNBC or Entrepreneur magazine—I often say,
“Let me know if you need help with any future stories, and I can connect
you to someone.” I have a network of women of color, LGBTQ+ folks, and
disabled individuals, and when I offer the reporter my network, I’m
connecting those individuals to opportunities that could hopefully change
their lives.

If you’re looking to start these conversations to learn if you’re being
compensated fairly, I love the advice of the “over and under” rule: if the
person you’re talking to doesn’t want to divulge her salary, you can ask,
“Are you making over or under X amount a year?” So, I could ask a
colleague, “Are you making over or under seventy thousand dollars?” and
when she says, “Over,” I can ask again: “Are you making over or under
eighty thousand dollars?” If the response is “Under,” I now know she’s
earning between $70,000 and $80,000 per year.

Lastly, this fight is bigger than you. Like Claire mentioned, we have
opportunities to use our collective power to demand better of the folks
compensating us. In the past few years, we’ve seen employment trends such
as increased flexibility and remote work, the rise of entrepreneurship during
the COVID-19 pandemic, teachers and health care workers going on strike
to receive wage increases, and the commitment to unionizing. Just look at
recent headlines about the unionization of Starbucks stores. If opportunities
to better your and your colleagues’ lives don’t exist currently, you can
create them. When I think about my corporate career—often working for
people I didn’t respect, making rich men even richer—I knew that I had to



create my own opportunities. Now, not only do I make more money than I
ever thought possible, but my mental health is better. My business changes
women’s lives every day. I get to create jobs and opportunities for more
than a dozen people, mostly women. There’s no better feeling.



Homework

1.   Affirmations, Baby
Take an index card or a piece of paper and write an affirmation for you to repeat to yourself as
you prepare to negotiate.

It can be as simple as this:

“I am worthy of negotiating,” or

“I will choose to advocate for what I know I’m worth.”

In the week or even month leading up to negotiation, tape it to your bathroom mirror or stick it
in the visor of your car, and repeat the affirmation to yourself every time you see it.

2.   Get Your Data
Research two sources of salary data. Print them out, highlight the data, and staple them together.
(You can also save the data digitally.)

Start a conversation about salary with two different colleagues on LinkedIn or over email.
Others you can ask might include previous bosses or coworkers, recruiters, folks you met at
networking or industry events, etc.

3.   Interview Prep
Check if the “What is your current salary?” question is illegal in your state. If it’s not, start
planning how you’ll respond if it comes up in the interview, as well as how you’ll respond to
being asked your desired salary. As a reminder, you don’t want to give a number first.

Practice responding with a friend!

To prepare for a scenario where the person you’re negotiating with won’t budge, create a
package deal of other negotiables besides salary.



Chapter 7

Living a Financial Feminist
Lifestyle





Whew. What a Wild Ride.

I appreciate you sticking with me this entire time, and you deserve the
world’s biggest chocolate chip cookie, especially if you’ve already done
some of the homework or put the advice into action.

You’ve already learned so much. You learned that our state of mind,
emotions, and childhood impact how we manage our money—and how to
work past our emotional hang-ups to start creating a more positive
relationship with our finances.

You realize that budgeting does not mean deprivation; instead, you work
to make thoughtful, mindful spending decisions to fill your life with things
and experiences you love. You know the exact steps in the Financial Game
Plan to take care of yourself—including how to save money, pay off debt,
and invest in the stock market. Finally, you’re equipped with the strategies
and mind-set to get paid fairly for work that you’re passionate about. What
an incredible accomplishment.

But I’ve also given you a bunch of bleak information and stats about how
our economic system is rooted in inequality. Yuck. Once you learn about
wealth inequality, as with any injustice in the world, you immediately want
to help as many people as you can. You realize how many people are
financially struggling—your friends, family, coworkers, random people on
the internet—and you feel the intense need to help, whether monetarily or
emotionally.

But here’s the thing: financial feminism works only if you take care of
yourself first. No, that’s not selfish. No, that’s not greedy. A reminder that,
yet again, these are shaming narratives from the patriarchy that weaponize
your beautiful altruism, trying to convince you that finding solutions to
systemic problems is your responsibility alone rather than the responsibility
of powerful decision-makers.



You know how just before takeoff, airplane flight attendants give the
safety briefing about how to fasten your seat belt and where your
emergency exits are? (Note: they may be behind you.) When they get to the
part about oxygen masks, they always remind you: “Put your own mask on
before assisting others.” Why? Well, if you don’t put on your own mask
first, you will die trying to help someone else. You both suffer. We want to
be able to show up for others, but we can only do that if we’re healthy and
stable first. We practice Oxygen Mask Finances in this house.

For many, especially women of color, you might have family members
who are financially dependent on you. You may have children’s college
educations to pay for or parents who need caretaking. And when you think
about the sacrifices your family made to give you a good life, you want to
repay them, take care of them. (Sometimes it’s less “want to” than “have
to.”) I’ve worked with thousands of women who are their parents’ 401(k)s,
whose older family members need financial support.

You may feel an intense weight on your heart when you see a global
tragedy, when you think about our climate warming at an alarming rate,
when a natural disaster strikes. Your impulse to help others is capital-B
Beautiful and capital-G Good. However, I need you to make sure you’re
taking care of yourself first. You can’t pour from an empty cup. I promise
that sacrificing your own needs for someone else’s, even a loved one, will
cause bitterness and stress. Sacrificing your retirement funds to pay for your
kids’ college will only lead to them paying for your retirement later.
Sacrificing your emergency savings to help build someone else’s only ends
up leaving you strapped. You must put on your own oxygen mask before
helping others.

I want you to take a deep breath. Seriously, it’s cheesy, but please do it.
I’ll wait. I kindly remind you that there’s only so much we can control. I
kindly remind you that you’ve got lots of time to improve your financial
situation, and if you’re feeling overwhelmed, go back to the start of the
book and try again.

It’s going to be tempting to try to do everything all at once, and while
that’s beautifully optimistic, and I love the enthusiasm, I don’t want you to



sabotage yourself. It’s like trying to put together a morning routine when
you’ve never had one: it’s hard enough to start waking up early, let alone
adding yoga, drinking sixteen ounces of water, journaling, and making a
healthy breakfast. Trying to do too much can overwhelm you to the point
where you do nothing at all. Get started by working on just one thing. Do
one activity from this book, then another, and another. Slowly and steadily
work through the homework assignments one at a time.

I wrote this chapter especially as a place to turn to when you need some
encouragement or guidance. I taught you the basic steps, and now this
chapter will teach you how to practice those steps in your everyday life for
the rest of your life.

Managing personal finance is a skill we’ll need for forever—I mean, it’s
not like this book magically solves the Global Inequality Also Capitalism
Sucks Crisis. So, what’s next? Where do you go from here? How do you
not only set financial goals but also stay the course in order to achieve
them? How do you use your money as a source for good? When shit hits the
fan, how do you keep going? How do you turn financial feminism from a
concept into a lifestyle? Answer: a sustainable financial self-care practice.

Now, self-care has become a bit of a buzzword. There’s nothing wrong
with relaxing with a face mask and a glass of wine, but that version of self-
care is a commodified, commercialized one. “Treat yo’ self” is not actual
self-care. It’s self-soothing. The difference is that such activities help us feel
better in the moment—like a bandage, they’re temporary fixes to smaller
problems.

Self-care, on the other hand, is the hard shit: the habits that must be
repeated consistently over time in order to see change. It’s the thing that
Present You does, often begrudgingly, in order for Future You to feel better.
Things such as meditating, eating a salad when you don’t want to eat a
motherfucking salad (Pity Salad, babyyyyy), having a hard conversation
with a friend, working out, and, yes—you knew this was coming—looking
after your money. I love the bubble baths and the face masks as much as the
next person, but true self-care (going to therapy, setting boundaries, saving



money) is hard and valuable work. This is the kind of self-care that makes
you a less stressed, more self-assured person.

Every time I go on a trip, the day before is utter chaos. I’m checking my
travel information, running last-minute errands, and asking the travel gods
to allow me to fit everything I need into my carry-on (it never works). How
many pairs of underwear do I need? Did I remember my phone charger?
Where can I hide my vibrator so that the TSA agents won’t see it? And
every single time, I have an internal battle as I run around my house:
whether to clean the kitchen before I leave. For whatever reason, asking
myself to clean the kitchen on top of all the travel stress feels like the
fucking worst thing in the world. I’d rather pluck my eyelashes than clean
that goddamn kitchen. But I do it. I grab my sponge, and I fucking do it.
And you know what happens? When my trip is over, when I’m exhausted
from traveling, and I unlock the door to my house, I come home to a clean
kitchen, and it’s the best. I am most thankful ever to Past Me for having
taken twenty minutes to wipe down the counters.

The financial self-care practice I use in my own life and with clients is
what I like to call a Money Date.

The Money Date

MY BEST FRIEND, Kristine, and her boyfriend have scheduled times to
discuss their relationship: instead of opening a can of emotional worms five
minutes before one of them leaves for work or allowing things to fester
unresolved, they sit down during their designated time and chat about how
their relationship is going. It’s like a (loving) performance review,
discussing what they want to continue doing and how they can also better
support each other. It’s an amazing practice in being a fully present and
caring partner. They work together to solve any conflict and to celebrate
their relationship. Just the mere fact that the two of them schedule this time
in the first place shows that they are committed to bettering their
relationship through open communication.

This is what we’re going to do with our money.



The Money Date is a nonnegotiable period of time where you practice
some financial self-care. My money and I sit down, and we have a
conversation, just like in any relationship. I ask my money, “What can I do
better in this relationship? What am I doing well to reach my financial
goals, and what could be improved? Am I making thoughtful, mindful
spending decisions? Am I working hard at my job and making a fair wage
in order to set myself up for success (and a raise)? Am I investing in Future
Me as much as Present Me? Do my current habits support the lifestyle I
want?”

And I demand the same of my money. Is my money working hard for
me? Could it be generating profits in a Roth IRA instead of earning no
interest in a checking account? Is there a great credit card sign-up offer to
take advantage of? Is there a bill I can negotiate down or a subscription I
can cancel?

We use the Money Date to make sure we hit our goals and sometimes to
recalibrate those goals. We also make time for intimate moments with our
money to see progress toward those goals: to applaud ourselves and say, “I
paid off a thousand-dollar debt last month!” or “My investments increased
by five hundred bucks!”

Getting your financial shit together once is a huge accomplishment, but
staying consistent is the thing that keeps your financial shit together for the
long term. Just like you can’t go on one run or eat one head of broccoli and
suddenly be healthy for the rest of time, being financially healthy works
only if you’re committed to it.

If the idea of reviewing your finances critically terrifies you, you’re
definitely not alone. So, we’re going to make this as comfortable for you as
possible. Make your Money Date something you can look forward to. I
pour myself a whiskey, wrap myself in a down comforter cocoon, and bribe
myself with my favorite Indian takeout. Like all self-care, it’s an act of love
for yourself, and it should feel as “date-y” as you’re comfortable with. Yes,
I often light candles. Let’s make it sexyyyyy.

If you are managing money with a partner, make this a literal date. This
is your time to sit down, reflect, and set goals. We want to use money as a



tool to build the life that you want together.

A word from
Andy Hill
CREATOR OF MARRIAGE KIDS AND MONEY

When my wife, Nicole, and I got married, we both made a decent income combined (a little
over six figures), and we were spending all of it. We were in our late twenties, having a lot of
fun and enjoying ourselves—and that’s what you’re supposed to do anyway. Then we learned
that we were going to bring Zoey into the world, and something shifted in my brain. I started
thinking, What can I do to give my daughter a great life, and have her enjoy some of the
pleasures we’ve been able to enjoy? For me, that question became financial: “What can I do to
help us get into a better financial position so she doesn’t see Mom and Dad fighting about
money as much as we saw our parents do? So that she doesn’t worry as much about big
student loans like we had to deal with?” That’s really when we started to pay more attention to
our money.

Originally, I was numbers driven: interested in paying off debt, growing our net worth, and
becoming a millionaire—because wouldn’t that be cool? That didn’t mean a lot to Nicole. The
conversation that inspired her was about owning more of her time. She wasn’t excited about
her job and wanted to eventually become a stay-at-home mom. Those conversations around
owning our time became conversations around owning and controlling our money. Nicole was
more about the emotional benefits of owning your time and being able to define who you want
to be as an individual and as a parent. That’s what inspired her and eventually inspired me.

The emotional side of what money can do became very important to us. What do we care
about as a couple? What do we stand for? How do we allow our money to help drive us toward
those values and goals? That was the process of crafting our budget. Are our expenditures
helping us move toward goals and values that we’re excited about? Or are they distractions,
things we don’t care about that much?

We’re not about deprivation in our family—we love having fun, and we put vacations at the
top of the list. But we also want to help our kids have a great life. We put a lot of our money
toward kids’ activities, as well as helping them get a good leg up on college when it’s time.
These became our family values, so we set our budget as a couple to make those goals happen.

As a household money nerd, of course I wanted to look at our finances weekly, but monthly
was what we stuck to. I tried to make it fun when we got together: calling it a “budget party,”
ordering a pizza, having some wine. We wouldn’t just talk about the numbers; we would talk
about our life goals, the things that excited both of us, like “Wouldn’t it be great if you’re able
to work twenty hours on that job? How about zero hours in the next few years after that?”

But eventually, after Nicole had been a stay-at-home mom for a while, she was like, “Get me
out of this situation. I want to work part-time again.” Right now she’s finding that balance, and
it’s really because we’ve set those intentional times to sit down and talk about what we care



about now and what we care about in our short-term future. Those goals can change all the
time. That’s life, and that’s okay.

Our kids have chores because we want them to have some contribution in the house. We give
them $1 for every year that they’ve lived, so ten-year-old Zoey gets $10 a week for her hard
work, and my seven-year-old son, Calvin, gets $7 a week.

We split up that money among fun, saving, investing, and giving. Those four categories are
really important to us, and we have conversations about them once a quarter, after the money’s
piled up in their electronic jars. We talk about what’s going on in the world and about how
they can help. The Russian invasion of Ukraine is a high topic in our house right now. Calvin
and I recently discussed him donating his “give” money to help the children fleeing their
homes. He’s really inspired by giving. Zoey is definitely coming along on the giving side, but
her heart leans more toward “I want to have some fun today with this money. What can I use it
for?”

Learning the investing side of things is going to take a little bit longer to happen, but over time
the kids are going to understand the power of compounding and how that can work in their
favor. They can use their money for college, or maybe a big adventure or something like that
when they’re in their early twenties. They’re going to be happy that Mom and Dad started
those things early, and when they turn eighteen or nineteen or twenty, they can decide how
much they want to adopt all the things that we advised them to do.

Wanting to increase your net worth and become debt free are all great, tangible ways for you
to track your progress, but it really needs to come back to what you want out of life. Maybe
when you’re in your teens or early twenties, you don’t know what you want, but having space,
time, and freedom to make those choices and learn who you want to be is when you make
those discoveries—and you can do that only when you control your money. By controlling
your money, you can control your time.

We’re going to do a few things during this Money Date.
First up: you’re going to look at your spending, so pull up those

credit/debit card statements. Here’s what you’re looking for: forgotten
subscriptions that you almost never use anymore, fraud, unrecognized
charges, and double charges. Part of your Money Date will be devoted to
canceling those unused subscriptions, reporting any fraud, and making
plans to return unused items.

You’ll also use this time to audit your purchases. Remember the money
diary, in which we analyze whether our purchases bring us joy as well as
reflect our lifestyle and our financial goals? We’re also going to keep a
mini–money diary, but this time, in retrospect. As you go through the
charges, ask yourself how you feel about the purchases you made in



hindsight. It could be along the lines of “Hell, yeah, I loved eating at that
restaurant,” or “I bought this coat, and I’ve worn it almost every day since.”
On the other hand, you might come across a charge on your statement and
think, I don’t even remember what this was for! or I don’t love that Sephora
spending spree when I had a bad day. As always, this should be done
without judgment or shame. Just analyze your spending, applaud yourself
for thoughtful spending decisions, and learn from regrets if necessary.

The second practice for your Money Date is to check on your progress
with your goals. In chapter 1, I asked you to picture how your life would be
different if you achieved everything you wanted financially; then in chapter
3, you set specific money goals you felt good about, using the Financial
Priority List as a guide.

1. Starter emergency fund (three months of living expenses in a
high-yield savings account).

1.5. Only if applicable: Contribute as much as needed to your
401(k) or 403(b) retirement savings account so that your
employer matches that contribution.

2. Pay down high-interest debt (anything with interest over 7
percent).

3. Invest for retirement, while simultaneously paying down low-
interest debt (anything with interest less than 7 percent).

4. Save for the Big Life Stuff.

Now you’re going to look at your account balances as a whole to see
where you are with your goals. Pull up your checking accounts, savings
accounts, debt accounts, and so on. If you’re on a company 401(k) or
403(b), you might also want to look at your pay stubs for a clearer look at
your retirement account contributions.

If you’re working on filling up your emergency fund, have you made the
monthly contributions that you set out to do? If you’ve filled up your



emergency fund and have a 401(k) or 403(b) match, are you contributing
enough to get the match? How about your high-interest debt? Do you have
a plan to pay it off? And what about other big life goals, such as buying a
house or having kids or starting a business?

That first part of checking in on your goals is metrics driven: you’re
looking at how much money went toward these goals. But this is also a time
to emotionally reconnect with your goals. Maybe you’re feeling motivated
and excited—how do you keep that feeling going? Or, more than likely, you
may be disconnected from your goals. Maybe you’re feeling defeated by
how much debt you still have, and the stock market is down, so are these
contributions even worth it? Maybe you’re not sure why you even need an
emergency fund, and why can’t you just skip ahead and save for Paris
instead?

My goal of having $100,000 at age twenty-five was, yes, about seeing the
$100K number. I’m a very numbers-driven person. But when I had to quit
my toxic job without another lined up, I thought about giving up. Not only
was I not earning any money, but also I was depleting my emergency fund
and not saving anything. But I thought about what that $100K meant for
me, for my life, for what I wanted. It meant the financial flexibility to make
what felt like a risky decision: quit my corporate job to take my business
full-time and do work that I was passionate about and that had a direct
impact on my success rather than some corporation’s bottom line. I could
travel when I wanted and where I wanted. I could change lives and give
people jobs and start a global movement. And I cared about all of that way
more than I cared about the numbers.

Connecting with your Why is something you’ll need when it’s getting
tough and you’re feeling stressed or anxious, down or defeated. You’ll
come back to your goals—and more important, why you created them—and
use that as motivation to move forward. (Go back to chapter 3 if you need a
refresher.)

So, if you’re currently on step “put $300 in an HYSA every month,” and
you hate it there, think about why you’re doing it (flexibility, being able to
grow wealth, etc.). Why do you want to pay down debt, or save an



emergency fund, or get paid more? Will it help you be able to buy a house?
Allow you to save for that vacation you’ve always wanted to take? Give
you the salary you need to fund your own business?

It’s okay if you missed your monthly target. There are going to be days
when you overspend and months where you can’t save any money. There
are going to be times when you have to take on debt. And there are going to
be periods of your life where you’re cursing my name and wondering if you
can keep going. That is normal and completely okay. We’re not aiming for
perfection, we’re aiming for progress. The goal is not constant, upward
movement but consistency. The goal is that you offer yourself grace and
understanding for when things don’t go your way, that you learn what you
can and then keep going.

Even if you are on track, it’s still a good idea to reflect honestly about
how you’re feeling about your goals. If you decided you wanted to pay off
your credit card debt within the year, and you’re finding you’re depriving
yourself too much, maybe it’s time to ease off. I’d rather it took you three
extra months than a shorter, miserable amount of time where you’re more
likely to burn out and give up. If you’re on track, and you’re comfortable
with your daily spending, how about challenging yourself and increasing
your Bucket #2 contributions?

The third and final part of this Money Date involves planning and
optimization. Now that you’ve reflected on and reconnected with your
goals, what do you need to tweak? Maybe you’ve decided you can put more
money toward your financial goals, and it’s time to increase your automated
HYSA deposits, credit card payments, or investments. Maybe you
discovered recently that a coworker with the same experience earns more
than you, and it’s time to do some salary range research. Maybe you just
crossed something off the Financial Priority List, and it’s time to move on
to the next challenge.

This is also the time to take care of some financial tasks that you’ve been
putting off but that you just need to suck it up and do, like taking the twenty
minutes to finally open up a high-yield savings or retirement account, or
filing your taxes (yuck).



Then it’s time to optimize. Would another bank account be better suited
to your needs? Do you need to raise your freelancer rates? Can you increase
your retirement contributions by a few percentage points?

Finish off with a clear plan for next month. Based on insights from this
Money Date, what are you planning to change? What’s your new budget?
What is your intention with regard to spending? Give yourself three action
items that you can implement in between dates.

Once we’ve concluded our Money Date, it’s important to schedule the
next one. I like to do my Money Dates on a Sunday night. Seriously, put it
on your calendar—make it nonnegotiable. These should happen monthly at
a minimum, but more frequently if you’re chasing a particular goal or if
you’re in a hard spot financially. For me, as a business owner who needs to
be on top of my shit, I look at both my personal and business finances every
week and then have larger, goal-setting Money Dates (again, both personal
and professional) once a month.

Life gets so crazy. Whether you’re single or partnered, it can feel like you
just don’t have time to sit down and look at money. Set a specific time and
date to combat this. Make it a commitment.

Money Date Steps
1. Look at your spending: pull your statements and conduct an audit.

2. Set or check in on your goals. What’s your Why behind them? What do your account
balances say about your progress?

3. Create a plan to achieve your goals. What kinds of systems do you need to set up? Any
optimization needed?

Remember that when it comes to money, it’s not a mere diet but a full
lifestyle change. When you are just trying to stay afloat, it can be stressful
to figure out how to keep going, especially when you run into roadblocks
such as losing your job, an emergency cropping up, or if you’re not on track
to your goals anymore. There might be times when you aren’t able to save
any money or pay down debt.



Emotionally and psychologically, this is where offering yourself grace
becomes an absolute nonnegotiable. Shame and judgment have no place in
personal finance ever, but especially not when you’re struggling. Speak to
yourself kindly. When I have the temptation to be hard on myself, I force
myself to do a full 180 and make my internal voice ridiculously comforting.
(It typically manifests itself as Paddington, because I cannot bear—OMG,
that pun came out of nowhere!—to make him say something rude to me. It
just isn’t right.) Surround yourself with love, support, and understanding. It
may be bad now, but it won’t be bad forever.

Like most things worth doing, getting good with money is a lifelong
practice that requires patience and a deep amount of grace for yourself. It’s
a habit that you build over time, through accountability and consistency. It’s
about maintenance.

A word from
Debt Free Guys (John and David)
HOSTS OF THE Queer Money Podcast

JOHN: We started Debt Free Guys because we found ourselves in $51,000 of credit card debt.

DAVID: When we were just starting to get out of debt, we had a combined thirteen years
working in financial services.

JOHN: We had all the theoretical knowledge, and we were telling people how to apply it to
their lives, but we weren’t applying it to our own lives. I would argue that for much of our
adult lives, we were living in blissful ignorance. We knew how much credit card debt we had,
but we continued to ignore it until we were in Winter Park, Colorado, one weekend and started
talking about buying land and building a modern home to vacation in up there. We finally got
honest about our finances, and it hit us that we couldn’t even afford to go up there for the
weekend, let alone buy land and build a house. Then we’re like, “Why can’t we do the things
we want to do?” We realized that if we were going to continue on the path we were on, we
would never get to a different destination than the one already projected for us.

DAVID: Getting out of debt for us was just the first part of making financial progress, but we
knew that still wasn’t going to get us to where our true financial goals were. Even after we got
rid of our $51,000 in credit card debt, about a year later, we had $6,000 in credit card debt
again.

JOHN: Paying off the debt was our destination, but we didn’t realize that’s actually not the
real destination, because this is a lifelong journey.



DAVID: A lot of people will make changes to their lives to get out of debt, hoping that they
can go back to the life that they had before. But in reality, if they go back to the life they had
before, they’re going to go back to the debt they had before. It was during that discovery
process of why we got into credit card debt that we truly landed on why we wanted to go
where we wanted to go. We wanted a safe and comfortable retirement. We wanted to spend
more time together, and we wanted to give back to the LGBTQ+ community.

JOHN: That’s one of the first questions we try to tackle: “What is your goal, and why is that
your goal?” It took us years to really peel back that onion and get to the truth. What we really
wanted in life is what David said: to be able to live, have a comfortable retirement, give back
to the community, and travel. But we also had to ask ourselves, “What got us to this particular
point in time?” That was a whole other onion to peel. We realized that we were making up for
pain and neglect from our childhoods, and the desperate need to fit into society. So we had to
ask ourselves, “Do we want to fit in more than we want to spend more time together? Do we
want to make up for past trauma with great jeans as opposed to having a secure retirement?”

The way you fight the Ostrich Effect is to figure out what it is that you truly want. If you truly
want that, then you’ll do whatever it takes to get there. If you’re not willing to make the
change to get where you think you want to go, then maybe that’s not what you truly want. That
might be a sign that you’re letting society or your family or somebody else dictate what
happiness means to you.

DAVID: Personal finances need to fit into who you are personally. Your personality and who
you are really dictate how you spend your money. There are some people who are 100 percent
comfortable staying at home and others who just have to go out. Some people don’t like to
travel. What drives you should be where you’re spending your money.

JOHN: I think a lot of times when we start to consume personal finance content, we feel like
we have to be perfect. It’s not about how fast you can go or how far you can go. It’s about that
consistency. If you find yourself backsliding financially, give yourself some grace. The most
financially astute people make the most egregious finance mistakes. I used to do compliance
for financial services, and I can’t tell you how many financial advisors had bankruptcies,
delinquencies, and liens. We kind of think that everybody else has got it all figured out, and
they don’t. Even David and I today, we make all sorts of mistakes with our finances. Give
yourself some grace to know that everybody else is making mistakes. The second step is to
own the fact that you made the mistake and figure out what you need to do to correct it or to
adapt. Then come up with whatever your plan B is.

In practicality, what happens when shit does hit the fan? What happens if
you lose your job, or you get sick, or there’s a global pandemic? How do
you actually motivate yourself to invest money for Future You even though
you won’t see this money for another thirty years or so? How do you
actively continue to be temporarily uncomfortable in the pursuit of a



healthy relationship with money? And how do you keep this up for the rest
of your life?!

Remember when we chatted about the Ostrich Effect? Guess what: this
impulse doesn’t just magically go away. This temptation to avoid, to numb,
to ignore, to act like your money doesn’t exist—this comes back full force
when shit gets hard. But this is exactly when you can’t afford to look away.

In times of crisis, we turn to the emergency fund. This is why we start
with our savings first. It’s there for a reason: to sustain you for a period of
time until you’re back on your feet. For example, if you were in the middle
of paying off your credit card debt, then lost your job, you’ll press Pause on
the Game Plan. You’d rely on your emergency fund while you work to find
employment again, with your Bucket #2 money going toward your living
expenses (and eventually toward filling your emergency fund). If things are
really doomsday—you’ve already used your emergency fund or you don’t
have one—and you’re wondering what to do, a credit card with the lowest
interest rate is your next best bet. (Many folks can qualify for zero percent
interest for a period of time.)

Staying on track in an ever-changing, ever-developing world is hard—
and, like we talked about, our finances, as personal as they are, are also
subject to social factors. Sometimes, when other people get involved in our
finances, we can veer off track. This can be as simple as your friends
inviting you to an expensive dinner that you feel obligated to go to, or as
serious as a family member falling ill and needing care. The ability to set
boundaries—and again, put on our own oxygen mask first before running to
help others—is an evergreen commitment and muscle that we build.

Making personal finance social and collaborative can also mean having a
better relationship with money (and with one another). We can allow our
relationships to give us accountability, support, and guidance when it comes
to our financial goals.

Once oxygen is flowing through our masks—we’re financially stable and
on track to hit our goals—it’s time for the other half of the bargain: helping
others.



When I give live workshops, I often end them with a plea: you have the
information now to put to use in your life, but you must then share it with
someone who needs it. We sign an unseen contract when we take on the
work to be financial feminists: we are obligated to pass on this information
as well as to use it to change the world—or, at the very least, the piece of
the world that’s ours.

A word from
Simran Kaur
COHOST OF Girls That Invest

I’ve heard as women we learn through communication with each other. We will gauge
something through “How does this thing work?” or “Did you like that pair of jeans that you
bought? Do you trust that company? Okay, maybe I’ll go look into it too.” We really care
about the views and opinions of the women around us.

In twenty years of friendship with Sonya Gupthan, my cohost for our podcast Girls That
Invest, we never spoke about money, never spoke about income or how much we invested. We
both loved personal finance, but I didn’t realize how good she was with her money because
she just walks around like a normal person. One day we spoke about money, and it really just
opened the floodgates and made us realize that there was so much to learn from each other. In
all honesty, talking with each other has helped elevate our finances. I think that’s probably one
of the actionable steps that I would want to give someone if they were starting out. It’s
uncomfortable, but ask your friends out for brunch and have a conversation. Say: “I want to
share my goals around money, and I want to share that I started investing, and this is what I
invest in.”

There will be some friends (from my experience) that are a little bit uncomfortable. They’re
not there yet, and that’s okay. They’re allowed to walk away from that conversation. You’ll
find, though, that most people do engage, and they want to talk. That has helped me so much,
because if someone sits down with me and goes, “This is how I bought a home,” or “This is
what a mortgage process is,” then I know if she can do it, I can do it.

Make those conversations about money into long-term goals when you’re speaking with your
friends. “I want to retire early,” “I want to do this with my life,” and “I want to build
generational wealth” are all the topics that we tend to see women talk about. If you share those
types of goals, maybe you want to meet up in a monthly or quarterly fashion, where you sit
down with your friends and review goals and what you’ve learned.

I think accountability buddies make it so much more fun, but also you realize that other people
are human too. A friend would share that she ordered from Uber Eats, and it cost her a lot of
money. I’d tell her, “You know what, I wasted a bit of money here and there too.” It’s like



hearing your friend got a bad grade, and you say, “I got one too. It’s not the end of the world.
Let’s just get back on track.”

When I bring up the topic of money with a certain friend, I lead with vulnerability. If I go in
and share what my goals and dreams are, I think that kind of gets them thinking, then they feel
like, “Well, if she can share it, I’ll happily share.” If you go in with questions for them, then
that can feel like a bit of an interrogation. You’ve got to be careful; you don’t know what
someone’s been through. You might have a friend whose parents have secretly been bankrupt
at one point, and they don’t want to open up about that. It’s about you leading with
vulnerability and allowing them to have space to open up too, and then you can start sharing.
It’s a step-by-step process.

When you approach these conversations, it’s helpful to accept that if this person wants to talk
to you about it, they will open up. There have definitely been experiences where I’ve had a
friend say to me point-blank, “I’m uncomfortable talking about money. This is not for me.”
That’s totally fine—I’d rather them be honest about that. Still, I think it’s important to ask your
friends without being scared of them saying no, because it’s not like we stop be friends
afterward. It’s just a no, and we can keep moving.

Talking to friends and family keeps me accountable. I tend to have those Money Dates with
myself and review finances, then Sonya and I meet every quarter. It’s just about finding what
works for you.

In sharing your experiences, you’re going to learn so much from each other, because friends
are going to make mistakes, and you’re going to make mistakes. If you learn from them, then
maybe you won’t make them as bad or as often. If you collaborate, you’ll rise up so much
faster together than if you’re just trying to do this on your own. I really view managing money
as like going to the gym. When you start off at the gym, it’s the same concept as when you
start caring about your money: it’s intimidating, it’s hard, and you don’t want to do it.
Sometimes you’ll fall off and you won’t go for a month, but it doesn’t mean that you should
never go back to the gym again; it just means you’ll just start over. It’s the same thing with
money. I think it’s naive for anyone to assume that from now on she’s going to have a perfect
money journey and a perfect experience. Allow yourself to make mistakes and be kind to your
future self but also your past self. I think a lot of people that come into these communities say,
“I used to have debt,” or “I made that bad job mistake.” It’s okay that you did that. Forgive
yourself. You’re allowed to have a better future, even if the past wasn’t so good.

Normalize talking about money. Make it as simple as sharing your skin-care routine. That’s the
kind of world I’d like to live in. In many places, money means the ability to have choices. It’s
your ability to choose the life you want, and if you can do that, if your friends can do that, and
if your family can do that, what better way is there to live?

Her First $100K has been a small part in that change. Every five minutes,
we get a message from a woman somewhere in the world, sharing her
money win with us—“I negotiated a twenty-thousand-dollar raise!” “I paid



off my student loans!” “I opened my Roth IRA!”—and how our advice
made a difference for her. “I’m so much more confident in every aspect of
my life now” is my favorite kind of DM.

Yet at the same time, whenever I consider systemic oppression, I think
about how big and overwhelming the system is, and how I’m just one
person. For every person I’ve helped negotiate salary, pay off debt, and start
investing, there’s someone who has fallen victim to predatory financial
practices. There’s someone living paycheck to paycheck, someone
(especially those of color) who has been unsupported and fucked over by a
country that is supposedly “the best in the world.”

As just one person with her own challenges (yet who has buckets and
buckets of privilege), I wonder: How can I possibly do anything to change
something that is so much bigger than me?

But isn’t that all we can do? Acknowledge our own privilege, take care of
ourselves, and fight against injustice? Either we become paralyzed or we
act. “I alone cannot change the world,” Mother Teresa said, “but I can cast a
stone across the waters to create many ripples.” And one of my favorite
quotes, from anthropologist Margaret Mead: “Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s
the only thing that ever has.”

I hope you feel the same obligation, and that you see your ability to
practice financial self-care and get your shit together as part of that bigger
quest to improve our world a little bit at a time, because here’s the thing:
money runs the world. When we consider our current societal and political
climate, money means power. Money means influence. Elections are bought
by corporations and m(b)illionaires, who are overwhelmingly straight,
cisgender white men and can force political issues dismissing women,
people of color, disabled individuals, and LGBTQ+ folks. In a 2018 New
York Times piece entitled “Money Is Power. And Women Need More of
Both,” New York City’s deputy mayor for housing and economic
development pointed out: “Political power is ephemeral. People can just
wait you out. But if you’re the richest person on the planet, there’s no
waiting you out.” On the individual level, men are donating the most money



to political campaigns, despite a record number of women donors for the
Hillary Clinton presidential campaign in 2016.

Yes, these issues are often bigger than us as individuals. But a group of
individuals coming together is what sparks change. Getting more money
into more women’s hands is the key to bridging the inequality gap. I’ve said
it a million times, and I’ll say it a million more: a financial education is a
woman’s best form of protest. Having money means having options—the
option to live our lives abundantly, restfully, and fruitfully. And when we’re
financially stable, we then get to use our money as a force for change.

A word from
Tanja Hester
FINANCIAL EXPERT AND AUTHOR OF Wallet Activism: How to Use Every
Dollar You Spend, Earn, and Save as a Force for Change

I wrote Wallet Activism because I wanted to read Wallet Activism. I wanted to take a more
complicated look at the economy and our choices and how they manifest. Everything else I
read was dumbed down out of fear of telling the whole and complex truth and thinking that
people would just run away when faced with that truth. I don’t see that. I believe millennials
and Gen Z want to engage with substance. They want to know the whole picture and then
make an informed decision. I think you can trust people to handle the whole truth, and that
was really my point of view on it—even if it is complicated.

When writing the book, I focused on how we tell that truth and, at the same time, created a
system for readers to make choices that feel doable. In the book, when I’m talking about
making more ethical purchasing decisions, I offer these four framing questions:

1. WHAT IS THE PRICE OF THIS ITEM TELLING YOU? Is it too cheap? When it
comes to getting a good deal, we rarely think, If that price is really low, does that tell me
that people were absolutely exploited? If it’s a physical product, is the low price telling
me that the workers could not possibly be paid a living wage? I’m trying to retrain your
mind to think differently about deals.

2. WHO IS THIS FOR? I have a line in the book, “If your activism has an aesthetic, it’s
probably performative.” Activism doesn’t have an aesthetic. A solution like going
completely zero waste or 100 percent vegan isn’t likely to be impactful because few
people can do it. Solutions like these feel so strict because they often imply perfection or
nothing.



3. WHAT OR WHOM AM I FUNDING? It’s important to keep perspective here.
Eating at Chick-fil-A two times a year, even though it supports bad causes, is not as
impactful as buying a Tesla or the thousands of dollars we spend at Amazon. Look at the
political donations companies make, learn where they source their materials and labor—
do they use conflict minerals? Do they use forced labor?

4. CAN EVERYONE DO THIS? Are the solutions we’re proposing accessible to people
beyond just those who have a lot of extra money to spend? Assuming that the Patagonia
clothing company is perfect—which it’s not—does it make sense to tell everyone that the
solution is to buy only Patagonia clothes and other brands with extremely high ethical
standards? Absolutely not, because Patagonia is expensive and will never be accessible to
most people. We need to focus on solutions that are accessible, and often the most
accessible solution is simply to buy less. That’s good for your finances, good for the
climate, and good for the exploited workers who make most of the things we buy.

Wallet activism goes beyond purchasing—it’s how you earn money, how you conduct yourself
in the workplace, where you choose to live, how you save and invest, how you give money
away—all of it.

So much advice out there is so privileged and privilege blind, it doesn’t recognize that most
people can afford to shop only at Amazon and Walmart. If you need to shop at Amazon or
Walmart, you can make a difference by refusing to shop at peak periods, like Black Friday or
around Prime Day. On days around these “big sale events,” employee injuries go through the
roof, both in stores and warehouses, because people are under pressure and stressed. So much
of the workforce abuse happens around these times. You’ll even see workers being refused
bathroom breaks.

When you’re practicing wallet activism, it’s easy to get discouraged and think, No big
corporation is even going to miss my purchases—how can I make a difference? People forget
that if corporate profits dip 3 percent, companies pay big attention and start asking why. If a
particular product that’s been doing well starts selling less, by even a tiny percent—a single
digit—they listen.

This is important specifically to women because we control small finance. On the purchasing
level, I know the stat is that women control 55 percent, but it’s closer to 80 to 90 percent in
terms of day-to-day purchases. The idea that you have to have some massive market swing,
and everyone has to change her ways to get anyone to notice, is completely the wrong way to
look at it, which makes me hopeful. We could make these marginal changes and have
companies start to change their practices.

Changing your spending is not a diet, it’s a lifestyle. If it feels like you’re giving up all the
stuff you love to try to do the right thing, you’re not going to stick with that long term. When
confronted with changing spending, I start people with a values exercise. I ask them to figure
out the missions and the values they care about most, then we put together a money mission
statement. This gives them a framework to say, “I don’t buy XYZ anymore because
____________.”



Giving yourself a system makes these changes more sustainable, and it doesn’t use any
additional willpower. I don’t want people going to the store and feeling frozen because
capitalism compromises everything. Instead, how do you create a system that you can actually
do?

I think about that with my own savings journey. It was built on always hiding money from
myself, because if I have money, I will spend it. However, if it’s not visible, I don’t spend it. I
started this habit with $50 out of every paycheck and then grew that amount. Everything is
progressive: the more you make a habit of your goals in a small way, the easier it is to build up
to it being something big. People tend to learn a lot and very quickly, and then they think, Oh
my God, this is so horrible—I have to do everything! It’s not a sustainable way to go.

It’s important to start slow. “I’m going to not buy anything packaged in number five plastic
because that’s not recyclable,” or “I’m going to do a lot of research and cut out anything that is
produced with forced child labor” is a great place to start. Whatever that starting point is for
you, start there, and then over time, once you feel comfortable with that, add something else.

Start small and build from there.

Take a deep breath. Remember that you don’t have to take on all of this
by yourself. You cannot consume every piece of media, have nuanced
conversations with every single living person, or give the clothes off your
back. Just commit to doing what you can, when you can, how you can. Just
like when we follow the Financial Game Plan, where we start with one goal
at a time, we have to do the same in life. You pick the thing you are
sustainably able to do, then, hopefully, your financial situation changes such
that you’re able to do more things at once (like invest for retirement and
save for more goals).

A word from
Debt Free Guys (John and David)
HOSTS OF THE Queer Money Podcast

JOHN: One of our biggest challenges in our business is that a lot of folks in our community
feel a level of guilt if they have financial security. They feel like having abundance is immoral
because the only way you can acquire that is if you step on other people’s backs; you’ve done
some evil deed to get there. We see so many people in the community who want to start or
have already started a small business, but they’re so focused on trying to be able to donate a
certain percentage of their revenue or income to LGBTQ+ causes that they can lose traction in
their business. Often, they’re asking for a Kickstarter or GoFundMe campaign and trying to



use that as their seed money to grow their business, while they use their own revenue donating
to causes. We’re trying to get out the message that you need to make your business secure and
sustainable in order to have the overflow effect from your coffee cup.

I remember how we’d go to these beautiful charity galas with great music, food, people, and
wine, looking fabulous in our fancy suits. Of course, there’s the point in the evening where
they ask you to donate money, and nobody wants to be the one that doesn’t raise their hand.
And if you’re gonna raise your hand, you want to give a substantial amount.

We would give to these organizations and causes, but we couldn’t actually afford it. We
wanted to be helpful, but we also wanted to make sure people saw that we were giving so that
we wouldn’t be judged negatively. In the whole course of that experience, we weren’t really
helping the community, because we put ourselves in a worse financial position.

Now we’re in a much better place where we can donate to causes and donate to them more
consistently, so they can expect those donations and plan accordingly. We’re not also hurting
ourselves anymore.

The Four Ds

IN PONDERING HOW to actually practice financial feminism in our daily
lives, I organized my thoughts into four main areas of action, or what I’m
calling the Four Ds: discussion, donation, decision, and development.

Discussion

IF THIS BOOK has encouraged you to do anything, I hope it’s challenged you
to talk more openly about money. Talking about our financial situations is
the only way we overcome the shame and fear that we’ve experienced our
entire lives, and it allows us to create a better relationship with money and
with one another.

In challenging the “talking about money is impolite” narrative, we turn
something taboo into something typical. I’ve said it a billion times, but it is
worth repeating: the narrative that “talking about money is gauche” is a
story perpetuated by the patriarchy to keep us underpaid and overworked. It
keeps us controllable and playing small. So, if we can start talking about
our salaries, talking about our debt, talking about investing being
intimidating, talking about our hopes and dreams and fears for the future—
everything starts to change.



Talking about money also allows us to better understand the world
around us: becoming aware of the experiences of others, making one
another feel less alone, and holding space for stories and journeys that differ
from our own. I’m beyond grateful for the times in my life that someone
has felt brave enough to share their experience or thoughts with me—these
different perspectives have changed my worldview more times than I can
count.

So how do you go about broaching conversations about money in a world
that treats them as taboo? My trick is offering vulnerability first. This can
look like:

“What was the first time you remember thinking about money?”

“I’m really stressed about my debt; can I talk to you about it?”

“I just paid off my student loans and want to celebrate. Want to
grab dinner with me?”

“I think I’m being underpaid, and I feel so disheartened. Has this
ever happened to you?”

“I have a goal of saving five thousand dollars this year. Do you
have any tricks you’ve used to save money?”

“I just read an article about the investing gap for Black women.
Do you know about this?”

Naturally, if you put yourself out there, others feel comfortable to also be
vulnerable. This may be easier if you’re a more direct person, like I tend to
be. I will often just ask specifically for what I need: “I’m trying to get better
with money this year. Anyone else trying to do something similar? Can we
talk about it?” Not everyone is going to be at the same stage as you in their
financial journey, and that’s okay—all of us will get there at our own pace.

But if you’re not as direct, it can be harder to start these sorts of
discussions. This is one of many reasons I created safe spaces online for
women to talk about money, like my free Facebook group and my investing



platform, Treasury. I can’t tell you how many comments we get that say
something to the effect of: “This is the only place I can talk about money
openly,” or “I get more support from strangers in this community than I
receive in real life.” It’s been incredible to see the honesty, transparency,
and support that we’ve cultivated among women who are total strangers. I
remember us posting a discussion prompt a few years ago, “What was the
biggest financial decision you’ve ever made?” And the responses were
incredible: being a caregiver for a dying parent, choosing to have a child as
a single mom, bootstrapping a business. Something beautiful happens when
people are vulnerable: it not only helps ourselves in building the muscle of
transparency but also works as a permission slip for others.

Donation

IF YOU’RE IN the financial place where you’re able, sending money to
organizations you believe in is the best way to create the change we want to
see. We know that providing support in terms of actual dollars is the best
way for us to show up for causes we believe in, and it allows us to give
support to experts in various fields. For instance, I may know how to
educate people about money, but I have no idea how to actually save the
rain forests other than by not cutting them down.

Try to find organizations that have good scores from charity rating sites
such as Charity Review and GiveWell, because many organizations don’t
use the donations very effectively, and we want our dollar to go the furthest
it can. I personally find that supporting a few charities or causes is better
than trying to give smaller amounts to a bunch of different things. For
example, my main focus is women’s rights. Some of my favorite places to
give are Planned Parenthood, Equality Now, and Together Rising (founded
by one of my idols, the incredible activist and author Glennon Doyle).

Can’t donate money? Donate your time instead. Volunteer at a local
organization, even if it’s just an hour a month. My parents are pros at this:
every Wednesday evening for seven years, they volunteered at their local



food bank. They also sat on the boards of community theaters and
supported my various school functions by coaching or chaperoning.

Decision

WHEN I SAY DECISION, what I really mean is “deciding what you stand for.”
This book has shown you just how connected money and politics are—and
we can make a direct impact on both by choosing to show up and fight for
our rights. A woman’s right to choose, for example, is not only a political
issue but also a deeply rooted financial matter too. Forcing a person to have
a child she does not want and often cannot afford leads to less financial
power and significant monetary deprivation.

Decision includes being a voter, and an educated one at that—not just in
national elections, but at the local and state levels too. It includes learning
more about your community and becoming as involved as you’re able. It
includes protesting, picketing, and petitions. It includes calling or emailing
lawmakers—both when you’re pissed about some new law and when
you’re expressing support. These decisions should not only be informed but
also have the weight of action behind them. Posting an infographic on
Instagram and calling it a day is not activism.

Decision can also lead you to put part of your money in ESG investing
(or any other form of socially responsible investing that Tim Nash talked
about in chapter 5), putting some of your money in a credit union, or voting
with your dollars. Beyond traditional politics and activism, “voting with
your dollars” is one of the most impactful ways to create change. We have
the opportunity to support entrepreneurs and causes we love by giving them
our business. Like Tanja Hester mentioned, spending our money at
businesses owned by people of color, LGBTQ+ folks, and women—or at
the very least, local mom-and-pop shops—can make a massive impact.
Frequenting your weekly farmers market. Shopping vintage or secondhand
clothes (good for local businesses and the environment). Grabbing coffee
from your local shop instead of Starbucks. (I’m currently writing this
paragraph from a Black-owned café in Brooklyn.)



As the owner of a small business myself, I cannot tell you how much it
means to have folks support your work. I still see every PayPal transaction
that comes through. I see the names of people who are committed to
supporting me, my business, and HFK’s cause. (Maybe I’ve even seen your
name come through!)

Just like when we are developing our Financial Game Plan and need to
start with one goal at a time, we have to do the same in life. You’re not
going to be able to shop local for everything, and it will likely not be budget
conscious to do it every time, so find a balance that works for you. You
decide what you want to focus on—for example, sustainable fashion—then
pick something you’re sustainably able to do, like “I won’t shop at Shein.”
Then hopefully one day, your financial situation changes such that you’re
able to do more, such as “shop only with sustainable/ethical retailers.”

Development

HAVE YOU EVER MET someone who just refuses to learn anything new?
When you politely try to educate them on a new issue or tell them
something they said was offensive, they scoff at you? Maybe it’s your
grandpa or your aunt. My God, is this attitude the worst! As we progress in
our lives, we must not be this kind of person.

We want to live life being curious and contemplative, inquisitive and
interested. Just because you’ve read this book doesn’t mean you’re
automatically a financial feminist. You not only need to be an active learner
(not just passively reading and not implementing) but also a lifelong
learner. It must be a sustainable, long-term effort. We need to live outside
our comfort zones. If we’re going to actually change our financial
foundations—and more important, the world around us—we must be
committed to learning and growing for the rest of our lives.

Educating yourself about money, systemic oppression, and the world is a
lifelong commitment. Whether it’s dissecting a recent article about the
racial wealth gap, watching a TED Talk, or creating a book club (maybe for
this book: go to herfirst100k.com/book-resources for a book club guide!



#shamelessplug), you can find ways to stay educated, informed, and
challenged.

Committing to financial feminism as a lifestyle takes vulnerability,
consistency, and grace. But this movement is so much bigger than us as
individuals. When we make a commitment to bettering our own financial
lives—as both a service to ourselves and to others—we start changing the
equation. When we choose to take on uncomfortable situations, we can start
to use money as a tool to create the life and the world we want to see. In
good times and in bad, we make a commitment to taking care of ourselves
so we can show up at our best for others.



Homework

1.   Money Date
Open up your Google Calendar or grab your agenda and establish your first (or next!) Money
Date.

When it’s time, pull up what you need for each step of the Money Date:

1. LOOKING AT YOUR SPENDING: Download your credit/debit card statements. If
you’ve been keeping a money diary or otherwise tracking your spending, pull up those
reports.

2. SETTING OR CHECKING IN ON YOUR GOALS: Find the goals you wrote before
and pull up all your account statements (checking, savings, debts, investments, etc.) so you
can track your progress.

3. CREATING A PLAN TO ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS: What kinds of systems do you
need to set up? Any optimization needed? Do some research to figure out what you need.

2.   Discussion, Donation, Decision, and Development

DISCUSSION: Try igniting a vulnerable conversation around money with a friend,
colleague, or family member this week.

DONATION: If you’re able, choose a charity you believe in and set up a monthly donation.

DECISION: Decide what you stand for and how your finances will play a part.

DEVELOPMENT: Stay committed by watching a weekly TED Talk or starting a book club
to stay informed.



Epilogue

“When You Have All You Need, Build a Longer
Table—Not a Higher Fence.”

This book has the nails and hammer you need to build a table—one with
sturdy legs and a level top. It will be a place of abundance, full of blooming
flowers, gleaming silverware, and endless fried chicken. Over time, when
you’re full and fed, you will add more planks and seats to the table. You’ll
invite others to share in your abundance, this joy, this ease. And when
you’re well nourished, you’ll tear down the fences others have built.

Thank you for inviting me to your table. I can’t wait to dig in.
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Glossary

NOTE: The number in the parenthetical is the chapter where you will find
this term discussed in depth.

401(K): A retirement investing account offered by your employer (5).
403(B): The public sector’s equivalent to a 401(k) (5).
APY: Annual percentage yield is the rate of return for your investment,

which also includes your expected earning in compound interest (5).
BAIL BOND: Many defendants cannot afford to pay bail, which allows them

to not have to sit in jail as they await their trial. So, they seek out a bail
bondsman, who helps them pay bail but then charges them a fee of
usually 10 to 20 percent of the initial bond, which is used as collateral
so that the defendant shows up to trial (4).

BALANCE TRANSFER: Taking your debt from one place (typically a credit
card) and moving it to another place that oftentimes has a lower interest
rate (4).

BOND: The debt of a company or government. When you buy a bond, you
are giving a company/government a loan and earning money on the
interest (5).

BROKERAGE ACCOUNT: An investing account at a brokerage firm. Brokerage
firms buy and sell stocks, bonds, options, and other financial products
on behalf of clients (5).

BUDGETING: Instead of feeling guilt about spending money, it allows you to
focus on spending money on the things you love, without explanation or
justification. It’s a permission slip. It also helps you avoid the guilt of



not taking care of yourself financially. It makes sure that you’re
factoring in your financial well-being, in addition to your wants (3).

CASH BAIL: If you get arrested, you can be held in jail until your court date.
Studies show that judges place higher bail amounts on people of color,
which means the whole system relies on racism—from the arrests and
the policing of communities to the economic state of the communities
most affected. The alternative is sitting in jail for six months or
sometimes years awaiting trial (4).

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT (CD): A savings account with a higher interest rate,
but in exchange, you cannot access your money for a certain period of
time (3).

CHECK CASHING: A way for those who are unbanked or underbanked to get
access to their money. They can cash checks in exchange for a fee rather
than using a bank (4).

COMPOUND INTEREST: Compounding means that the interest isn’t just on the
principal—it’s also on any interest accumulated in the compounding
period (4, 5).

CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION BUREAU (CFPB): A government agency
charged with helping to ensure that banks, lenders, and financial
institutions are playing fair (4).

CREDIT CARD: A way for people to purchase items on credit, meaning they
are expected to pay back the lender, and if they don’t, the purchases will
accrue interest. You’re basically “borrowing” the money until you are
able to pay it off (4).

CREDIT HISTORY: The age of your oldest line of credit (4).
CREDIT SCORE: Think of it as your adult financial GPA (4).
CREDIT UTILIZATION RATE: The percentage of credit you’re using (4).
DEBT: Something that is owed, usually money (4).
DEBT CONSOLIDATION: Taking multiple debts and putting them together with

only one interest rate (often a lower rate than you were paying before)
(4).



DIRECT DEPOSIT: A payment made electronically from one person to
another.

DISCRETIONARY MONEY: Money you can spend on things you want, not on
things you have to buy. This is your “fun money.”

DO-IT-YOURSELF (DIY) INVESTING: You’re the one choosing the stocks and
bonds you’re buying (5).

EMERGENCY FUND: Three to six months of living expenses saved, in a high-
yield savings account (3).

EMPLOYEE MATCH: If you contribute a percentage of your salary to your
retirement account, your workplace will match it (for example, a 3
percent match means that if you contribute 3 percent of your salary,
your employer will as well) (5).

EXPENSES: Everything that costs you money in order to eat, sleep, and live
(3).

FIDUCIARY: A type of financial advisor that is legally bound to make
decisions in your best interest (5).

FINANCIAL ADVISOR: A money manager or a broker who provides services
to a client. If you’re reading this book, you probably don’t need one yet.
But please make sure that the person is a fiduciary (defined above) (5).

FINANCIAL FEMINISM: The act of embracing the power you already possess
in order to help yourself—and those around you—reach financial
equality.

HIGH-YIELD SAVINGS ACCOUNT: An HYSA is most likely hosted on an online
platform, which means it has less overhead cost than a traditional brick
and mortar and gives some of those savings back to the customer (3).

INDEX FUND: A mutual fund or an exchange-traded fund (ETF) designed to
track a particular financial market index—for example, the S&P 500,
which follows the five hundred biggest companies on the stock market
(5).

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT (IRA): As you might guess from the word
individual, an IRA is not tied to your employer. The annual maximum
contribution is usually $6,000 (5).



INFLATION RATE: The rate at which the price of goods and services in the
economy is increasing (5).

INTEREST: The money that accrues on top of the money that was lent to you
(4).

INTEREST RATE: The percentage of money that accrues and you are
responsible for paying on top of the money that was lent to you (4).

LINE OF CREDIT: The amount of credit you have available to use (4).
MARKET RATE: Market research tells you what you should be getting paid

relative to other people in your industry with the same experience level
(6).

OVERDRAFT FEES: When you withdraw more money than you have in your
account, the bank or other financial institution imposes an overdraft fee
(3).

PAID TIME OFF (PTO): A work benefit where you take time off but still get
paid for the time (6).

PAYDAY LOANS: Short-term loans designed (in theory!) to cover the
individual until his or her next payday, with insanely high interest rates
(4).

PERSONAL LOAN: Borrowed money that you use for personal reasons, you
receive one based on your credit history and income.

PINK TAX: A term used to describe the fact that items marketed toward
women are often more expensive than the same items sold to men (2).

PLEDGING SHARES: Borrowing against a company’s stock to avoid paying
taxes.

PRINCIPAL: The original sum of money you borrow on a loan (4).
PROFIT SHARE: A system in which employees of a company receive a direct

share of the profits (6).
RATE OF RETURN (ROR): Rate of return is how much your investments have

either lost or gained over a specific period of time (5).
RETIREMENT ACCOUNT: Investment accounts that are specifically for

retirement. They are tax advantaged (5).



RETIREMENT INVESTING: Strategically investing with the goal of being able
to retire and live off the money you invested (5).

RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI): Return on investment is a way to make sure
your investments are doing what they’re supposed to do—earn you
money!

ROBO-ADVISOR: A company that invests for you but takes a percentage of
the money (usually 0.25 to 0.5 percent on top of any fund-specific fees)
(5).

ROTH IRA: A tax-advantaged retirement account that is not tied to your
employer, meaning just about anyone can open one. That’s exactly what
the I in IRA stands for: individual retirement account. You can open a
Roth IRA at any age as long as you have a job, and unlike a traditional
IRA, there are no required minimum distributions. You also pay the
taxes now and receive the tax benefits later.

SAVINGS ACCOUNT: A type of bank account that usually accrues some sort of
interest (3).

SIMPLE INTEREST: Interest based on the principal amount of a loan or the
first deposit in a savings account (4).

SIMPLIFIED EMPLOYEE PENSION PLAN (SEP-IRA): Another kind of IRA. As
with a traditional IRA, you pay the taxes you owe when you withdraw
money—for instance, at retirement age. It’s designed for solopreneurs
or companies with a few people. Maximum contribution to a SEP is
$56,000/year or up to 25 percent of your income (whichever comes
first) (5).

SOLO 401(k): Similar to the employer-sponsored 401(k) plan, except you’re
your own sponsor (5)!

STOCK: Slivers of companies, so owning a stock means you’re a part owner
in a company (5).

STOCK OPTIONS: When a company gives you the chance to invest in that
company at a discounted rate or a fixed price (6).

TRADITIONAL IRA: Like the Roth IRA, this is an individual retirement
account, meaning it’s not tied to an employer. You won’t pay any taxes



on this money until you withdraw it at retirement, so you receive
benefits now rather than later (5).

UNBANKED: An individual who does not have a bank account.
UNDERBANKED: People who live in areas where financial services are not

easily accessible.
VALUE-BASED SPENDING: The act of spending a majority of your

discretionary money on what brings you true value and joy (2).
W-2: A type of tax form that you fill out when becoming an employee. It

helps the IRS calculate how much of your income should be taxed (6).
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Perez; and Unfinished Business: Women Men Work Family, by Anne
Marie Slaughter.
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